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I. INTRODUCTION 
PID's claim to void the Caldwell Municipal Storm Water Management Manual 
("Manual") fails. PID's assertions that certain portions of the Manual conflict with I.C. 
§ 42-1209 ("§ 42-1209") are simply wrong. The Manual and § 42-1209 do not conflict;} the 
Manual and § 42-1209 serve different purposes and can be read together. As a matter oflaw, 
PID cannot void the Manual based on assertions that certain portions could be improved or based 
on allegations regarding the manner in which the Manual has been implemented. Accordingly, 
the Court should dismiss paragraph 1 of PI D's prayer for relief which seeks to void the Manual. 
Summary judgment is appropriate on the request for removal of the remaining outfalls 
based on Idaho Code § 42-1209. PID has introduced no evidence that would support a finding of 
material and/or unreasonable interference for any of the five identified outfalls. PID fails to 
introduce any evidence that the five outfalls cause a "material or unreasonable interference" with 
PID's use of its claimed easements or rights-of-way. 
PID's efforts to remove five existing outfalls should also be rejected. PID's Complaint 
expressly limits the injunctive relief sought to "existing unauthorized municipal storm water 
discharge points, owned or constructed by the City of Caldwell". (Second Amended Complaint 
at Prayer for Relief, 12 (emphasis added)). Only two of the five outfalls are oWfled or were 
constructed by Caldwell. In turn, PID's OWfl complaint narrows the number of outfalls which are 
candidates for removal from five doWfl to two. 
} Caldwell is not waiving its primary contention that PID has no right to demand written 
permission for encroachments that do not materially or unreasonably interfere with PID's 
operations or encroachments that simply perpetuate historic practices without creating any new 
demonstrable burden on PID's claimed facilities. Caldwell further disputes that the discharge of 
storm water by PID's paying customers or by those with historical rights, or other legal rights, 
constitutes a material or unreasonable interference or constitutes an encroachment. 
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PID is not entitled to the injunctive remedy of removal of the five outfalls. PID has no 
evidence that the benefit of removal of the five outfalls outweighs the costs and adverse impact 
of removal. In fact, PID has no evidence at all that the removal of the five outfalls will benefit 
PID. Also, PID has not cited and cannot cite any authority for PID's assertion that summary 
judgment on the availability of injunctive relief should be postponed until after a trial on the 
merits. 
PID's trespass claim does not support the removal of any ofthe outfalls PID contends are 
at issue. PID' s trespass claim fails as to all five outfalls as a matter of law because PID does not 
have exclusive rights to the prescriptive easements it uses to drain and deliver water. Lacking 
exclusivity, PID cannot prevail on a trespass claim. 
PID's nuisance claim fails because PID has no evidence that any of the five identified 
outfalls interfere with PID's comfortable enjoyment of its claimed facilities. Moreover, even if 
PID had demonstrated that the outfalls interfere with its comfortable enjoyment, summary 
judgment is proper because Caldwell is not the cause of PI D's alleged harm as a matter oflaw. 
PID's nuisance claims are also barred because PID is estopped from claiming damages related to 
the identified outfalls. Therefore, PID cannot complain of a nuisance for those outfalls. 
Finally, with regard to at least three of the outfalls PID asserts should be removed, PID 
has failed to exhaust administrative remedies. 
II. ARGUMENT 
A court may properly enter summary judgment against a party that fails to introduce facts 
sufficient to support of its claims or defenses. Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 
239, 108 P.3d 380, 386 (2005) (adopting Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 327 (1986). If a 
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party fails to introduce sufficient facts supporting an element on which the party bears the burden 
at trial, summary judgment is required pursuant to Rule 56. See Id. 
A. PID's Claim to Void the Stormwater Manual Fails 
PID assets that the Manual is contrary to state law and is void. PID has the burden of 
challenging an exercise of Caldwell's constitutional police power. Plummer v. City 0/ Fruitland, 
139 Idaho 810, 813, 87 P.3d 297, 300 (2004) (emphasis added). When a challenge is made 
against a city's exercise of its police power, the "burden falls upon the party challenging the 
exercise of this power to show that such an exercise is either in conflict with the general laws of 
the state or that it is unreasonable or arbitrary." Plummer at 813. The burden of establishing a 
conflict is significant. See Edwards v. Industrial Comm 'n o/State, 130 Idaho 457, 461, 943 P.2d 
47,51 (1997) (statutes relating to the same subject, although in apparent conflict, are construed 
to be in harmony if reasonably possible); Cox v. Mueller, 125 Idaho 734, 736, 847 P.2d 545, 547 
(1994); see also Idaho State AFL-CIO v. Leroy, 110 Idaho 691, 698, 718 P.2d 1129, 1136 
(1986); Grice v. Clearwater Timber Co., 20 Idaho 70, 77, 117 P. 112, 112 (1911). 
1. PID Fails To Establish A Conflict Between The Manual and § 42-1209 
PID seeks to void the Manual based on supposed conflicts with § 42-1209. (Response at 
10-15).2 However, the supposed conflicts simply do not exist. 
PID admits that the Manual does not prohibit any entity from asking PID for written 
permission pursuant to § 42-1209. (Response at 12). As has been stated repeatedly before, the 
City does not contend that the Manual creates new discharge rights. Likewise, the City does not 
2 Here, PID concedes Caldwell's right to regulate storm water issues. (Response at 11) ("[PID] 
does not challenge the City's general authority to regulate stormwater drainage systems ... "). 
PID also does not assert that the Manual is not arbitrary or unreasonable. (Response at 10-15). 
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assert that a developer's compliance with the Manual obviates the requirement that the developer 
comply with § 42-1209, any more than compliance with § 42-1209 obviates the requirement that 
one comply with the Manual. Further, PID fails to cite any legal authority for its position? 
As best as Caldwell can discern from PID's Response, PID only points to two provisions 
to establish the supposed conflict, § § 101.1.2 (Downstream Rule) and 101.1.5 (Discharge Rule). 4 
Section 10 1.1.5 states: 
Any development proposing new or increased discharge off-site, in 
compliance with this manual, shall notify in writing the owner of 
the canal, ditch, drain or pond into which discharge shall occur. In 
addition, the design of new discharging facilities shall be subject to 
the review of the entity operating or maintaining the canal, ditch, 
drain or pond. Any development proposing to increase the rate or 
reduce the quality of discharge from a site may be denied 
permission to discharge. 
(Emphasis added.) 
Section 101.1.5 does not conflict with § 42-1209. The requirements regarding notice and 
review are separate from and in addition to any legitimate obligations that exist under § 42-1209. 
PID contends that § 1 0 1.1.2 creates a conflict because the section supposedly ignores that 
PID "should determine the downstream capacity to accept new discharges". (Response at 13). 
3 The Court should note that, although voiding a statute based on conflict is a legal question, PID 
fails to cite any cases or other authorities in support of PI D's contention that the Manual should 
be voided. Simply stated, PID's failure to provide any legal authority would be startling but for 
the fact that PID is pursuing an argument for which there is no supporting authority. 
4In its Complaint, PID asserts that sections of the Manual (Sections 100.5, 103.2.1, 101.1.5, and 
103.7.5) conflict with § 42-1209. In its Response, PID fails to make any effort to argue that 
§§ 100.5 or 103.2.1 are in conflict. 
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In relevant part, § 1 0 1.1.2 states "[i]t's the developer's responsibility to ensure that the 
runoff, storm and domestic, from a development not increase pollutant load for pollutants of 
concern and discharge rates not exceed a developers." 
Section 101.1.2 does not conflict with § 42-1209. The simple fact that Caldwell requires 
a developer to perform calculations for submittal to Caldwell does not create a conflict with 
§ 42-1209. Obligations owed to the irrigation district pursuant to § 42-1209 are distinct and 
separate. None of the requirements that PID contends exist under § 42-1209 are obviated in any 
way. Whatever rights PID has under § 42-1209 remain. 
The absence of conflict is made more apparent when one considers the distinct purposes 
and contexts of the Manual and § 42-1209. The Manual and § 42-1209 serve separate purposes. 
The purpose of the Manual is clearly stated in its own text: 
"This Manual outlines the City's storm water management 
program, which is intended to accomplish [federal and state 
regulatory goals related to controlling flooding, water pollution, 
erosion, and sediment] which is intended to accomplish these 
objectives and set up "Best Management Practices" (BMP) for 
managing storm water discharges from new developments". 
Manual at 1 00.1 
In contrast, § 42-1209 sets the limits and framework pursuant to which irrigation districts 
and other entities must allow encroachments upon easements and rights-of-way. § 42-1209 
(conditioning an irrigation district's right to deny an encroachment upon a finding that the 
encroachment unreasonably and materially interferes with the use and enjoyment). 
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2. The Court Cannot Void An Ordinance Based On Challenges To The 
Wisdom Of The Ordinance Or Regarding How It Is Implemented 
PID asserts that the Manual is void because of the "extreme reliance on use of 
discharging facilities, to the exclusion of other non-discharging alternative." (Response at 13). 
In effect, PID disagrees with the wisdom of Caldwell's preference for detention facilities. 
However, courts do not review the wisdom of an ordinance. Sanchez v. City o/Caldwell, 135 
Idaho 465, 468, 20 P.3d 1 (2001). "Every intendment is to be made in favor of the lawfulness of 
the exercise of municipal power making regulations to promote the public health and safety." Id 
There is a strong presumption of the validity of an ordinance. State v. Hellickson, 24 P.3d 59 
(Idaho 2001).5 Evidence as to areas of potential improvement does not provide a valid basis to 
void the Manual. Accordingly, the Manual is not voidable just because PID does not agree with 
the Manual's preference for detention facilities. Id. If the statutes is not arbitrary or capricious, 
the Court will not rewrite a statute to make it better. 
PID also asserts that the Statute is void based on the application of the provision. 
(Response at 14). PID asserts that "downstream capacity is not being provided, nor being 
5 See also, Potts Const. Co. v. North Kootenai Water Dist., 116 P.3d 8 (Idaho 2005) (Burden falls 
on the party challenging the validity of a municipality's police power to show that it is either in 
conflict with the general laws of the state, unreasonable, or arbitrary.); Plummer v. City 0/ 
Fruitland, 87 P.3d 297 (Idaho 2004) (When Supreme Curt reviews cases involving the municipal 
exercise of constitutionally granted police power, the burden falls upon the party challenging the 
exercise of this power to show that such an exercise is either in conflict with the general laws of 
the state or that it is unreasonable or arbitrary); State v. Medel, 80 P.3d 1099 (Idaho App. 2003) 
(There is strong presumption of the validity of an ordinance, and an appellate court is obligated 
to seek an interpretation that upholds its constitutionality); State v. Hellickson, 24 P.3d 59 (Idaho 
2001) (There is strong presumption of the validity of an ordinance); Simons v. City 0/ Moscow, 
720 P.2d 197 (Idaho 1986) (Presumption of validity which attaches to actions by city council 
will only be overcome by clear proof of great force); State v. Bowman, 655 P.2d 933 (Idaho 
1982) (Burden is on one attacking legislative classification in ordinance to negative every 
conceivable basis which might support it); Hendricks v. City o/Nampa, 456 P.2d 262 (Idaho 
1969) (Ultimate burden of persuasion is on party attacking validity of municipal ordinance). 
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requested by City reviewers." (Response at 14-15 (citing Ewbank Ex. B, p. 8».6 PID asserts 
that this is a disputed factual issue which should prevent dismissal of its claim to void. This 
assertion does not provide the basis for summary judgment. Simply stated, even if one were to 
accept Ewbank's testimony as true, such circumstances do not create a conflict with § 42-1209. 
If implementation of the statute occurs in a manner that creates conflict with another state law, 
the court may enjoin the improper manner of implementation, the court will not void the statute. 
See City of Boise v. Bench Sewer District, 116 Idaho 25 (1989). 
3. PID Mischaracterizes Caldwell's Motion 
Caldwell moved for summary judgment against PID's affirmative claim which seeks to 
void the Manual. (See Memorandum in Support of Caldwell's Second Motion for Summary 
Judgment 1-2). PID attempts to create an issue by interjecting language from Caldwell's 
Counterclaim into the analysis. (See Response at 10-15 (wrongly asserting that Caldwell is 
currently moving for summary judgment on whether the Manual is "binding" on PID». This is 
simply an effort by PID to interject red herring arguments into the Court's analysis and should be 
ignored. 
In summary, while there is no conflict between § 42-1209 and the Manual, there are 
disagreements between Caldwell and PID. Caldwell long ago grew frustrated at the selfish, 
unjustified and costly actions taken by PID. Caldwell has long been frustrated that PID allows 
its legal counsel, with no meaningful oversight from the Board, to exact legal fees from third-
parties and engage in costly and meritless licensing processes and demands. Caldwell is 
6 Moreover, a further a review of Ewbank's actual testimony indicates that he cannot identify the 
circumstances regarding the supposed failed application and cannot identify if they occurred 
prior to implementation of the Manual. (Stidham Aff. at B) 
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frustrated that PID exacts fees for drainage on urban citizens while withholding from these urban 
citizens the same drainage rights that PID accords to PID's agricultural customers. Nevertheless, 
the criticism that Caldwell has for PID's actions does not somehow create a conflict with regard 
to the Manual and § 42-1209. Summary judgment should be granted dismissing PID's efforts to 
void the Manual. 
B. PID Has No Evidence to Support Removal Under Idaho Code § 42-1209 
1. PID Does Not Even Attempt To Establish That Any of the Five 
Outfalls Constitute A Material or Unreasonable Interference 
Pursuant to § 42-1209. 
The Court should grant summary judgment denying PID's claim for removal of the five 
outfalls pursuant to 42-1209. In relevant part, that section provides as follows: 
Encroachments of any kind placed in such easement or right-of-
way, without such express written permission shall be removed at 
the expense of the person or entity causing or permitting such 
encroachments, upon the request of the owner of the easement or 
right-of-way, in the event that any such encroachments 
unreasonably or materially interfere with the use and enjoyment of 
the easement or right-of-way. 
Idaho Code § 42-1209 (emphasis added). 
PID lacks the requisite evidence that the five identified outfalls materially or 
unreasonably interfere with PID's use and enjoyment of its claimed facilities. (See § 42-1209). 
PID has no evidence that the five outfalls interfere in any way with PID's use and enjoyment of 
the A-Drain, the B-Drain, or the 500 Lateral. PID has not, for example, introduced any evidence 
that the identified outfall at 10th and Ustick into the B Drain has any impact on PID's use and 
enjoyment of the B Drain. PID similarly has no evidence that the alleged incremental increase in 
urban storm water from that outfall results in increased maintenance expenses, or prevents PID 
from accessing the B-Drain. The same is true for the other four identified outfalls. 
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In part, PID cannot present evidence regarding t, because according to PID's own survey, 
there are hundreds of outfalls along PID's claimed facilities. (See, e.g., Ex. M to Randolph Aff 
(attaching Discharge Examination Reports for outfalls located on A Drain, B Drain, and 500 
Lateral)). According to the discharge reports, these outfalls discharge agricultural return flows, 
mixtures of agricultural water and stonn water, urban stonn water, private properties, and other 
runoff. If PID suffers any hann, it would be as a result of all of the outfalls, not just the five 
identified outfalls that it decided to highlight in this litigation. Unless and until PID can 
demonstrate that the identified outfalls materially and unreasonably interfere with its use and 
enjoyment of its claimed facilities, Idaho Code § 42-1209 does not provide PID with a valid 
basis to demand removal of the outfalls and summary judgment is proper on this claim. 
In its Response, PID does not even try to provide evidence regarding unreasonable and 
material interference. (Response at 18). Without any legal support whatsoever, PID simply 
asserts that "there is no threshold requirement to prove material or unreasonable interference." 
(Jd.) In short, PID refuses to provide any evidence. In turn, dismissal is proper pursuant to 
Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 239, 108 P.3d 380,386 (2005)(granting 
summary judgment when the opposing party fails to introduce any facts).7 After hundreds of 
7 PID does not have any evidence that the five-identified outfalls would materially or 
unreasonably interfere with PID's claimed facilities. Even ifPID tries to rely on general 
testimony cited from its experts that is insufficient as a matter of law. See Int'l & Middle E. 
Foods, Inc. v. Ohio Liquor Control Comm., 2009 WL 2872981, *5 (Ohio App. Sept. 8,2009) 
("Unsubstantiated fears or speculation generally do not constitute sufficient evidence of 
substantial interference.). In International & Middle East Foods, Inc., the appellate court 
affinned the lower court's ruling that the speculative evidence submitted by the appellant did not 
demonstrate substantial interference. See id ("To suggest, without evidence, that one more 
permit premises would produce substantial interference is speculative."). Likewise, in Matlen v. 
Moser, 2009 WL 271234 (Wash.App. Feb. 5,2009) the Washington Court of Appeals affinned 
the district court's grant of summary judgment in favor of a defendant where the plaintiff and 
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thousands of dollars expended in legal fees and documents copying charges, after more than a 
year of litigation, and multiple depositions, PID simply and boldly refuses ~o provide any 
evidence as to the five outfalls regarding this key issue. Summary judgment on this issue is 
certainly proper. 
C. Caldwell Is Entitled to Summary Judgment on PID's Fourth Claim, 
Injunctive Relief 
1. PID Cannot Establish the Elements Needed to Obtain Injunctive 
Relief 
"According to well-established principles of equity, a plaintiff seeking a permanent 
injunction must satisfy a four-factor test before a court may grant such relief. A plaintiff must 
demonstrate: (1) that it has suffered an irreparable injury; (2) that remedies available at law, such 
as monetary damages, are inadequate to compensate for that injury; (3) that, considering the 
balance of hardships between the plaintiff and defendant, a remedy in equity is warranted; and 
(4) that the public interest would not be dis served by a permanent injunction." eBay Inc. v. 
MercExchange, L.L.c., 547 U.S. 388, 391 (2006). The party seeking the injunction has the 
burden of establishing that it is entitled to injunctive relief. Id.; Harris v. Cassia County, 106 
Idaho 513,518,681 P.2d 988,993 (1984) citing Lawrence Warehouse Co. v. Rudio Lumber Co., 
89 Idaho 389,405 P.2d 634 (1965). 
Here, PID cannot satisfy the test. (See Memo at 37-39). 
plaintiff s expert only introduced speculative evidence regarding the harm caused by an alleged 
nuisance. The court affirmed the district court's grant of summary judgment on the nuisance, 
trespass, injunction, and other statutory claims, holding that ("Moreover, Mr. Reilly's declaration 
is based on assumptions and speculation. And this is not competent evidence."); see also Fifth 
Ave. Presbyterian Church v. City of New York, 177 Fed. Appx. 198, 200 (2d Cir. 2006) 
(affirming grant of summary judgment and noting that "We mere speculation about potential 
injuries is insufficient to establish the existence of a public nuisance") (unpublished). 
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a} Irreparable Injury 
"In order to obtain an injunction against, or the abatement of, an alleged nuisance, the 
complaining party must show a clear case supporting his right to relief." Larsen v. Village of 
Lava Hot Springs, 396 P.2d 471,476 (Idaho 1964). The burden is high; the Idaho Supreme 
Court held that an injunction should issue only in "extreme cases where the right is very clear 
and it appears that irreparable injury will flow from its refusal." Harris, 681 P.2d at 993. The 
moving party must show a sufficient likelihood that irreparable injury may occur if the injunction 
is denied. Public Service Co. of Colorado v. Andrus, 825 F. Supp. 1483, 1505 (D. Idaho 1993). 
PID does not even attempt to establish irreparable injury. (Response at 21-23). 
Moreover, PID fails to introduce any evidence of injury, irreparable or otherwise, that is tied to 
removal of the five specific outfalls that are at issue.8 
8 PID does not have concrete evidence that the five-identified outfalls would irreparably harm 
PID's claimed facilities. Instead, at most, PID has introduced speculation and conjecture about 
the incremental impact of the outfalls on maintenance, pollution, and risk of flooding. This is 
inadequate as a matter of law. See Int'l & Middle E. Foods, Inc. v. Ohio Liquor Control Comm., 
2009 WL 2872981, *5 (Ohio App. Sept. 8,2009) ("Unsubstantiated fears or speculation 
generally do not constitute sufficient evidence of substantial interference.). In International & 
Middle East Foods, Inc., the appellate court affirmed the lower court's ruling that the speCUlative 
evidence submitted by the appellant did not demonstrate substantial interference. See id. ("To 
suggest, without evidence, that one more permit premises would produce substantial interference 
is speculative."). 
Likewise, in Matlen v. Moser, 2009 WL 271234 (Wash.App. Feb. 5,2009) the Washington 
Court of Appeals affirmed the district court's grant of summary judgment in favor of a defendant 
where the plaintiff and plaintiff s expert only introduced speculative evidence regarding the harm 
caused by an alleged nuisance. The court affirmed the district court's grant of summary 
judgment on the nuisance, trespass, injunction, and other statutory claims, holding that 
("Moreover, Mr. Reilly'S declaration is based on assumptions and speculation. And this is not 
competent evidence."); see also Fifth Ave. Presbyterian Church v. City of New York, 177 Fed. 
Appx. 198,200 (2d Cir. 2006) (affirming grant of summary judgment and noting that "mere 
speculation about potential injuries is insufficient to establish the existence of a public 
nuisance") (unpublished). 
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b) Remedies Available at Law 
PID makes no attempt to address this element to injunctive relief. Other remedies were 
available at law, however, PID's failure to follow the notice requirements of the Idaho Tort 
Claims Act has precluded its claims for monetary damages. PID may have remedies at law that 
through its own conduct were made unavailable. 
c) Balance of Hardships 
PID makes no attempt to introduce evidence of any hardships related to the five outfalls. 
At best, PID only has assertions of speculative future or potential damages. By comparison, a 
permanent injunction would cost the taxpayers of Caldwell millions of dollars to construct 
alternative stormwater systems. In contrast, Caldwell would suffer immense hardships, both 
financial and practical, if the Court enters PID's requested injunction. If the Court were to grant 
PID's requested relief and force Caldwell to adopt a retention-based system, Caldwell and 
members of the public would face other hardships. First as to several of the identified outfalls, 
5-10 and 5-2, it is clear that other non-parties use the outfalls for drainage of surface water 
flowing from their properties. If the outfalls were removed, these parties would be injured. 
Second, Caldwell estimates that it would cost at least $3,649,847 to develop an alternative 
retention system if the Court were to order the removal of these five outfalls. This would include 
costs to acquire land, purchase the necessary equipment, and to engineer an adequate system. 
Moreover, PID's experts admitted the retention systems suffer from a variety of potentially 
serious problems. PID again fails to satisfy a requisite element regarding injunctive relief. 
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d) Public Interest 
"It frequently has been emphasized that whether the public interest either might be 
furthered or might be injured by an injunction should be given considerable weight." Moon v. 
North Idaho Farmers Ass 'n, No. CV 2002 3890, 2002 WL 32129530, at * 10 (Idaho Dist. 
Nov. 30, 2002). Courts in equity should be mindful that an injunction can impose 
disproportionate costs on the general public with no commensurate gain. See Hynix 
Semiconductor Inc. v. Rambus Inc., 609 F.Supp.2d 951,968 (N.D. Cal. 2009) (citing Ballardv. 
City a/Pittsburgh, 12 F. 783, 784 (C.C.Pa.l882)). 
As to this element, PID fails to introduce any evidence that the identified outfalls cause 
any harm to PID in its maintenance and operation of its irrigation district. PID simply asserts 
that the statutes show a "strong public policy" against encroachments and interference with 
irrigation easements and rights-of-way. (Response at 23). 
In short, PID cannot meet its burden regarding the four conjunctive elements one needs to 
establish in order to obtain injunctive relief. Summary judgment is proper. 
2. Given that PID Cannot Establish A Right to Injunctive Relief, the 
Court Should Dismiss Claims Pursuant to Injunctive Relief 
PID asserts, without any supporting authority, that summary judgment regarding 
injunctive relief is premature. PID is wrong. Summary judgment is proper when there is no 
remedy available to the plaintiff. See e.g. Meikle v. Watson 138 Idaho 680, 684, 69 P.3d 100, 
104 (2003) (Granting summary judgment on the complaint because there was no remedy 
available to plaintiff, either in the form of specific performance or money damages). "At 
summary judgment if the movant can conclusively establish that the plaintiff will be unable to 
prove an essential element for this relief at trial, then the trial court has the authority to deny the 
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mandatory injunction at summary judgment as a matter oflaw." Shaw v. Tampa Elec. Co., 949 
So.2d 1066, 1069 (Fla. App. 2007). Moreover, even if one were to ignore the case law, it would 
not make any sense for purposes of economic efficiency for the parties to incur the costs 
associated with a trial on the merits when the relief sought is not available. 
PID has not introduced evidence sufficient to create a question of fact regarding the 
availability of a permanent injunction regarding the five outfalls. Summary judgment is proper 
and should be granted now. 
D. Three Of the Five Identified Outfalls Cannot be Removed Because They Are 
Located on Property Owned by Third Parties 
Summary judgment is appropriate on PID's claim for removal of three of the five outfalls 
that remain at issue in this litigation. Notwithstanding the irrelevant factual information that PID 
has introduced about these outfalls, there remains no factual dispute about ownership of the 
physical outfall pipes and the land on which those pipes are located with respect to Outfalls A-
15, A-17, and 5-2. As is clear from the Affidavit of Brent Orton dated July 28,2009, Outfalls A-
15 and A-17 "are both situated outside of Caldwell's right-of-way on land owned as a common 
lot by Montecito Park No.1 subdivision." (Orton Aff. ~ 8). Additionally, Orton's sworn 
statements regarding the ownership of Outfall 5-2 is unchallenged. (See id. at ~ 11 ("Outfall 5-2 
is located in the Idaho Transportation Department's right-of-way and is not owned by 
Caldwell. ")). 
PID does not dispute Orton's statements about the ownership of the land where the 
facilities are located. Instead, PID asserts that Outfalls A-IS and A-17 "are both associated with 
the Montecito Park No.1" subdivision development. (Response at 16). PID also notes that the 
outfalls drain a city street and that, as a result, there is a material issue of fact as to whether 
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Caldwell owns outfalls A-15 and A-17. Additionally, PID introduces correspondence showing 
that one of Caldwell's engineers, Lee VanDe Bogart, has been involved in maintenance efforts 
associated with the storm drain system at Montecito. 
These facts are irrelevant, because the critical inquiry for purposes of this litigation is 
whether Caldwell actually owns the land where the outfalls are situated. The Affidavit of Scott 
Stanfield and other correspondence do not dispute Brent Orton's conclusion that Montecito Park 
No.1 subdivision actually owns the land on which Outfalls A-15 and A-17 are located. 
Moreover, PID altogether fails to respond to Orton's statements regarding Outfall 5-2. 
When asked at deposition about which outfalls it is seeking to remove in this litigation, 
PID's Rule 30(b)(6) representative stated that it was his understanding that "if there are 
discharge pipes that are privately owned, that Pioneer will not be seeking the removal of those 
privately owned discharge pipes." (See Ex. A to the Stidham Aff., attaching excerpts from the 
Rule 30(b)(6) deposition transcript of Pioneer Irrigation District, Mark Zirschky designee ("PID 
Dep.") at 81:22-83:14). Given PID's acknowledgement at the hearing on the Motion to Dismiss 
that PID was not seeking to remove outfalls that "the City has constructed, the City owns, the 
City continues to discharge, the outfalls should not be subject to removal. (See Ex. K to the Aff. 
of Scott Randolph dated July 28, 2009 at 87: 12-14). 
Here, the evidence is undisputed that Caldwell did not construct and does not own 
Outfalls A-15, A-17, and 5-2. It is irrelevant whether these outfalls also discharge storm water 
from Caldwell's streets because, under PID's own definition of the outfalls that are at issue in 
this litigation, PID is only seeking to remove outfalls that are owned by Caldwell, were 
constructed by Caldwell, and where Caldwell continues to discharge storm water. As it relates to 
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Outfalls A-15, A-17, and 5-2, PID has only introduced evidence about the development history 
for Outfalls A-15 and A-17 and the maintenance history for Montecito Park's storm drain system 
generally. PID has not created an issue of fact about ownership of the land on which Outfalls A-
15 and A-17 are located and PID has introduced no evidence regarding Outfall 5-2. Therefore, 
summary judgment is appropriate on PID's claim for removal of these three outfalls. 
In attempting to keep all five outfalls at play in this litigation, PID asserts that there are 
still factual issues to be resolved about the ownership and construction of these outfalls. 
E. PID's Nuisance Claim Fails 
1. PID Fails To Introduce Evidence To Support Its Nuisance Claim. 
PID fails to provide any evidence of harm stemming from the five outfalls in support of 
its nuisance claim. (Response at 18-21). Rather PID only cites to statements speculating about 
potential generalized impacts. For example, in it's Response, PID relies on general statements 
made by two of its experts, Mark Ewbank and Steven Porter, in their respective disclosure 
reports. However, when questioned in deposition, neither Ewbank nor Porter could opine 
regarding whether harm or damages will result if Caldwell is allowed to continue discharging 
through the five outfalls into PID's facilities. In their depositions neither could identify any 
discrete or concrete harm that PID will suffer if Caldwell is not enjoined from discharging into 
its facilities. 
In fact, in Mr. Ewbank's deposition, he concedes he cannot explain or point to any 
evidence that any damage or harm will result to pioneer with regard to either a flooding event or 
water quality. (See Stidham Aff. at B, Deposition of Mark Ewbank, pp. 142:25-143:9, 145:16-
146:7, 148:21-149:7, and 175:8-16). 
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Likewise, Porter cannot point to any studies or data regarding any level of contamination 
for urban stormwater in PID facilities, nor can he opine on any standard that should be applied to 
the level of acceptable contaminants in PID facilities. (See Stidham Aff. at C, Deposition of 
Steven Porter, pp. 114:9-16, 116:6-12, 131:4-13, 134:8-25, 137:21-138:3, 157:20-158:8, 159:4-
11, 163:7-15). Thus, neither Porter nor Ewbank provide any evidence that the continued 
discharge of stormwater into PID's facilities will cause damage or harm to PID or its 
constituents. 
PID argues at page 20-21 in its Response that the report by one of its experts, Charles 
Brockway, indicates that increased development in the future within Caldwell will result in an 
increased risk of flooding. At deposition, however, Brockway admitted that his opinion was 
based on an assumption regarding uncontrolled storm water rather than the controlled discharge 
of storm water required by the Manual. (See Ex. D to the Stidham Aff., attaching excerpts from 
the deposition of Charles Brockway at 168: 13-170:6). This testimony is consistent with 
Brockway's untimely report, upon which PID bases its entire argument. In that report, 
Brockway acknowledge that his opinions regarding peak discharge and volume are based on an 
assumption that no retention or detention facilities exist. PID's First Supplemental Expert 
Witness Disclosure, attaching Brockway's report at 1 ("Potential discharge and volume runoff 
estimates assume no runoff detention or retention facilities per Herrera Environmental 
Consultants report."). Crucially, Brockway also admitted the volume of discharge into an 
irrigation system does not always have to increase with development. (See Stidham Aff. at D, 
Brockway Dep. at 65:16-66:8). Additionally, Brockway admitted that peak flows could be lower 
if the provisions of the Manual were strictly implemented. (Jd. at 133:24-134:14). 
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PID also cites to testimony from Jeff Scott, PID's Superintendent, as evidence of harm 
from the five outfalls. As set forth below, Scott's testimony does not establish past harm from 
the five outfalls. n fact, Scott's testimony does not even support the proposition that stormwater 
is causing flooding. Scott identified only one instance of flooding since he began working with 
PID in approximately 1996. Scott Dep. at 11:4-12, 16:24-17:4,220:1-21. Although Scott 
initially attributed the flooding incident to storm water, he then clarified that he was unable to 
determine whether the flooding was caused by urban storm water or agricultural storm water. Id. 
Moreover, the flooding incident Scott referenced involved the Phyllis Canal, which is not a 
facility where any of the identified outfalls discharge. Id. at 220:22 to 221 :23. The cited 
testimony from Scott is as follows: 
22 Q Okay. Look at the same paragraph. It 
23 says, "During the several consecutive days of 
24 rain in December 2005, overflow of Pioneer canals 
25 and ditches occurred at the lower end of the 
221 
1 system." Did I read that correctly? 
2 A Uh-huh. 
3 Q Do you recall the several days of 
4 consecutive rain in December 2005 this is 
5 referring to? 
6 A I do. 
7 Q Okay. And where did the overflow of 
8 Pioneer's canals and ditches occur that's 
9 referred to at the lower end of the system? 
lOA The Phyllis Canal. 
11 Q Okay. And do you know whether that 
12 was caused by urban stormwater or agricultural 
13 stormwater? 
14 A A combination of both. 
15 Q Okay. Just caused by stormwater as 
16 far as you can tell, right? 
17 A Correct. 
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18 Q And Pioneer is not able to determine 
19 how much of the stormwater that occurred on those 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
consecutive days in December 2005 came from 
agricultural sources versus urban sources, 
correct? 
A Correct. 
Q Okay. Is Pioneer able to say, or you 
as a superintendent able to say during those 
222 
1 several consecutive days of rain in 
2 December 2005, that the flooding wouldn't have 
3 occurred but for urban stormwater discharges? 
4 MR. CAMPBELL: Objection, calls for 
5 speculation. 
6 THE WITNESS: I'm not sure. 
7 Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) That's fair. Would 
8 it be that you'd have to speculate if asked the 
9 question, did the overflow during the several 
10 consecutive days of rain in December 2005 occur 
11 because of urban stormwater discharge? 
12 A Again, I'm not sure. 
13 Q You'd have to speculate? 
14 A Yeah. 
15 Q And you're the one in charge of making 
16 sure the system doesn't flood, correct? 
17 A That's correct. 
Also, PID cites to a letter relating to wastewater discharges impacting the City of Nampa 
and the Bureau of Reclamation. (Response at 20). 
None of the evidence offered is on point. This failure to introduce evidence is fatal as 
Idaho has adopted the "comparative injury" doctrine in evaluating equitable relief requested in a 
nuisance claim. See Koseris v. 1. R. Simp/at Co., 375 P.2d 130, 133-34 (Idaho 1962). Under that 
doctrine, "the measure of loss to one party and the advantage to the other from granting or 
refusing injunctive reliefwill be considered in determining the equitable relief that will be 
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granted. That is, the court, in a proper nuisance case, may compare the injury with the result of 
interference by injunction." 58 Am. Jur. 2D Nuisance § 325 (2008). 
The Idaho Supreme Court has explained the doctrine as: "the court must weigh the 
gravity of harm to the plaintiffs against the utility and reasonableness of defendant's conduct." 
Koseris v. J. R. Simp/at Co., 352 P.2d 235, 238 (Idaho 1960). This weighing of hardships is 
necessary to determine "whether injunction is the appropriate remedy under the facts and 
circumstances in a particular case." Id. at 237. "[S]ometimes a court of equity will decline to 
raise its restraining arm and refuse to issue an injunction ... even though an admitted legal right 
has been violated, when it appears that ... the issuance of an injunction would cause serious 
public inconvenience or loss without a correspondingly great advantage to the complainant." Id. 
at 238 (citing York v. Stallings, 341 P.2d 529, 534 (Or. 1959». 
Although not an exhaustive list, the factors usually considered include: "the relative 
hardships of the parties, the equities between them, the interests of the public, [and] the nature of 
the injury." 58 Am. Jur. 2D Nuisance § 325 (2008). Ultimately, "[a] court of equity always 
endeavors to shape its administration of relief in such way as to avoid oppression or the 
entailment of consequences of unnecessary rigor." Koseris, 352 P.2d at 236. 
Here, PID concedes that it cannot connect the five outfalls in question to any claimed 
flooding. PID has not shown any material hardship or burden caused by the outfalls or storm 
water discharges. PID cannot make the connection between the five outfalls to any increased 
maintenance costs or water quality issues. 
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PID does not introduce any evidence of harm from the five outfalls. By comparison, as 
discussed earlier, it would cost the taxpayers of Caldwell millions of dollars to construct 
alternative storm water systems for the five outfalls in question. 
2. PID Cannot Satisfy the Elements for Public Nuisance 
PID has also styled its nuisance claim as a claim for public nuisance. A public nuisance 
is defined in Idaho Code § 52-102 as a nuisance "which affects at the same time an entire 
community or neighborhood, or any considerable number of persons, although the extent of the 
annoyance or damage inflicted upon individuals may be unequal." Caldwell is entitled to 
summary judgment on PID's public nuisance claim as to the identified outfalls because PID has 
failed to offer any evidence that the identified outfalls are "injurious to the health or morals, or 
[are] indecent, or offensive to the senses, or an obstruction to the free use" of PI D's claimed 
facilities and that the nuisance affects "an entire community or neighborhood, or any 
considerable number of persons." (See Idaho Code §§ 52-101, 102). 
PID has no evidence that the identified outfalls cause any risk of human health, pose a 
flooding risk, or cause any particular maintenance concerns. Likewise, PID has no evidence that 
the identified outfalls affect an entire neighborhood or a considerable number of persons as 
required under Idaho Code § 50-102. PID does not even attempt to explain in its Second 
Amended Complaint how it satisfies the requirements for bringing a public nuisance claim based 
on the identified outfalls. Therefore summary judgment is appropriately entered on PID's public 
nuisance claim. 
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3. PID Cannot Prove that Caldwell is the Cause of the Alleged Basis for 
its Nuisance Claim 
Under established Idaho case law, "[i]t cannot be seriously questioned that for one to be 
held liable for a nuisance, he, she, or it, must control or manage or otherwise have some 
relationship to the offensive instrumentality or behavior that would allow the law to say the 
defendant must stop causing it and/or pay damages for it." See Cobbley v. City o/Challis, 143 
Idaho 130, 134-35, 139 P.3d 732, 736-37 (Idaho 2006) (affirming dismissal of nuisance claim 
against City of Challis because it was undisputed that Challis did not own the road). Moreover, 
the definition of nuisance makes clear that the allegedly offensive conduct must be sufficient "so 
as to interfere" with PID's use and enjoyment of its facilities or otherwise obstruct its passage, 
which makes clear that a causation element must be satisfied to prevail on a nuisance claim. 
As discussed above, Caldwell does not own or control three of the five identified outfalls. 
(Orton Aff. at ~~ 6-14). Of the identified outfalls, Caldwell, as part of its municipal function, 
reviewed and approved the drainage calculations for Outfalls A-5 and A-17. But Caldwell did 
not, as PID asserts, force the developers to increase the burden on PID' s claimed facilities, or 
otherwise cause the developers to engage in any conduct that would constitute a public or private 
nuisance. Instead, Caldwell's Manual simply required that the developer assess the drainage 
area, and continue to use historical drainage rights for the property to be developed. As 
discussed above, the Manual requires that the developers seek permission from PID if the 
calculated drainage area would result in increased discharge. The provisions in the Manual 
preserve existing drainage rights while protecting down stream facilities. Summary judgment is 
appropriate on PID' s claims for these outfalls because Caldwell does not have the requisite 
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control over the allegedly offensive instrumentality, required under Idaho law for imposing 
liability in tort. See Cobbley, 139 P.3d at 736-37. 
4. PID Simply Fails To Bring A Proper Nuisance Claim. 
In its Response Brief, PID bases its nuisance claim on assertions that future urbanization 
will increase storm water in general terms, that untreated storm water can contain pollutants, and 
that maintenance chores are more difficult and dangerous when water is in the facilities. 
(Response at 20-21). These asserted facts, even if true and even if tied to the five outfalls (which 
is decidedly not the case here), do not support a nuisance claim. 
In Idaho, "trespass" applies to "the wrongful interference with the right of exclusive 
possession ofreal property, while the tort of private 'nuisance' applies to the wrongful 
interference with the use and enjoyment of real property." Moon v. N Idaho Farmers Assoc., 96 
P.3d 637,642 (Idaho 2004) (citing Mock v. Potlatch Corp., 786 F. Supp 1545 (D. Idaho 1992)). 
Moreover, "'where an invasion of property is merely incidental to the use of adjoining 
property, and does not physically interfere with possession of the property invaded, it 
generally has been classified as a nuisance rather than a trespass. '" Moon, 96 P .3d at 642 
(quoting Carpenter v. Double R. Cattle Co., Inc., 669 P.2d 643 (Idaho ct. App. 1983)) (emphasis 
added). As further held by the Idaho Supreme Court: 
A useful differentiation between trespass and nuisance is found in 
a case that the district court found to be squarely on point in which 
the Iowa Supreme court noted: "Trespass comprehends an actual 
physical invasion by tangible matter. An invasion which 
constitutes a nuisance is usually by intangible substances, such as 
noise or odors." 
Moon, 96 P.3d at 642 (quoting Bormann v. Bd of Supervisors, 584 N.W.2d 309 (Iowa 1998)). 
See also Mock, 786 F. Supp. at 1549 et seq. (holding that noise from an industrial plant does not 
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constitute a trespass because it does not result in a physical entry onto the land of another and 
does not interfere with the exclusive right of possession of property; and contrasting the physical 
entry required for trespass with smoke, gas, noise and other intangible invasions that are dealt 
with under the doctrine of nuisance). 
In the case at hand, PID's claims that a physical invasion of property has occurred in the 
form of water and in the form of pollutants entering PID's easements and rights-of-way. The 
claim is not based on activities by Caldwell on its .!ill:!! property. Thus, the claim is not 
nuisance. 
Moreover, injunctions to abate nuisances are entered to abate injurious conduct occurring 
on the defendant's land. See, e.g., Lingle v. Chevron U.S.A., 544 U.S. 528, 538 (2003) 
(nuisance law restricts the owner's use of its own property); Euclid Ave. Trust v. City of Boise, 
193 P .3d 853 (Idaho 2008) (nuisance in the form of construction of houses in violation of city 
ordinances); Benninger v. Derifield, 179 P.3d 336 (Idaho 2008) (owner of dominant estate holder 
may abate nuisance created by servient owner on servient owner's land); State v. Doe, 172 P.3d 
1094 (Idaho 2007) (nuisance in failing to control weeds on property, resulting in potential fire 
hazard); Crea v. Crea, 16 P.3d 922 (Idaho 2000) (operation of hog farm on defendant's property 
held to constitute a nuisance); Roell v. Boise City, 999 P.2d 251 (Idaho 2000) (nuisance statutes 
used to abate nuisance in form of unsightly litter and junk on offending property); Payne v. 
Skaar, 900 P.2d 1352 (Idaho 1995) (defendant's operation of feedlot held to be a nuisance); 
Lewiston Pistol Club, Inc. v. Bd Commrs. a/Nez Perce Cty., 525 P.2d 332 (Idaho 1974) 
(~peration of gun range alleged to be a nuisance); Koseris v. J.R. Simplot Co., 352 P.2d 235 
(1960); (smoke and fumes from phosphate plant); McNichols v. J.R. Simplot Co., 262 P.2d 1012 
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occurring on Caldwell land. 
F. PID's Trespass Claim Fails; PID Cannot Demonstrate the Interference or 
Exclusivity Required to Maintain a Trespass Claim Under Idaho Law 
PID's trespass claim fails because PID does not have the right of exclusive possession 
that is necessary to prevail on a trespass claim under Idaho law. See Walter E. Wilhite Revocable 
Living Trust v. NW Yearly Meeting Pension Fund, 128 Idaho 539, 599, 916 P.2d 1264, 1274 
(1996) ("[t]respass is a tort against possession committed when one, without permission, 
interferes with another's exclusive right to possession of the property") (emphasis added); Luce 
v. Marble, 142 Idaho 264, 127 P.3d 167 (2005) ("Under Idaho law, trespass is the 'wrongful 
interference with the right of exclusive possession of real property."') (quoting Moon v. N. Idaho 
Farmers Ass'n, 140 Idaho 536, 541,96 P.3d 637,642 (2004». It is undisputed that, aside from 
two isolated express easements covering only a portion ofPID's claimed facilities (see Affidavit 
of Dawn Fowler dated September 3,2009 ("Fowler Aff."», PID has not provided evidence of 
any express easements or property rights for its claimed facilities and those two isolated 
easements do not convey exclusive rights. Instead, PID's rights in its claimed facilities are at 
most prescriptive, and those rights are not exclusive as a matter of established Idaho law. 
PID has asserted throughout this litigation that its rights are merely prescriptive. (See 
Reply to Second Amended Counterclaim at 1 12; PID Dep. at 680: 18-683: 13). Under established 
Idaho law, a prescriptive easement is not exclusive. See Luce, 142 Idaho at 273, 127 P.3d at 176. 
In Luce, the Court held that "Luce cannot claim an easement right over all of Parcel A to the 
exclusion of Marble" because "[s]uch an easement right does not exist." Id According to the 
Court in Luce, "[a]n easement allows only limited use of the servient estate." Id.; see also 
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Viebrock v. Gill, 125 Idaho 948,953,877 P.2d 919,924 (1994) ("An unlimited easement is 
virtually a conveyance of ownership, rather than an easement."); Ingle Butte Ranches, Inc. v. 
Fronapel, 183 Or.App. 478,483,53 P.2d 453, 455 (2002) ("fundamental property law principle" 
that "establishment of prescriptive easement does not create an exclusive right to use the 
property encompassed thereby"); Romans v. Nadler, 217 Minn. 174, 182, 14 N.W.2d 482, 487 
(1944) ("the acquisition by prescription of a right of way does not exclude use by the owner of 
the land or by the public.") (internal quotation marks and citations omitted). 
PID summarily dismisses the controlling impact of these Idaho decisions by arguing that 
it enjoys express easements that provide it with exclusive rights. PID also argues that the 
statutory scheme benefiting irrigation districts provides PID with exclusive rights. In turn, both 
arguments fail. 
a) Isolated Express Easements, If They Exist, Do Not Provide PID 
With a Basis for Exclusive Possession 
For the first time in this case, PID argues that "first and foremost" its rights in this case 
are based on express easements. (Response at 27-28). In direct contrast to PID's newly 
articulated basis for its claimed rights, PID' s sworn discovery responses expressly contradict this 
eleventh hour change of position by PID. In its discovery response, PID stated that its rights 
were based primarily on Idaho Code § 42-1102: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 28: Describe in complete detail the 
scope of the casements or rights-of-way underlying Pioneer's 
facilities and each manner of Pioneer "use or enjoyment" of its 
casements or rights-of-way as alleged in paragraphs 7, 30, 42, 
43(b), and 46 of Your Complaint. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 28: Pioneer is currently 
compiling documents responsive to this interrogatory. Pioneer will 
produce these documents on a rolling basis as previously agreed 
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upon by the parties, or said documents will be made available for 
inspection at Pioneer's Office located at 3700 Lake Avenue, 
Caldwell, Idaho, 83605, on a date and at a time mutually agreeable 
to the parties. However, in the meantime, and generally speaking, 
the scope of the easements or rights-of-way underlying Pioneer's 
facilities is that necessary for the purposes of cleaning, 
maintaining, and repairing those facilities (including the use of 
equipment commonly used and reasonably adapted to perform 
such cleaning, maintenance, and repair) as provided in Idaho Code 
Section 42-1102. 
Affidavit of Scott E. Randolph dated August 11, 2009 ("Randolph Aff.") at Exhibit N (emphasis 
added). 
The fact that PID lacks express easements as the basis for its rights in the at-issue 
facilities is consistent with PID's Second Amended Complaint which also references Idaho Code 
§ 42-1102 as the primary source of PI D's rights. (See Second Amended Complaint at ~ 6). The 
Second Amended Complaint does not identify any express easements as the basis to PID's claim 
of exclusive rights in the at-issue drains and lateral. This is consistent with PID's position in this 
litigation, where it has consistently stated that its rights are merely prescriptive. (See, e.g., Reply 
to Second Amended Counterclaim at ~ 12; PID Dep. at 680: 18-683: 13). 
As evidenced by the Fowler Affidavit, PID has identified two instances of express 
easements relevant to the at-issue facilities. (See Resp. at 6, citing Fowler Affl The documents 
referenced in the Fowler Affidavit cover only a portion of the Canyon Hill Lateral and a limited 
9 The fact that Fowler has now identified express easements that purport to form the basis of 
PID's claimed property rights are directly contrary to the sworn testimony of PI D's Rule 
30(b)(6) deposition in this matter. (See Ex. 0 to the Randolph Aff. dated Sept. 11,2009 
(attaching Rule 30(b)(6) testimony of Dawn Fowler at 80:19-84:6». During the course of that 
deposition, Ms. Fowler was unable to identify any PID property right, or even any PID claim of 
rights, of any kind. 
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portion of the relocated A Drain. to PID therefore has no evidence in the record of express 
easements for the remainder of those facilities. Moreover, PID has no evidence in the record of 
express easements covering any portion of the B Drain. Therefore PID lacks evidence of an 
express easement for anything more than isolated portions of the A-Drain and the Canyon Hill 
Lateral and has no proof of express rights in the B-Drain. 
Even if PID had proof of express easements for the entirety of the A Drain, the B Drain, 
and the Canyon Hill Lateral, PID still would not be able to prevail on its trespass claim based on 
those easements because PID has no proof that its express easements provide PID with exclusive 
right to possession. See Nampa & Meridian Irr. Dist. v. Washington Fed Savings, 135 Idaho 
518, 521-22,20 P.3d 702, 705-06 (2001) (analyzing the terms of express easement and 
concluding that the document did not provide the plaintiff irrigation district with exclusive rights 
in its claimed facilities). Instead, the documents appended to the Fowler Affidavit simply 
identify PID as having an easement for the purpose of irrigation across certain real property. The 
documents certainly do not create an exclusive easement as PID would have the Court believe 
here. 
b) Idaho Case Law Does Not Recognize a Right to Exclusive 
Possession in PID's Situation Where it Enjoys at Most 
Prescriptive Rights 
Idaho case law does not support PID's position that by virtue of its status as an irrigation 
district it enjoys exclusive rights in its claimed facilities. In Pioneer Irrigation District v. Smith, 
to Despite alleging that the primary basis for their property rights are based on written express 
easements, PID introduces evidence of only two easements covering a small portion of the 
facilities that are at issue in this litigation. For the purposes of deciding the instant motion, the 
Court can only base its decision on admissible evidence currently in the record. Idaho R. Civ. 
P. 56( e). Therefore, for purposes of summary judgment, PID has no proof of express easement 
aside from the isolated portions attached to the Fowler Affidavit. 
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48 Idaho 734, 285 P. 474 (1930), the plaintiff irrigation district filed an action seeking to prevent 
the servient landowner's hogs from trampling the ditch bank and in the ditch itself. The 
irrigation district argued that its rights were exclusive, and that it had the right to exclude the 
servient landowner's hogs from its right of way (including the ditch). The Court rejected the 
irrigation district's arguments regarding exclusivity and held that the "[irrigation district's] 
occupancy of the land embraced within its right of way was not exclusive because, as the owner 
of the fee, the defendant had dominion over it and physical possession thereof, subject only to 
plaintiff's right of way." Id., 48 Idaho 734, 285 P. at 476 (brackets added). As in this case, 
Pioneer Irrigation District did not introduce proof of express exclusive easements that might 
potentially have given it greater rights of exclusivity. Instead, Pioneer Irrigation District relied 
on prescriptive rights as the basis for its right of way. Therefore the default rules regarding 
exclusivity applied and Pioneer Irrigation District could not exclude the servient estate owner's 
hogs from the ditch bank or the ditch itself. 
Similarly, in Nampa & Meridian Irr. Dis!., supra, the Idaho Supreme Court held that the 
servient estate owner was entitled to fence one side of the Plaintiff irrigation district's irrigation 
right-of-way, even though the right-of-way itself was based on an express easement. (135 Idaho 
at 521-24,20 P.3d at 705-07). The court in that case analyzed the terms of the express easement 
and concluded that they did not convey exclusive rights. Id. Moreover, the trial court denied the 
irrigation district's requested injunction because the irrigation district produced no evidence that 
the disputed fence interfered with the irrigation district's maintenance and/or use of its easement. 
Id. The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed this decision and expressly held that "[t]he owner of the 
servient estate is entitled to make uses of the property that do not unreasonably interfere with the 
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also, Hayward v. Mason, 54 Wash. 649,651, 104 P. 139, 140 (1909) (holding that despite the 
existence of an express easement, "[i]t seems clear that the grant was simply an easement, and 
nothing more. ... There is nothing in the deed or in the circumstances existing at the time it 
was made to indicate that the right of way granted was an exclusive one."). 
PID relies Coulson v. Aberdeen Springfield Canal Co., 47 Idaho 619, 277 P. 542 (1929) 
for the proposition that Idaho law recognizes an exclusive right of possession to irrigation 
easements. To the contrary, Coulson is consistent with Pioneer Irrigation District, supra, and 
stands only for the proposition that canal companies are not entitled, as a matter of Idaho law and 
sound policy, to the right of exclusive possession in their rights of way. Id at 544. The Court in 
Coulson specifically rejected the irrigation district's argument that irrigation easements were 
exclusive, and distinguished them from those held by railroads, which were exclusive. Id ("The 
reasons for according to railroads the right to the exclusive possession are not applicable to canal 
companies. "). 
PID also latches onto verbiage from the Idaho Supreme Court in Coulson apparently 
distinguishing between primary and secondary easements. However, the Court did not actually 
hold that the primary easements are exclusive. Instead, the Court expressly held that the 
irrigation company was not entitled to exclusive possession ofthe bank nearby a drainage ditch 
on a servient landowner's property. Furthermore, the Supreme Court recognized that the 
landowner could use its property along the edge of the drainage ditch, so long as the use did not 
interfere with the irrigation district's "operation, maintenance, or repair" of its drainage ditch. 
Id at 546. In turn, the Idaho Supreme Court affirmed dismissal of the trespass claim because 
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there was no evidence that the landowner had in fact interfered with maintenance, operation, or 
repair of the drainage ditch by virtue of its use of the servient estate. Similarly, PID has no 
evidence that the five-identified outfalls have interfered with PID's operation, maintenance, or 
repair of the facilities. In fact, there is no evidence in the record about the impact of the five-
identified outfalls on any of these areas. 
Caldwell does not dispute that exclusive easements exist under certain circumstances. 
The Idaho Supreme Court recognized the existence of an exclusive easement in In re Drainage 
District No.3, Ada County, 255 P. 411 (Idaho 1927). In that case, the Idaho Supreme Court 
observed that an exclusive easement existed only after it concluded that the easement was 
created by express grant. Id. at 411-12 ("[T]he United States government had purchased the 
New York Canal and was operating the same."). As discussed in detail above, PID has no 
evidence of express, exclusive easements for any portion of the at-issue facilities. Therefore the 
statements expressed in In re Drainage District No.3, Ada County, are not applicable to PID's 
claimed facilities. 
Burt v. Farmers Irr. Co., 30 Idaho 752, 160 P. 1078 (1917) is similarly inapplicable. The 
decision in Burt does not explain the origin of the easements at issue. It is likely, however, that 
the easements were express and provided for exclusive rights because the Court relied on the 
Supreme Court's decision in Territory o/New Mexico v. United States Trust Co. o/New York, 
172 U.S. 171, 183-86 (1898) where the Supreme Court expressly recognized the existence of an 
exclusive easement in the circumstance of railroads. Notably, the Court also recognized the 
special circumstance of railroads, as justifying an exclusive and perpetual easement. This is 
consistent with the Coulson decision where the Idaho Supreme Court recognized that railroads 
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have a need for exclusivity that irrigation districts do not. As discussed above, PID lacks proof 
of any express, exclusive easements therefore the basic authority relied on by the Court in Burt 
does not apply. Even further, the passing statement by the Court about exclusivity certainly does 
not trump the Court's express holding in Coulson twelve years later that irrigation districts do 
not enjoy exclusive rights like those enjoyed by railroads. 
Canyon View Irr. Co. v. Twin Falls Canal Co., 101 Idaho 604, 619 P.2d 122 (1980) 
likewise does not support PID's position where PID has introduced no evidence of express, 
exclusive easements for the facilities that are allegedly impacted by the outfalls that PID has 
identified for removal. Again, Canyon View involved an express easement by the State of Idaho 
to a canal company for a 1903 contract. Only after recognizing the existence of an express 
easement did the Court make an observation regarding the type of rights enjoyed by that 
irrigation district. Here, PID has not introduced evidence of anything more than two isolated 
written easements and neither of those easements provide for exclusive rights. To the extent that 
PID is forced to rely on prescriptive rights (as it has consistently done in this litigation), 
prescriptive rights are not exclusive as a matter of established Idaho law. See Luce, 142 Idaho at 
273, 127 P.3d at 176. Nor could PID's rights be exclusive where it is undisputed that the at-issue 
drains are used by numerous non-parties to this litigation, and PID acknowledges that non-party 
agricultural users maintain the right to discharge agricultural return flows and storm water into 
the at-issue drains and facilities. 
c) Idaho Statutes Cited by PID Do Not Provide for Exclusive 
Rights, Absent Proof of Exclusivity 
PID argues without analysis that Idaho Code § 42-1107 provides it with "the same status 
as [PID's] delivery canals." (Response at 28 n.lO). Presumably, PID believes that if it enjoys 
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exclusive rights in its delivery facilities, it necessarily enjoys the same rights in its drainage 
facilities. Idaho Code § 42-1107 does not, however, approximate the definitive statement that 
PID states in its response brief. That section states in its entirety: 
42-1107. Right of way for drains. Whenever the owner or owners 
of any parcel or parcels of land desire to construct a drain for the 
purpose of carrying off surplus water, and they cannot agree 
among themselves or with the parties who own land below through 
which it is expedient to carry the drain in order to reach a natural 
waterway, then proceedings may be had in the same manner as in 
cases of eminent domain affecting irrigating works of diversion, 
and the right of way for such drains shall be regarded as equal to 
that of irrigation canals. 
Idaho Code § 42-1107. 
As is clear from the foregoing statutory provision, in the situation where eminent domain 
is required for owners of land to dispute of surplus water, those owners may initiate eminent 
domain proceedings, and in such proceedings the rights associated with irrigation canals shall be 
equivalent to the rights of drains. This section is inapplicable here because PID apparently has 
not initiated an eminent domain proceeding for purposes of disposing of surplus water. 
Therefore Idaho Code § 42-1107 provides PID with no authority to argue that its rights in the 
identified drains and laterals are exclusive. 
PID asserts that it established rights of way pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-1102. Even if 
PID had established rights pursuant to this section - a fact contested by Caldwell - PID would 
nevertheless not have exclusive rights to its claimed facilities. See Nampa & Meridian Irr. Dist., 
supra, 20 P.3d 702 (Idaho 2001). In Nampa & Meridian Irrigation District, the Idaho Supreme 
Court held that "I.C. § 42-1102 only contemplates a right-of-way for cleaning, maintaining, and 
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repairing canals." Id., 135 Idaho at 522,20 P.3d at 706. That section does not provide the 
owners of land who obtain a right of way for irrigation with exclusive rights. Id. 
Instead, Idaho Code § 42-1102 merely provide owners of land who need to obtain a right-
of-way for purposes of irrigation with a limited right-of-way for cleaning, maintaining, and 
repairing their canals. It would also be unsound policy of an owner of land could obtain an 
exclusive right-of-way across the property of another simply because the owner of land lacked 
sufficient frontage for irrigation. There is nothing in the text of Idaho Code § 42-1102 and/or 
any Idaho Supreme Court decision interpreting that section holding that by obtaining a right-of-
way, the owner also displaces the underlying servient estate of the concurrent right of possession 
of that parcel at least to the extent it causes no material interference with the easement or right of 
way. 
PID also relies on Idaho Code § 42-1208 for exclusive rights. That section does not 
provide PID with exclusive rights in its claimed facilities. Instead, § 42-1208 simply states that 
irrigation easements and rights of way are not subject to adverse possession. Although irrigation 
easements and rights of way may be protected from adverse possession, this does not suggest or 
require that the same facilities are also necessarily exclusive. Indeed, the contrary is true under 
PID's own admission. PID concedes in its opposition brief at 27 that it does not enjoy exclusive 
rights in its "secondary" easement. However, even that "secondary easement" is presumably 
protected from adverse possession under Idaho Code § 42-1208. Therefore it would be illogical 
if the same section both recognized exclusive rights, and protected from adverse possession 
rights that PID "freely admits" are not exclusive. 
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PID next argues that Idaho Code § 42-1209 provides it with exclusive rights. However, 
§ 1209 allows encroachments into irrigation easements and rights-of-way, provided the 
encroachments do not constitute a material or unreasonable interference. It would be internally 
inconsistent if Idaho Code simultaneously provided PID with exclusive rights while requiring it 
to accept encroachments that do not materially or unreasonably interfere. Instead, Idaho Code 
§ 42-1209 provides a limit on the types of situations where an irrigation district can object to a 
particular encroachment. It does not provide the irrigation district with an independent basis to 
argue that its rights are exclusive. Instead, the irrigation district must provide proof of exclusive 
easement, whether through express grant or some other statutory basis. 
2. PID Lacks Factual Q! Legal Exclusivity to the Extent Such a 
Distinction Exists in the Law 
PID contends that Caldwell's arguments regarding exclusivity fail because Caldwell has 
confused factual and legal exclusivity. (Response at 29). Not surprisingly, PID cites no 
authority for this dubious proposition. Nor could it, because it is undisputed that PID does not 
enjoy legal or factual exclusivity to its claimed facilities. It is also unsurprising that PID cites no 
authority for this questionable proposition as the phrases "factual exclusivity" and "legal 
exclusivity" do not appear in any reported Idaho decisions. 
Even if this were a legitimate legal distinction for PID to draw, PID still fails to 
demonstrate the requisite exclusivity. As is clear from the documents attached as Exhibit M to 
the Affidavit of Scott Randolph dated July 28, 2009, there exist in the A-Drain, the B-Drain, and 
the 500 Lateral numerous discharge points from agricultural discharges, "Ag drain [and] Douglas 
Lot spill", "irrigation drain from school yard," "residential lands," "storm drain off residential 
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parking area," "storm drain from 20/26 and Aviation Way," and other sources. At a minimum, 
these acknowledged discharge pipes undermine PID's claim for factual exclusivity. 
Moreover, these same discharge pipes and other "encroachments" undermine PID's claim 
for legal exclusivity. PID has repeatedly taken the position that it accepts agricultural discharges 
into its facilities. (See Ex. E to the Stidham Aff. (attaching experts from deposition of Jeff Scott 
at 149:1-150:4)). In fact, PID's Rule 30(b)(6) representative definitively took the position that 
agricultural owners had the "right" to discharge agricultural flows into PID's drains and other 
claimed facilities. According to PID's own survey, there exist numerous agricultural discharges 
from various privately owned land adjacent to the facilities that are at-issue in this litigation. 
Given PID's testimony that these third parties have a legal right to drain, PID lacks the factual or 
legal exclusivity necessary to prevail on its claim for trespass. See Scott Dep. at 205 :9-206: 17. 
See also Walter E. Wilhite Revocable Living Trust, 128 Idaho at 599 ("[t]respass is a tort against 
possession committed when one, without permission, interferes with another's exclusive right to 
possession of the property") (emphasis added). 
G. PID Has Not Exhausted its Administrative Remedies if it is Truly Aggrieved 
by Caldwell's Approval of the At-Issue Outfalls 
In its Response Brief, PID does not contest that decisions made by the City Engineer are 
subject to appeal and review by the City Council. Nor does PID try and argue that the Caldwell 
City Code § 13-01-09, which provides for such an appeal, is not an "administrative remedy" 
within the meaning ofIdaho law. Finally, PID does not take issue with Caldwell's 
demonstration that 1) PID had both actual and constructive notice of the outfalls prior to filing 
suit and 2) failed to pursue the available administrative remedy. 
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PID argues that the requirement to exhaust administrative remedies only applies "while 
an administrative proceeding is still pending." (Response at p. 30.) In support of this assertion, 
PID directs the court to one word ("until") in the case of White v. Bannock County Comm 'rs, 139 
Idaho 396,80 P.3d 332 (2003). This hypertechnical reading of White is not supported in the law. 
"[T]he doctrine of exhaustion generally requires that the case run the full gamut of 
administrative proceedings before an application for judicial relief may be considered." Id. at 
337 (citing Palmer v. Board o/County Comm'rs 0/ Blaine County, 117 Idaho 562, 564-65, 790 
P.2d 343, 345-46 (1990) and Grever v. Idaho Telephone Co., 94 Idaho 900, 903, 499 P.2d 1256, 
1259 (1972)). The exhaustion rule is not limited to those cases where an administrative 
proceeding is pending. However, it has specifically been applied in situations, as here, where the 
plaintiff fails to initiate such a proceeding. Park v. Banbury, 143 Idaho 576, 580 149 P.3d 851, 
855 (2006). PID suggests that a claimant can avoid the obligation to seek administrative 
remedies by ignoring them altogether. Such a conclusion has no support in the language, 
application or policy of the exhaustion rule. 
Here, PID ignored an available administrative remedy and now argues that this premature 
litigation is not subject to dismissal because no administrative procedure is pending. In fact, no 
administrative procedure was initiated by PID, much less exhausted. "If a claimant fails to 
exhaust administrative remedies, dismissal ofthe claim is warranted." See White, 139 Idaho at 
401,80 P.3d. at 337 (citing Bryantv. City o/Blackfoot, 137 Idaho 307, 312, 48 P.3d 636, 641 
(2002)). 
PID next argues that it had no obligation to exhaust its administrative remedies prior to 
filing suit because it is asserting its "independent rights." (Response at p. 31.) PID cites no legal 
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authority that excuses a party from pursuing administrative remedies simply because it has (or 
claims) "independent rights." Surely, all lawsuits include the assertion of the plaintiff's rights. 
If this court were to allow PID's excuse (and unsupported legal theory), it would adopt the 
exception that swallows the rule. Every failure to exhaust administrative remedies could be 
explained away by the fact that the plaintiff had "independent rights" to assert in the lawsuit. 
In White, Boyd White argued that he had a right to be free from the interference caused 
by a gravel mine and rock crushing operation on adjoining property. 139 Idaho at 397,80 P.3d 
at 333. In Blanton v. Canyon County, 144 Idaho 718, 720, 170 P.3d 383, 385 (2007), Charles 
Blanton asserted the right to be free from an excessive real property valuation and corresponding 
tax assessment. The same right was asserted by a group of taxpayers in Park, 143 Idaho at 577-
78, 149 P.3d at 852-53. In KMST, LLC v. County of Ada, 138 Idaho 577,582-83,67 P.3d 56, 61-
62 (2003), KMST, LLC argued that it had a right to be free from governmental taking, in the 
form of required impact fees, without just compensation. In Arnzen v. State, 123 Idaho 899, 901, 
854 P.2d 242,244 (1993), Joseph Arnzen sought relief for wrongful termination, breach of 
contract, and intentional interference with contract claims. In each of these cases, the fact that 
plaintiffs alleged a violation of their rights did not excuse their failure to exhaust administrative 
remedies. PID's complaints about placement of storm water outfalls in this case are subject to 
similar dismissal regardless of PI D's claim of "independent rights." 
Third, PID contends that it is not an "any aggrieved party" within the meaning of 
Caldwell City Code § 13-01-09(1). PID tries to narrowly construe the intent of the Manual, 
arguing it only applies to those constructing their own storm water systems. (Response at p. 32.) 
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PID cites Caldwell City Code § 13-01-03(3) for this proposition. Nowhere in that section is the 
application or purpose of the Manual limited to those building their own storm water systems. 
Rather, the Manual seeks to promote "economy and efficiency in the administration of 
City government" and it applies to "the City and the inhabitants thereof, and protecting the 
property therein." It also specifically applies to "property owners." Id. at subsection 1. While 
PID has not put forth evidence of property ownership in this case, it certainly claims to own 
interests in property within Caldwell. (See e.g. Second Am. CompI. at ~43(a).) Further, 
substantial portions of PI D's geographic district are inside Caldwell city limits. Clearly, PID had 
the opportunity to seek a remedy for the approval and construction of outfall A-I5, A-I7 and B-1 
through administrative procedures. 
Fourth, PID argues that Caldwell and/or its City Engineer violated provisions of the 
Idaho Administrative Procedure Act ("AP A") "in administering the standards provided for [in 
the Manual]". Caldwell City Code § 13-01-09(1). Although not clearly articulated, and 
certainly not supported with legal authority, PID apparently concludes that the alleged violation 
excuses its failure to exhaust administrative remedies. In substance, PID contends that the City 
Engineer violated I.C. § 67-5248 because it failed to put its decision into the form of a written 
"order" and serve it upon PID. (Response at pp. 32-33.) 
PID contends that the AP A "governs appeals of administrative and land use 
decision .... " Although limited portionsJI of the APA apply to cities by incorporation into the 
Local Land Use Planning Act (Idaho Code § 67-6521), AP A provisions are not generally 
applicable to local governmental agencies like Caldwell. Arthur v. Shoshone County, 133 Idaho 
11 Idaho Code § 67-5248 is not among the provisions of APA applicable to cities. 
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854, 859, 993 P.2d 617, 622 (Ct.App. 2000). Rather, they apply only to state agencies. PID's 
footnote 13 contention that this court should apply AP A requirements to the City Engineer as 
"Due Process" is directly contrary to controlling law set forth in Arthur. Moreover, an alleged 
due process violation associated with the AP A is also subject to dismissal where the claimant 
failed to exhaust administrative remedies. White, 139 Idaho at 398,80 PJd. at 334 
The "order" that PID argues was not in writing nor served is defined as an "agency 
action." Idaho Code § 67-5201(12). "Agency" is defined as state level governmental agencies 
and has been held not to include local governmental subdivisions much less the City Engineer. 
Arthur, 133 Idaho at 859, 993 P.2d at 622. The City Engineer had no obligation to put his 
decision in writing and serve it upon PID. And yet, the approved plans for outfalls A-15, A-I7 
and B-1 clearly reflect engineering decisions regarding the Manual and PID has not rebutted nor 
contested its actual knowledge of the outfalls. (Response at pp. 30-34.) 
Ironically, had PID pursued its administrative remedy prior to filing suit, the City Council 
would have complied with AP A procedures. Caldwell City Code § 13-01-09(3). This would 
have provided I) a forum for hearing this matter prior to filing suit, 2) an opportunity for PID to 
obtain a written decision or "order," and, 3) an opportunity to examine the specific outfalls at 
issue and the manner in which PID claims to have been injured by them in a non-judicial setting. 
It is certainly speculative as to whether the required administrative appeal would have obviated 
the lawsuit, but it would have given Caldwell an opportunity to "provide economy and efficiency 
in the administration of City government .... " Id. Further: 
[I]mportant policy considerations underlie the requirement for exhausting administrative 
remedies, such as providing the opportunity for mitigating or curing errors without 
judicial intervention, deferring to the administrative processes established by the 
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Legislature and the administrative body, and the sense of comity for the quasi-judicial 
functions of the administrative body. 
Blanton, 144 Idaho at 721,170 P.3d at 386 (quoting White, 139 Idaho at 401,80 P.3d at 337). 
Finally, although PID cites Arnzen for the proposition that there are exceptions to the 
exhaustion doctrine, it provides no analysis of the manner in which exceptions might apply to 
this case. (Response at p. 34.) 
In conclusion, PID has failed to identify any controlling authority to excuse its failure to 
exhaust its administrative remedies with respect to Outfalls A-15, A-I7, and B-1. Therefore 
summary judgment is appropriate on PID's claims for removal of those outfalls. 
III. CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, Caldwell respectfully requests that the Court grant judgment in 
its favor ruling as follows: (1) dismissing PID's claim seeking to void the Manual, (2) 
dismissing PID's claims as to the five outfalls pursuant to § 42-1209, (3) dismissing PID's 
request for a permanent injunction removing the five outfalls, (4) dismissing PID's nuisance 
claim, (5) dismissing PID's trespass claims, and (6) dismissing PID's claims owing to PID's 
failure to exhaust remedies. 
DATED this Z ~ of September, 2009. 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
BY£t~nn -
Attorneys for Defendant City of Caldwell 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
ERIK F. STIDHAM, first being duly sworn on oath, states and affirms as follows: 
1. Your affiant is an attorney in the Boise office of the law firm of Holland & Hart 
LLP and is licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho. I am an attorney on behalf of 
DefendantiCounterclaimant City of Caldwell ("Caldwell") in this matter. I make this affidavit in 
support of its Second Motion for Summary Judgment. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition of PI D's Rule 30(b)(6) deponent Mark Zirschky. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition of Mark Ewbank. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition ofP. Steven Porter. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition of Charles E. Brockway, PE, PhD. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition of Jeffrey Scott. 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition of Leland Eamest. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition of Rob Greenfield. 
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition of Gordon Law and deposition exhibit number 37. 
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10. Attached hereto as Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition of Alan Newbill. 
11. Attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition of Brent Lee Orton. 
12. Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of the April 30, 2007 letter 
from Scott 1. Campbell to Board of Directors, Pioneer Irrigation District re: Comments on 
Scoping Letter for Transfer of Title to Bureau of Rec1amation Drainage Facilities to Pioneer 
Irrigation District. 
Dated this 24th day of September, 2009. 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this 24th day of September, 2009. 
Notary Public for aho . 
Residing at: ~ rV!eru) .. A4l.-':'" 
My Commission Expires: 0.:/-:;.::-/s-
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Mark Zirschky February 4,2009 Pioneer Irrigation v. City of Caldwell 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PIONEER IRRlGA nON DISTRICT, ) 
PlaintitT, 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Case No. CV OS-556-C 
CITY OF CALDWELL, 
) 
Defendant 
CITY OF CALDWELL, ) 
) 
Counterclaimant, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
PIONEER IRRlGA nON DISTRICT, ) 
) 
Counterdefendant ) 
30 (bX6) VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF MARK ZIRSCHKY 
VOLUME I (pAGES I - 16S) 
February 4, 2009 
Boise, Idaho 
Amy E. Menlove, CSR No. 685, RPR, CRR 
, VIDEOTAPED 30(b)(6) DEPOSITION OF MARK ZIRSCHKY 
BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of MARK 
ZIRSCHKY was taken by the attorney for the Defendant at 
the law offices of Holland & Hart, located at 101 S. 
Capitol Boulevard, Suite 1400, Boise, Idaho, before Amy 
E. MenJove, a Court Reporter (Idaho Certified Shorthand 
Reporter No. 685) and Notary Public in and for the County 
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the above-entitled matter. 
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Did I read that accurately? 
A. I'm sorry, you've lost me. 
Q. Sure. 
A. I was looking at the wrong one. 
Q. Okay. It's confusing because there are a 
number of numbers on the page. But look at, at the very 
bottom ofthe page, it should read page 69. 
A. Okay. 
Q. If you go off and look to the left-hand side, 
there are different numbers going down the column. 
Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Look at number 7, line 7. There is a sentence 
that begins, "Your Honor." Do you see that, comma? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. "Your Honor, that if we find through the 
discovery process that there are people who own private 
discharge pipes, we'll take those off the table in terms 
of removal," period. 
Did I read that correctly? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And as a Pioneer representative, is that your 
understanding also, that if there are discharge pipes 
that are privately owned, that Pioneer will not be 
seeking the removal of those privately owned discharge 
Page 81 
pipes? Is that your understanding? 
A. That's my understanding, yes. 
MS. MARTENS: Counsel, just in clarification, I 
think there is probably an error in the transcript in the 
term "discharged pipes." 
MR. STIDHAM: It could be. 
MS. MARTENS: That's a vague and ambiguous sentence. 
I'd just object on that basis. 
MR. STIDHAM: I was reading it as "discharge pipe." 
. Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) Was that your understanding 
also, Mr. Zirschky? 
A. Just as discharge pipes? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Do I understand how you read it? Yes. 
Q. Thank you. 
Let me ask you some more about the survey 
that's being done. Can you tell me when that survey was 
started? 
And I'm sorry, to be clearer, we had been 
discussing a little bit earlier that Pioneer has 
indicated it's doing a comprehensive survey of discharges 
into its facilities; is that correct? 
A. Sure. 
Q. Okay. When did that effort start? 
A. As I recall, like, the fall of 2006, as I 
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recall. 
Q. Okay. Who started the effort? 
A. As I recall, my boss, Jeff Scott, started. 
Q. Okay. Why was the -- why was the effort 
undertaken? 
A. At the time, I don't know that I understood 
completely why, and later determined it wouldn't want a 
running list of everything that discharges within our 
facility. 
Q. SO again, you're here as a representative, sir, 
so I'm going to phrase the question this way: Why did 
Pioneer make the effort to survey discharges into its 
facilities in 2006? 
A. So we would know what's being discharged in our 
facilities. 
Q. Prior to undertaking the survey, is it fair to 
say that Pioneer did not have an understanding as to what 
was being discharged into its facilities? 
A. I don't think a clear understanding. 
Q. Just by way of background -- and this would 
include up to present -- has Pioneer ever made an effort 
to monitor the historical discharge levels from outfalls 
into its facilities? 
A. Monitor discharge levels? 
Q. Excuse me. I meant manage or record. I 
Page 83 . 
misspoke. Let me ask the question again. 
Has Pioneer ever made an effort to measure or 
record the historical discharge levels from outfalls into 
its facilities? 
A. I'm not aware of an effort to record. 
Q. Okay. Has Pioneer ever measured a level of 
discharge from any discharge point into Pioneer's 
facility? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. When did it do that? 
A. We've had occasion for years to measure wells 
that discharge into our facilities. 
Q. Okay. 
A. For--
Q. Other than wells, has Pioneer ever measured 
discharge from a discharge point into its facilities? 
A. Not to my knowledge. 
Q. Okay. And I'm asking you as Pioneer's 
representative. 
A. Yeah, not to my knowledge. 
Q. Okay. With regard to --I'mjumping back now 
to the survey that was undertaken in 2006. 
What was the scope ofthe survey to be? What 
was to be surveyed? 
A. What was to be surveyed? 
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1 Do you see that? 1 
2 A. Yes. 2 
3 Q. And continues on, "The 25.1 Lateral borders 3 
4 the south end of the above referenced project." 4 
5 Did I read that correctly? 5 
6 A. Yes. 6 
7 Q. Okay. How -- how is that information 7 
8 obtained for placement -- for placement in a form letter 8 
9 like this? 9 
o A. The steps that I go through are based upon 0 
1 the information that is sent to me from the city's 1 
2 development department. It generally has a map, or if 2 
3 not a map, it will have metes and bounds. 3 
4 Q. Uh-huh. 4 
5 A. So I can go to the district's plat map by 5 
6 using the metes and bounds, find the property in 6 
7 question, and make a determination from the map, and 7 
8 also from my recollection on which facilities may impact 8 
9 that particular property. 9 
20 Q. Okay. Let's continue on to the next ~ 0 
21 paragraph. This one says, "Any discharge or runoff into ~1 
~2 a federal drain must meet the approval of Mr. John ~2 
~3 Caywood of the Bureau of Reclamation. " ~3 
~4 Did I read that correctly? ~4 
~5 A. Yes. ~5 
Page 678 
1 Q. Who is Mr. John Caywood? 1 
2 A. John Caywood was a -- I apologize. I don't 2 
3 know his proper name or office, but he was the field 3 
4 officer with the Bureau of Reclamation that Pioneer 4 
5 dealt with within our area regarding the Bureau of 5 
6 Reclamation drains. He would enforce reclamation 6 
7 policy. 7 
8 Q. Okay. So is it fair to say that if it was a 8 
9 federal drain that was at issue, that the Bureau of 9 
'I 0 Reclamation would be the party that Pioneer would direct 0 
1 -- or that Pioneer would contend needs to approve 1 
2 whether or not there would be discharge into that 2 
3 facility? 3 
114 A. If it was a bureau drain? 4 
115 Q. Right. 5 
116 A. Absolutely. 6 
~ 7 Q. SO Pioneer would not authorize any 7 
~ 8 discharges into a federal -- or strike that. 8 
,... 9 Pioneer would not seek to prohibit any 9 
:2 0 discharges into a federal drain; is that fair? 20 
21 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 21 
22 TIm WIrnESS: It's been -- excuse me. It's been 22 
23 our practice to refer any -- anything that may impact a 23 
24 bureau facility back to the bureau. We do not assume or 24 
25 have any responsibility for making decisions on behalf 25 
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of the bureau's facilities. 
Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) Does Mr. Campbell draft 
license agreements related to bureau facilities? 
A. I believe he has. 
Q. Does he draft those on behalf of Pioneer 
related to bureau facilities? 
A. I believe he has. 
Q. Continuing on -- well, the third sentence of 
that paragraph references the Dixie Drain. 
Did I read that correctly? "Attention: 
Dixie Drain (110 foot easement" --
A. Yeah, yeah. 
Q. -- "55 :from center)." 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Is the Dixie Drain a Pioneer 
facility? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. With regard to the easements, and 
this would apply to both Pioneer facilities or claim of 
-- or federal facilities that Pioneer was operating or 
maintaining, how does Pioneer determine the widths of 
the easement related to the facility? 
A. The standard widths that I reference, and I 
believe anybody else that Pioneer reference, are all 
based upon a district map that I believe was 1950-some 
Page 680 
edition that have a list of Bureau of Rec1amation 
facilities written on the bottom of the map, the 
specific drain, the specific location by metes and 
bounds, and the specific easement. 
Q. Uh-huh. 
A. And we commonly refer to that map. And 
that's where I have gained my knowledge of easement 
widths, as far as bureau facilities. 
Q. What about with regard to Pioneer 
facilities, when you're writing these types of letters 
and it relates to a Pioneer facility, how do you -- how 
does Pioneer determine the width of its easement? 
A. Since -- since I've been at Pioneer, I 
recall one change. But the district's laterals are 
typically 16 foot from top of bank or -- yeah, from top 
of bank outward, unless the lateral is in an elevated 
area that has low lying grounds below it, then our 
easement would stretch to the toe of bank, so we could 
properly maintain the easement from top of bank to the 
toe of bank. 
That has been pretty standard for laterals, 
given my understanding of what prescriptive use easement 
is. And the ability to be able to access such 
facilities with modem equipment, that's been adequate 
for us. We've stuck with that. 
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The Phyllis Canal -- or excuse me, the 
Highline Canal is also 16 feet. Same principles apply. 
Lowline Canal, same thing. 
The Phyllis Canal, in the wider areas, is 20 
feet from top of bank. It takes larger equipment to 
maintain that facility. Same principles apply in the 
high elevated areas. 
The lower end of the Phyllis, where -- as 
with any ditch, the further down gradient it runs, it 
gets smaller, so the easement at about the three-quarter 
point up the Phyllis Canal drops back to 16 feet from 
top of bank. And that's been a standard since I've been 
at Pioneer. 
I've never read that document anywhere. It 
was told to me, and that's what I've went with. 
Q. I think you've anticipated my question. 
Given that you're here as Pioneer's representative, and 
I'm asking you as such, as Pioneer's representative, 
what is the basis for contending that that is the width 
of Pioneer's easements? 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form, only to the 
extent it calls for a legal analysis and conclusion .. 
Go ahead, Mark. 
THE WI1NESS: I believe the basis of the easement 
widths that we have determined are based upon the 
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ability to get the necessary equipment onto that 
particular facility to maintain it, and to properly 
maintain that facility and protect lower lying grounds 
around it. 
Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) Were these easements--
well, how did you leam of these easements when you 
joined Pioneer? Did you read them somewhere? Did 
somebody tell you those are the numbers to use? How did 
you get that information? 
A. They were told to me by previous 
superintendent, previous foremen. I've just -- I've 
heard them through the grapevine. Again, I don't recall 
a specific place that I -- that I've read that. 
Q. Has -- what type of equipment does Pioneer 
use to maintain its laterals? 
A. Our laterals, depending on the size, the 
smaller laterals, four feet from top of bank to top of 
bank, approximately, are maintained by a V -ditcher that 
is pulled by a D-4 Cat. 
Q. And the Cat runs through the canal; correct? 
A. The Cat straddles the V ditch and pulls the 
V-ditcher through the center of the V ditch -- through 
the center of the ditch. 
Q. SO when you're doing that, the Cat is in the 
middle of the canal; correct? 
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A. It is straddling it. Sometimes -- sometimes 
on comers, the tracks drop to the bottom. 
Q. Okay. What's the -- what's the biggest 
piece of equipment? Is that the biggest piece of 
equipment that Pioneer uses to maintain its laterals? 
A. We also have a D-6 Cat that's got a sloper 
blade that can be attached to the side of it that is 
used to reslope and pull silt from the bottom of the --
the bottom of the lateral and pack and shape the banks 
as it continues either upstream or downstream. 
Q. Okay. 
A. We also use a John Deere 190E trackhoe to 
dip -- physically take the bucket and just remove 
sediment from the bottom. 
Depending on the lateral, we have a D-3 Cat 
that we physically put in the bottom of the lateral and 
blade the bottom of some laterals. 
Q. What about with regard to the drains, what 
type of equipment does Pioneer use to maintain the 
drains? 
A. Again, depending on the size, we use 
anywhere from the John Deere 190 on the smaller drains, 
to our John Deere 690 trackhoe with a 50-feet long boom, 
so we can reach the bottoms of those, because they're 
significantly deeper and wider. 
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Q. What's the biggest piece of machinery that 
you use to maintain the drain? 
A. Would be that John Deere 690 tractor. 
Q. How wide is that? 
A. If! -- if! remember the specs on it, I 
believe from outside of track to outside of track is 14 
feet, with a counterweight that sticks out three or four 
feet beyond that. 
As I recall, it was -- it takes a 16- or 
17-foot wide area to move without hitting anything. 
Q. Okay. What about with regard to your 
canals, what's the equipment you use to maintain your 
canals? 
A. Typically the canals are -- the banks are 
sloped with the D-6 and the sloper blade. The bottoms 
are bladed with the D-3. 
And the 190 is used in places to dip silt 
bars. And the 690 is used to dip silt bars in wider 
areas ofthe Phyllis Canal that we can't reach with the 
smaller equipment. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And I guess we could go a step further 
maintaining. We also, not physically within the canal 
or laterals, but we also have a mower that we mow waters 
edge and the roadways on all the facilities. Well, 
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Pioneer Irrigation District VS. City of Caldwell Mark Ewbank August 5, 2009 
1 
Page 18 
Q. Anything else on the 29th you did related to this 
Page 20 
1 this context? 
2 case? 2 A. New developments that are piping their storm water 
3 A. No. 3 runoff to Pioneer's system with pipes that never before 
4 Q. All right. What did you do on the 30th related to 4 existed. 
5 this case? April 30th. 5 Q. Did you take a look during the 29th or 30th at any 
6 A. Met in the morning at Pioneer's office first thing 6 piped agricultural discharges? 
7 with Mark Zirschky again and with Wi! Mason. 7 A. Not that I recall. 
8 Q. Okay. What did you do then? 8 Q. Maybe this will shortcut things a little bit. Do 
9 A. Asked Wi! some questions of what his work is, what 9 you understand that as part of this lawsuit Pioneer is seeking 
10 his involvement is in the case, his knowledge of the evolution 10 to have five particular discharges removed? 
11 of storm water requirements in Caldwell. 11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Did you take notes from that meeting? 12 Q. Okay. As I take it from your report, you have not 
13 A. I believe I did; brief. 13 done any analysis specific to any of these five discharge 
14 Q. What, if anything else, did you do on the 30th after 14 points; is that correct? 
15 you met with Mark Zirschky? You said you talked for a while 15 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
16 with Wi! Mason. What, if anything else, did you do on the 16 A. We sought to analyze one of them, I believe. I 
17 30th? 17 think one ofthe five is the, I think it's B-1 is the location 
18 A. We went back up for another hour and a half to two 18 by the Animal Hospital on 10th and Ustick. 
19 hours in follow-up, just driving around. 19 Q. All right. We'll get to that in a second then. 
20 Q. Where did you go? 20 Is it your context that you're providing analysis 
21 A. Other areas of Pioneer's service area. We went to 
22 the headworks diversion for the Phyllis Canal, I believe. 
23 Q. Anywhere else? 
24 A. I don't recall exact geographic locations of the 
25 other places. 
1 
2 
3 
Page 19 
Q. Did you take notes of where you went on the 30th? 
A. Some. 
Q. Did you take any measurements on the 30th of any 
4 kind? 
5 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
A. No. 
Q. Did you do any analysis of any kind on April 30th? 
MS. MARTENS: Same objection. 
A. No. 
Q. Take any photos on April 30th? 
A. I believe I did. 
Q. What did you take photos of and why? 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
14 A. Typical ditches. Canal settings. Again, just to 
15 have a visual record of typical facilities in their system. 
16 Q. And how did you determine that you were taking 
17 pictures of typical ditches and canals? 
18 A. Based on Mark Zirschky's discussion. 
19 Q. Did you tell Mark Zirschky what you wanted to see, 
20 what you were looking to see? 
21 A. Yes. During the course of those two days I told 
22 him: I'm just interested to see some typical locations in your 
23 system where you're seeing new stormwater discharges, the 
24 kinds of development that related to those discharges. 
21 related to B-1 in your report? 
22 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
23 A. Not related to removal of that outfall. 
24 Q. Okay. What is your analysis as it relates to B-1, 
25 if any, as part of the report of opinions you're going to 
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1 offer in this case? 
2 A. We analyzed stormwater runoff impacts that may occur 
3 with two representative development projects. We sought to do 
4 those analyses in certain geographic areas of Pioneer's system 
5 where they feel they're seeing the most affects and in the 
6 future would see the most affects. That location near 10th 
7 and Ustick would be determined as one of those locations. 
8 Q. But with regard to the particular discharge in this 
9 area, tell me if I'm right in understanding that you have not 
10 done any analysis with relation to whether or not that 
11 particular outfall should be removed. 
12 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
13 A. I was not asked to do an analysis on whether the 
14 outfall should be removed. 
15 Q. Well, I'm asking whether you did it. 
16 MS. MARTENS: Same objection. 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. What about with regard to what the volume of 
19 discharge from that particular discharge point is, B-1; have 
20 you done any analysis as to that? 
21 A. I've done analysis as a component of that discharge, 
22 not of the entire drainage area. 
23 Q. Okay. And I'm talking about the discharge point. 
24 Have you done any analysis of that particular discharge point 
that's at issue in this litigation? 25 Q. What do you mean by "new stormwater discharges" in 25 
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1 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
2 A. The physical point at which it drains into the 
3 channel? 
4 Q. Yes. 
A. No. 5 
6 Q. And I think if! understand it correctly, as to the 
7 other four outfalls or discharge points that are at issue in 
8 this case, you've done no analysis; correct? 
9 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
Page 24 
1 MS. MARTENS: Same objection. 
2 Q. Anything beyond that? 
3 A. Analysis of potential to retrofit roadside swales on 
4 Syringa Lane at whatever the outfall number is at the 500 
5 Lateral. 
6 Q. What is the volume of discharge at peak rates from 
7 any of the five outfalls that are at issue for removal? 
8 A. I've not calculated those, so I can't state what it 
9 is. 
10 A. I believe one of them is the Syringa Lane in the 500 10 Q. You don't know that? 
11 lateral. And you'll know better than I do if it is. I've 11 A. No. 
12 read the list of five, but I don't recall all five. That one 12 Q. Do you know what the historical discharge rates were 
13 I did analyze after our field reconnaissance of potential to 13 at those five points of discharge at any point in time? 
14 retrofit roadside soils on Syringa Lane to remove stormwater 14 A. No. 
15 discharges at that point. But not analysis specific to 15 Q. Do you know what the specific water quality is 
16 removal of that outfall. 16 that's been discharged from those five discharge points that 
17 . Q. I just need to understand what, if any, relation you 
18 have to your opinions as to these five outfalls. Are you 
19 contending that any of the opinions that you're offering as 
20 part of your report in this case, provide any helpful 
21 information to the court as to what the adverse impact, if 
22 any, of these particular five discharge points are? 
23 
24 
25 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
A. Does my analysis support that? 
Q. No. I'm asking whether you did the analysis as to 
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1 the burden of these specific five discharge points. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
A. 
Q. 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
Yes. 
What is that? 
A. Calculating stormwater runoff, quantity affects of a 
6 portion of the drainage area to the B-1 outfall. And relating 
7 the analysis we've done of two representative sites, of which 
8 that is one, the Animal Hospital site near the B drain 
9 outfall, and projecting those similar affects in other areas 
10 of Caldwell, wherever the outfalls may be. 
11 Q. That's why I was trying to be clear in my question, 
12 sir. Have you done any analysis, come to any conclusions tha 
13 are specific to the five outfalls that are at issue here? 
14 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
15 A. My conclusions can be applied to those five 
16 outfalls. 
17 Q. Well, I'm sure that they could be applied to a lot 
18 of things. But have you done any analysis specifically as to 
19 though five outfalls? 
20 MS. MARTENS: Object to the fonn. 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. What is that? 
23 A. I told you. Drainage to the B drain at 10th and 
24 Ustick. 
25 Q. Other than that? 
17 are at issue, at any point in time? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Understanding that you believe that you have an 
20 analysis that can be broadly applied, I guess, let me ask this 
21 question again so I can get a better sense of whether I can 
22 move on. 
23 Have you done any analysis that is specific to those 
24 five outfalls, other than what you previously mentioned 
25 regarding calculations relating to a portion ofthe drainage 
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1 area for the B-1 drain? 
2 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
3 A. Can you restate the question? 
4 Q. Sure. We've talked about the fact that you believe 
5 that you've done some analysis, as I understand it, of the 
6 drainage area that might feed into the B-1 drain; correct? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Okay. Other than that, have you done any analysis 
9 that is specific to any of the five outfalls that are at issue 
10 for removal in this case? 
11 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
12 A. Analysis of feasibility, general analysis of 
13 feasibility of retrofitting additional stormwater controls 
14 along Syringa Lane near the 500 Lateral. Aside from that, no. 
15 Q. Okay. We'll touch on that when we get to that point 
16 of your report then. 
17 Let me give you what previously I've marked as 
18 Exhibit 9 to the expert depositions. I'll represent to you 
19 that Exhibit 9 is a portion of the Plaintiff Pioneer 
2 0 Irrigation District expert disclosures. And it includes 
21 Exhibits A and B. And A should be your C. V. and B should be 
22 your report. Just take a look and make sure I've given you a 
23 correct copy of that. 
24 MS. MARTENS: And I object just for the record 
25 that it does include a couple of attachments, but it doesn't 
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1 more volume of urban stonnwater being in Pioneer's system. 
2 And greater -- What we were talking about before lunch, a 
3 greater volume of water, I'm contending very well could mean 
4 in parts of the system water levels are higher than they would 
5 have been without the stonnwater runoff getting in. And as 
6 Pioneer needs to manage gates and eroding banks of their 
7 channels and things like that, those effects are worsened. 
8 Q. And I think you said "may very welL" Is it fair to 
9 say that the reason you're using that conditional language 
10 "may very well," is youjust don't know one way or another 
11 whether the cumulative effects would, in fact, in this 
12 instance create flooding liability? 
13 MS. MARTENS: Object to the fonn. 
14 A. For all of us involved in this case that is what 
15 we're trying to get to; at some point in the future is this 
16 affect going to happen. 
17 Q. Right. 
18 A. My professional judgment, based on understanding 
19 what's been happening to date in Caldwell, and doing this 
20 analysis, we've documented that it's reasonable to expect that 
21 Pioneer is going to get more and more stonnwater in their 
22 system in the future. And it's upon others involved in this 
23 case to assess what specific impacts might that have on 
24 Pioneer's system. 
25 Q. SO if! was to boil down, at least this portion of 
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1 your opinion, is it just that you're not giving an opinion 
2 that capacity is going to be exceeded sometime in the future? 
3 You don't know what the capacity is for the system to carry 
4 storm water, but your opinion is that increased urbanization 
5 will create additional volumes of stonnwater in the future? 
6 MS. MARTENS: Object to the fonn. 
7 A. In Pioneer's system, compared to the past. 
8 Q. Compared to the past? 
9 . A. Yes. 
10 Q. All right. So I guess I'm trying to understand the 
11 volume aspect. Let me ask you this. If we were to assume 
12 that all of Caldwell, all of Pioneer's district was urbanized, 
13 okay, and we were to assume that the stonnwater policy manual 
14 was followed with regard to all the properties and we were to 
15 assume that the facilities created pursuant to the manual were 
16 functioning properly, does that create an increased risk of 
17 flooding to Pioneer's system, if we assume it can accommodate 
18 one miner's inch per acre? 
19 MS. MARTENS: Object to the fonn., 
20 A. It may. Again, the city's policy is essentially 
21 enforcing detention, as opposed to retention. Detention ponds 
22 only have capacity up to a certain design stonn. If bigger 
23 storms happen, it's in overflow mode, that water is getting in 
24 Pioneer's system. 
25 MS. MARTENS: Were you finished? 
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1 Q. I'm sony, I thought you were. 
2 A. Yes. 
3 MS. MARTENS: I apologize. 
4 MR. STIDHAM: No. That's fair, Tara. I thought 
5 he was finished. 
6 Q. I'm just trying to understand from looking at it 
7 very simplistically, if Pioneer's system can accommodate one 
8 miner's inch per acre, right, from all its property? 
9 A. I don't know. 
10 Q. Well, I know we've established you don't know the 
11 capacity; right? 
12 A. And I don't know if a miner's inch per acre is what 
13 is the right number for what they can take or not. 
14 Q. SO I'm asking you to assume that; okay? 
15 A. Okay. 
16 Q. SO assume that Pioneer's system can accommodate one 
17 miner's inch per acre. If you increase the volume, but you 
18 don't increase the flow rate, how is it that you increase the 
19 risk of flooding? 
20 MS. MARTENS: Object to the fonn. 
21 A. That volume of water takes some time to make its way 
22 downstream until its out of Pioneer's system. There are 
23 various things happening along the way in that system that are 
24 shunting water in different places, it's coming back in. The 
25 timing of that water isn't instantaneously hitting Pioneer and 
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1 gone. There are hours and days presumably - not understanding 
2 the intricacies of their time - that that extra volume of 
3 water has to pass through their facilities. 
4 It's reasonable from my perspective to presume, as 
5 I've documented that, that extra volume of water is going to 
6 be a real challenge for them to absorb without operational 
7 problems and without potential flooding problems. It's a lot 
8 of water coming off of urban landscapes that wasn't in their 
9 system before. 
10 Q. Okay. And I appreciate that you have no idea as to 
11 what their capacity is. I understand these are the 
12 limitations of your knowledge. You've got to admit our side 
13 is just trying to understand this issue that you're raising 
14 with regards to volume; okay? 
15 A. Okay. 
16 Q. SO I'm just struggling with trying to give you an 
17 opportunity to explain how the increased volume is going to 
18 create a problem with regard to flooding, if the flow rate for 
19 entering the system is maintained at one miner's inch per 
20 acre. And I know that this is an assumption I'm asking you to 
21 make. And assuming that the facility can accommodate one 
22 miner's inch per acre from the properties, all the properties 
23 that are discharging it to, where is the problem from 
24 increased volume? 
25 MS. MARTENS: Object to the fonn. 
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1 Go ahead. 
2 A. So in a perfect world I suppose you could say yes, 
3 that system can handle it, because there has been absolutely 
4 no change of the timing of the water getting in, the peak 
5 rates of that water getting in. I think thafs a leap of 
6 faith that myself as a professional I would not make if! was 
7 planning the future of that system. 
8 Q. SO is it fair to say then, that your opinion 
9 regarding problems being created by increased volume assumes 
10 that the increased volume is going to get into Pioneer's 
11 system, other than through discharge points that were created 
12 pursuant to the manual and increase flows rates there? I'm 
13 just trying to get an understanding where the issue is or what 
14 you're assuming. I understand it's a long question, but I'm 
15 trying to get an understanding of what increased volume·· 
16 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
17 Go ahead. 
18 A. I'll make a presumption that there are different 
19 points in the system where that final water will enter, 
20 compared to the past condition. That there is different 
21 timing of •• Take the same rainstorm on a crop field, the 
22 timing that that water is going to flow off and get in the 
23 system is different than the timing, not just the peak, but 
24 the overall storm volume, the timing is different. 
25 Development expedites the timing that that water can move 
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1 there. And yes, a detention pond or retention pond is 
2 intended to slow that down. Thafs clearly what the manual is 
3 saying is the purpose of these facilities. 
4 Q. Are you saying there's an increased rate of 
5 concentration? 
6 A. There is. It comes with taking a farm field and 
7 building a single pipe outlet from a subdivision. And it's a 
8 cumulative set of circumstances is what concerns me. It's 
9 timing of the delivery of that water. I guess on a very 
~ 0 fundamental level I look at it as this system was historically 
11 built to take a certain amount of water moving through it. 
12 You ratchet up the amount of water this thing is 
13 trying to handle, it is reasonable to expect Pioneer is going 
14 to struggle with managing that volume of water that they're 
15 trying to move in a pretty flat landscape that can't just 
16 flush this increased volume of water out of there 
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1 maintenance neglect, taking a skeptical look basically at 
2 long·term performance ofthese facilities, is for that purpose 
3 of assessing: things aren't going to work perfectly into the 
4 future. It's a reasonable presumption to make, based on the 
5 history of storm water management to date in this country. 
6 Facilities are not working perfectly despite a lot of hard 
7 work by people to make them work that way. 
8 So it is reasonable in my mind to presume, based on 
9 what I'm hearing is happening in Caldwell, and what I've seen 
10 and what I've analyzed, that some ofthis urban stormwater 
11 runoff isn't going to be managed by the book, ten, twenty 
12 years from now. As the facility ages, the maintenance isn't 
13 going to get done. 
l4 Q. Is that the construction of your opinion then, your 
15 opinions then, is that the maintenance is not going to be done 
16 properly? The facilities that are going to be designed 
17 pursuant to the manual are not going to work properly 
18 therefore, Pioneer is going to have problems? 
19 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
20 A. In a nutshell, yes. 
21 Q. Okay. So just so I'm clear on this. And you know, 
22 putting aside whether we dispute that your concerns are 
23 justified regarding maintenance. Just so I understand where 
24 you're coming from. Is it your opinion that if, despite the 
25 fact you don't think it's going to happen, the facilities 
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1 worked as they were designed, that there's going to be an 
2 increase in problems for Pioneer? 
3 A. I'd say no. If they're designed, built, diligently 
4 reviewed by the city and maintained forevetmore in a much more 
5 aggressive way than Caldwell sets out the maintenance 
6 requirements, yes, they could function and Pioneer would see 
7 no harm. 
8 MS. MARTENS: I need to interject an objection. 
9 Q. SO let's focus on that, because obviously I can tell 
10 by the look in your eyes, you have some serious disbelief with 
11 the maintenance of the facilities. So let's turn to that 
12 portion of your opinion if we could; okay? 
13 A. Okay. 
14 Q. Let's take a look at page 11 of your report. If you 
15 look at the bottom of that page it says "Maintenance 
16 Requirements and Oversight for Implementation." 
~ 7 instantaneously. 17 A. Yes. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. SO is it fair to say, just so we can understand your 18 Q. First sentence, "It has been recognized nationally 
volume argument, that your concerns about volume assume that 19 that proper maintenance of storm water management facilities is 
at least on certain points on Pioneer's system, even if the 20 essential to ensure that facilities operate as designed for 
manual is put in place, there will be increased rates of 21 the design life of the facility." And you have "NRC 2008." 
discharge into Pioneer's system than what it has the capacity 22 Is that a correct statement? 
to accommodate? 23 A. Yes. 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 24 Q. Okay. And we've talked previously about the design 
A. The part of my analysis that is looking at 25 life of the facilities. And if! recall correctly, you had 
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MS. MARTENS: Same objection. 
A. It would be helpful to know. My presumption, having 
not had the time to really dig into these basins and this 
data, is some of the stormwater being reflected in this 
monitoring data has been treated and a lot of it not. 
But I would need to learn more about the drain 
systems being sampled and the age of the development and the 
kind of storm water management systems that may be in there. 
Q. SO what do you believe to be the pollutants of 
concern with regard to urban storm water discharge into 
Pioneer's system? 
A. I would say any pollutants that are not there today, 
that historically Pioneer has never had to deal with. 
Q. What do you believe those to be? 
A. What's in their runoff pre-development you mean? 
Q. No. I asked you what you believe to be the 
pollutants of concern with regard to urban storm water 
discharge into Pioneer's system. And as I understood it, you 
said whatever pollutants were not there before. And my 
question is, what are those? 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
A. Heavy metals. 
Q. Can you be more specific than that? . 
A. Copper, cadmium, zinc, lead, chromium. 
Q. And you believe that those were not in Pioneer's 
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system when the property was put to an agricultural use rather 
than a residential and commercial use; is that correct? 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
A. Based on professional judgment, I would assess that 
if they were in there, they would be in very low 
concentrations, such that it was not any kind of a liability 
for Pioneer to worry about. 
Q. Do you have any information that would indicate to 
you that these, what you referred to as heavy metals, are in 
the urban stormwater being discharged within Caldwell through 
a detention facility and through a sand and grease trap, are 
being discharged in Pioneer's system at levels that would 
cause, I think your phrase was, liability concerns for 
Pioneer? 
A. I do not have data upon which to know,that is 
happening. 
Q. Fair enough. So we talked about heavy metals. What 
other pollutants of concern are you assuming are in the urban 
stormwater discharges from Caldwell into Pioneer's system, 
that were not there when the property was put to an 
agricultural use? 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
A. Petroleum hydrocarbons. Again, maybe they're there 
in very trace amounts in farmland runoff. But they may 
increase with urbanization runoff other kinds of toxic organic 
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compounds that come with what humans do. 
Q. What are those? 
A. Antifreeze in our cars. Herbicides that people may 
apply. 
Q. And again, we're talking about, I think you said, 
toxins that you believe are present in urban storm water 
discharges into Pioneer's system that were not present when it 
was put to agricultural use? 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
Q. Correct? 
A. Yes. Or that increase relative to what was there. 
Q. SO you've identified the heavy metals, the petroleum 
hydrocarbons, the antifreeze. And what are the chemicals in 
antifreeze that you believe are pollutants of concern? 
A. (Perusing.) 
Q. And let the record reflect you're making a reference 
to some materials; is that correct? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. SO what is it in antifreeze, sir, that is a 
pollutant of concern? 
A. I believe it is glycols. I would need to look that 
up. 
Q. Okay. You said "herbicides," what are the chemicals 
in herbicides that you believe are present owing to an urban 
use in Caldwell, that weren't present when it was put to an 
Page 177 
agricultural use? 
A. Different types. I mean it may be in a farmland 
setting that herbicides are being applied. It is often going 
to be different kinds of herbicides that people are applying. 
Q. SO are you pulling that off the list? Because 
again, I've asked you to identify the pollutants of concern 
that you believe are present owing to urban stormwater 
discharge in Caldwell that were not present. 
A. Or that are present in increasing amounts. 
Q. Thank you. At increasing levels in an urban setting 
versus agricultural use. Anything else? 
A. I could elaborate on pesticides, herbicides. I 
don't think that's what you're asking me to do. 
Q. I'm asking you for a list of pollutants of concern 
that you believe are present, that weren't previously present 
or present in higher levels when the property is put to urban 
use versus agricultural use. We've identified heavy metals, 
petroleum, hydrocarbons, antifreeze, glycols in antifreeze. I 
think we haven't decided yet whether we're going to include 
herbicides. But anything else you can list? 
A. I'll leave it at that for now. 
Q. Do you have any sense for what the magnitude of the 
increase is for these pollutants of concern that you've 
identified when the property is put to urban use versus 
agricultural use? 
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would have been very helpful. I like to get all 
the infonnation I can, but this report is focused 
on urban runoff. 
1 
2 
3 
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4 BY MR. STIDHAM: 4 
most helpful would be outfalls of the Caldwell 
stonn sewer system that were directly 
discharging -- or discharging water that made its 
way in to the Pioneer system. 
5 Q Okay. And maybe that will help me to 5 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
focus my questions going forward. 6 Q Okay. And for that data to be 
If! understand your previous 
testimony, it was not important to you that you had 
data that relates specifically to Pioneer's 
facilities. 
Is that fair? 
MS. MARTENS: I'm sorry. Could you 
repeat your question? 
MR. STIDHAM: Sure. If I could get the 
reporter to. 
THE REPORTER: Yes. 
MR. STIDHAM: My eyes are getting bad 
as I get old. No, I can see. Thank you. 
BY MR. STIDHAM: 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Q If I understand your testimony, is it 20 
fair to say that you did not consider it important, 21 
for purposes of the opinions that you were offering, 22 
that you had data that related specifically to the 23 
water quality in Pioneer's facilities? 24 
MS. MARTENS: Thank you. Object to the 25 
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form. 
Go ahead. 
THE WITNESS: Well, it might have 
helped. But it would have had to have been --
you know, let's just say it could have helped, 
depending on whatever sampling campaign was 
carried out. It could have. 
But I -- so anyway, there was not any 
available. So it did not make its way into this. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
relevant, it sounds like it would have needed to be 
done in -- how would it have needed to be done, that 
testing needed to be done? 
A Well, there are various ways to do it, 
but the most infonnative are you pay attention to 
what the rainfall history has been up to the time of 
your campaign, and actually -- or sample different 
stonns and sample dry weather flows. 
That is the most useful. You can 
gather as much infonnation that you can. You don't 
run out there and grab a sample out of the canal and 
send it to the lab. 
There has to be some context. 
Q Is that so you can establish controls? 
A In this case, what it would have been 
useful for was just to establish the quality of 
water from the Caldwell stonn sewer system .-
Q Okay. 
A -- as it impacted or entered the 
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Pioneer system. 
Q Okay. And you just don't have that 
type of data? 
A Not for the city of Caldwell, no. 
Q Okay. 
Now, with regard to other data, we 
established you don't have any data regarding water 
quality within Pioneer system. 
Is that correct? 
10 BY MR. STIDHAM: 10 A With the exception of the recent ERO 
report that I did not use, that is correct. 11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q How could it have helped? 
A Well, I think that -- an example of 
11 
12 
something that did help was an ERO report done on -- 13 
Q Okay. Fair enough. And would that 
have been helpful to have --
done on the Settler's system in which case they 
sampled at various points in the Settler system so 
that you could identify sources and compare water 
quality to different points in their system. 
Something like that could have been useful. 
Q Okay. All right. So fair enough. 
So could you just give me an outline of 
the type of water quality monitoring of Pioneer's 
facilities that would have been helpful to your 
report? 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: For my part of this, the 
A Possibly. 14 
15 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
16 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
Q And I paused. 
Would that have been helpful to have 
for purposes of the opinions that you have been 
offering in this case? 
MS. MARTENS: Same objection. 
22 THE WITNESS: Possibly. 
23 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
24 
25 
Q Okay. How would it have been helpful? 
A In the sense that it could establish 
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Page 86 
are in the area around Lower Boise? 
A Well, of course, there is Boise itself, 
which is urban, the city of Boise. There is 
agricultural. There is recreation. 
There is open land that is undeveloped. 
You would not consider it to be agricultural or 
urban. 
Q Do you know what the percentages are, 
though, of agricultural land use for the Lower 
Boise? 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 11 
THE WITNESS: I don't know for the area 12 
in total. When I do look at some of the sampling 13 
campaigns that have gone on, I do pay attention 14 
to the drainage for where that sample was taken. 15 
Page 88 
There are five discharge points in 
particular. And I did look at those from an aerial 
photo. I looked at the discharge point and the 
drainage connected to those. 
Q Okay. 
And just so I understand the scope of 
your testimony, based on reviewing 11 -- Exhibit 11 
and 12, it's my understanding that you're not 
offering any opinions as it relates specifically to 
those five discharge points. 
Is that correct? 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: That is correct. I 
only -- I looked at them to give me a feeling for 
the setting. 15 
16 And so not in looking at all the 16 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
17 reports, that range is anywhere from a hundred 
18 percent urban to virtually a hundred percent 
19 agricultural or undeveloped. 
20 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 Q Do you know what percentage of the land 21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
within Pioneer's district is put to agricultural 
use? 
A I don't. 
o Do you have an estimate? 
Page 87 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q So is it fair to say that the opinions 
that you're offering in Exhibit 11 and 12 relate 
generally to your understanding of issues relating 
to urban stormwater, but they are not particular 
concerns that -- they are not concerns that are 
necessarily specific to the City of Caldwell. 
Is that correct? 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
MR. STIDHAM: Strike that. I did not 
Page 89 
1 A I don't. 1 ask that question correctly. 
2 All I can recall is that the area of 2 BY MS. STIDHAM: 
3 development is growing. 3 Q Is it fair to say that the opinions 
4 Q . Do you have an understanding as to the 4 that you're offering in Exhibit 11 and Exhibit 12 
5 percentage of land within the city of Caldwell that 5 are not based on any specific information relating 
6 is put to agricultural use? 6 to what is actually going on within the city of 
7 A I don't. 7 Caldwell? 
8 Q Do you have an estimate? 8 MS. MARTENS: Same objection. 
9 A I don't. 9 THE WITNESS: Well, the opinions are, 
10 Q As part of your analysis, or I should 10 of course, predicated on the development that is 
11 say opinions, that are being offered that is 11 going on in the city of Caldwell. 
12 reflected in Exhibit 11 or Exhibit 12; did you do 12 So I would say there is some specific 
13 any analysis of any particular discharge points 13 information from the city of Caldwell. 
14 within the city of Caldwell? 14 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
15 A No. As I said before, to my knowledge, 15 Q And what is that? 
1.6 there is no -- there are no samples taken from -- or 16 A The number of new developments and 
1. 7 were not available to me from the City of Caldwell's 17 generally speaking, numbers of new connections to 
1. 8 system. 18 the Pioneer system. 
1.9 Q Do you have any understanding as to 19 Q What are the numbers of new connections 
20 whether or not in this litigation, that you're 20 as far as you understand it? 
21 testifying in today, there are any particular 21 A Dozens, I would say. I don't have--
22 discharge points that are the focus of the 22 Q Within what time period? 
23 litigation? 23 A I don't recall. 
24 A Yes. There are -- I did read the 24 Q Do you know where these supposed new 
25 complaint, I guess. 25 connections are? 
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1 answer that. I don't have a specific number. 1 
2 BY MR. STIDHAM: 2 
3 Q My question is: Do you have a general 3 
4 number? 4 
5 A I think I answered that too. I think 5 
6 what I said was that if it's thousands ofE. coli 6 
7 per hundred mL, then that has got my attention. If 7 
8 it's -- 8 
9 Q I am not asking what's got your 9 
10 attention. I am asking if you're offering an . 10 
11 opinion as to a standard for E. coli count from 11 
12 urban stormwater that you believe should cause that 12 
13 urban stormwater to be prohibited from being 13 
14 introduced into Pioneer system. 14 
15 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 15 
16 THE WITNESS: I am not. 16 
17 BY MR. STIDHAM: 17 
18 Q Okay. 18 
19 Are you offering an opinion as to any, 19 
20 either chemicals or bacterias or other contaminants 20 
21 or pollutants as to threshold levels -- strike that. 21 
22 Are you offering any opinions as to 22 
23 specific threshold levels for any contaminants as to 23 
24 what is acceptable for Pioneer to deliver to its 24 
25 patrons? 2 5 
Page 115 
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question. 
BY MR. STIDHAM: 
Q My question is -- it's a pretty 
straightforward question, Mr. Porter, and then we 
can move on. 
Are you offering any opinions related 
to any threshold levels for any contaminants as to 
what would be unacceptable -- an unacceptable level 
for Pioneer to deliver to its patrons? 
MS. MARTENS: Same objection. 
THE WITNESS: I am not offering a 
specific number at this time. 
BY MR. STIDHAM: 
Q Okay. Are you offering a general 
number at this time? 
A I am not. 
Q Are you offering any opinions as to any 
levels of any contaminants that would be 
unacceptable -- strike that. 
Are you offering any opinions as to any 
threshold levels for any contaminants that would bar 
the introduction of stormwater into Pioneer system, 
if the threshold was exceeded? 
MS. MARTENS: Same objection. 
THE WITNESS: Well the fact that it's 
Page 117 
1 A As a rule, one should be concerned 1 urban storm water is of concern to -- would be of 
2 about urban storm water because it can contain 2 concern to an irrigation district. 
3 chemicals. And when they start their sampling 3 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
4 campaign, and if things appear, then I would have an 4 Q You keep saying "concern." I am not--
5 opinion of what the levels would be. 5 I am not trying to be somewhat funny. I am not 
6 So, for example, there are trace metals 6 concerned about concerned right now. 
7 that come off highways and so on, so then I would be 7 I am asking about what the threshold 
8 concerned about that. 8 level is. If -- if there is not any, that is fine. 
9 The other idea is that water quality 9 I am just trying to figure out if there 
10 from the point of view of Pioneer and from an urban 10 is any hard threshold numbers for any contaminants 
11 system are really different. The urban stormwater 11 you know, after which you say, hey, that threshold 
12 comes -- they take all the runoff -- 12 is exceeded for arsenic. That threshold is exceeded 
13 MR. STIDHAM: Motion -- I move to 13 for something else -- after which you're contending 
14 strike. It's nonresponsive. 14 that urban stormwater should not be allowed to be 
15 BY MR. STIDHAM: 15 introduced into Pioneer system. 
16 Q My question was: Are you offering any 16 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
17 opinions as to any thresholds for any contaminants 17 THE WITNESS: Well, let me repeat what 
18 as to what is acceptable for water within Pioneer 18 I said earlier. 
19 system? 19 I think -- to put it in context, I can 
20 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 20 review where standards exist, and where they 
21 THE WITNESS: I am offering the opinion 21 exist are for water applied to food that would be 
22 that urban stormwater quality contains chemicals 22 consumed by humans. 
2 3 and bacteria that are of concern to anyone 23 I think that is -- may be the most 
24 operating an irrigation district. 24 conservative number to look at. 
25 MR. STIDHAM: And that is not my 25 
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1 At what level is it unsafe to apply to 1 Q Okay. But is it fair to say that while 
2 food? 2 you list some contaminants on Page 5, that E. coli 
3 MS. MARTENS: Object to the fonn. 3 is the only contaminant regarding -- which you offer 
4 THE WITNESS: I don't quite agree with 4 any opinions as it relates to threshold levels? 
5 the whole -- I mean, you put some 5 MS. MARTENS: Object to the fonn. 
6 characterization of what I did or did not want to 6 THE WITNESS: That is correct. That is 
7 talk about. And I don't agree with that. 7 the only contaminant that I -- where I review 
8 BY MR. STIDHAM: 8 some standards. 
9 Q Whether you can or can't talk about. 9 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
10 MS. MARTENS: Same objection. 
11 THE WITNESS: I think I did answer 
12 this, the question that you just said, several 
13 times. 
14 I do not have a number that I can tell 
15 a judge should be applied in this case with 
16 respect to E. coli. 
17 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
18 Q What about with regard to any other 
19 pollutants, contaminants, constituents? 
20 Any numbers that you can tell the Court 
21 to apply? 
22 A I have numbers. I have all the 
23 standards for all the constituents that are 
24 typically found in urban runoff. 
25 And if it came up, I would be abl e to 
Page 131 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 come up with a recommendation. 1 
2 Q But you haven't so far? Correct? 2 
3 A That is correct. 3 
4 Q Okay. So as I look at Exhibit 11, are 4 
5 there any opinions within Exhibit 11 as to any 5 
6 contaminants, any pollutants, not just E. coli, as 6 
7 to the level at which if those chemicals or 7 
8 contaminants are present, the water should not be 8 
9 used by Pioneer's constituents? 9 
10 MS. MARTENS: Object to the fonn. 10 
11 THE WITNESS: In the case ofE. coli, 11 
12 that is the only pollutant I addressed at any 12 
13 depth. I don't have a number. 13 
14 BY MR. STIDHAM: 14 
15 Q Okay. Did you address any contaminants 15 
16 in your reports that are Exhibit 11 and Exhibit 12, 16 
17 other than E. coli? 17 
18 A In this report I do list -- 18 
19 Q Just for the record, that is Exhibit 19 
20 11? 20 
21 A In Exhibit 11, I just list some 21 
22 contaminants that are typically found in urban 22 
23 runoff. 23 
24 Q And which page are you looking at? 24 
25 A I am 100kinl2; at Pal2;e 5, Exhibit 11. 25 
Q Okay. Do you know the volume of -- do 
you have any understanding as to the volume of what 
you have called urban stonnwater that enters into 
Pioneer system? 
Do you have any understanding as to the 
volume that is actually entering into Pioneer system 
today? 
A I was not provided infonnation that 
would allow me to calculate that, but I can show --
I can tell you how to calculate it. 
Q I -- I am just curious as to what 
opinions you're offering here. So you're offering 
A With respect to volume? I am sorry. 
Go ahead. 
Q Are you offering any opinions based on 
Page 133 
an understanding as to the actual volume of 
stonnwater that is entering into the Pioneer system? 
A I am not. The other experts did that. 
Q Okay. Let's take a look at --let's go 
back to Page 4 of Exhibit 11. 
A (Witness complies). 
Q You got Summary. The fIrst page is 
Summary. Then you write: The introduction of urban 
stonnwater to irrigation systems is unwise because 
of the possible presence of pathogenic 
microorganisms. 
Did I read that correctly? 
A Yes. 
Q And earlier today, we talked about 
urban stormwater, and you provided a defmition of 
that. 
Is that the manner or the definition 
that you were using with regard to urban stormwater 
as it appeared in this sentence? 
A Yes. 
Q What do you -- explain the defmition 
of pathogenic microorganisms as used in this 
sentence. 
A It's an organism that causes disease in 
human. So I should probably say human pathogenic 
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1 microorganism. 1 
2 Q And do you know -- and as I understand 2 
3 it, you're stating that it's unwise, because of the 3 
4 ,possible presence of pathogenic organisms, to allow 4 
5 stormwater to be introduced to irrigation systems. 5 
6 Correct? 6 
7 A Yes. 7 
8 Q Okay. Do you have any understanding as 8 
9 to the possible presence of pathogenic 9 
10 microorganisms as they exist in Pioneer's irrigation 10 
11 system, separate from the introduction of any 11 
12 stormwater? 12 
13 A I do not. 13 
14 Q Do you have any understanding as to the 14 
15 presence of pathogenic microorganisms as they exist 15 
16 in irrigation return flows into Pioneer system? 16 
17 A There is very little information on 1 7 
18 pathogens. What is relied on are the measurements 18 
19 of indicator organisms. That is two different 19 
20 things. 20 
21 Q Okay. Are you aware -- do you have any 21 
22 understanding as to the levels of indicator 22 
23 organisms that exist in irrigation return flows 23 
24 entering into Pioneer system? 24 
25 A I do not. 25 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Page 135 
Q Do you think that would have been 
helpful for your analysis to know that? 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: Well, ifit was a 
carefully conducted study, it would help me 
understand what the contribution of the Caldwell 
7 storm sewer system is to Pioneer's system. 
8 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Page 136 
these urban stormwater databases containing very 
high levels relative to the primary contact 
standard. 
That would include the City of Boise 
that is also part of the National Urban Stormwater 
Database. 
Q It states -- next sentence: Pathogenic 
microorganisms pose health risks to water users tha 
come in contact with contaminated water, soil, or 
vegetation. 
What health risks are posed? What 
health risks are you referring to there? 
A I am referring to the risk of 
contracting a disease from a pathogen that might be 
present in urban stormwater. 
Q Do you know what the probabilities are 
of any patron within Pioneer contacting or 
contracting any disease? 
A If! had a sample, I could come up with 
a probabilty. 
The way that is normally done, you 
would identify a specific pathogen, let's say polio. 
And then you would consult a reference on what is 
the lethal or the 50 percent contamination level for 
polio or giardia. So there -- it's very pathogen 
Page 137 
specific. 
Q So you would go look at a chart if you 
had to? 
A Well, first I would -- somebody would 
have to -- or I would do an analysis for that 
specific pathogen. 
Q In reviewing -- in analyzing the water 
qUality? 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q Next you state: Urban stormwater 9 A In order to answer that question, you 
routinely contains high numbers of microorganisms 10 would have to identify a pathogen because of the 
used to indicate whether water has been in contact 11 wide variation and probabilities among various 
with fecal matter and may therefore contain human 12 pathogens. 
pathogens. 13 Q And for purposes of the opinions here, 
Did I read that correctly? 14 you have not identified any pathogens. 
A Yes. 15 Is that correct? 
Q And that, again, based on what we 16 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
talked about earlier, I assume you're getting that 17 THE WITNESS: Well, yes. I think I had 
statement, high numbers, from the national data stat 18 made a list of pathogens that are of concern in 
and your review of the ACHD studies. 19 wastewater. 
Anything else? 20 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
A I don't know if you referenced all of 21 Q Okay. But you haven't identified any 
them, but there is a number of these urban 22 pathogens and then done any analysis as to health 
storm water assessments. 23 risks for Pioneer patrons. 
So my information, where I 4sed the· 24 Is that correct? 
word routinely, is based on the preponderance of 25 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
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1 THE WITNESS: I have not done any 1 
2 analysis for pathogens for Pioneer Irrigation 2 
3 District. 3 
4 BY MR. STIDHAM: 4 
5 Q Your next sentence there, you state: 5 
6 The likelihood of human contact with contaminated 6 
7 urban storm water is greater for residential users 7 
8 than for traditional farm customers. 8 
9 What do you mean by human contact in 9 
10 this sentence? 10 
11 A In this case, the likelihood, I am 11 
12 thinking of two things: I am thinking of population 12 
13 density, of the number of people that are inhabiting 13 
14 a particular amount ofland. 14 
15 Q Okay. 15 
16 A And the amount of people that are -- 16 
17 and the uses of the -- of it. 17 
18 So if you drive along irrigated fields 18 
19 in Idaho, you see a pivot system or something, you 19 
20 don't see people. You do occasionally, when they 20 
21 are moving the pipes and so on for some of the otheI 21 
22 systems. 22 
23 But in contrast, I am thinking of a 23 
24 residential area where people are out in their yard 24 
25 and the sprinklers are going and they are out there 25 
Page 139 
1 too, or they are watering their gardening or 1 
2 whatever. 2 
3 They are -- there are just more people 3 
4 and they are out there. And they may be oblivious 4 
5 to what -- you know, the sprinkler system. Most 5 
6 people are. 6 
7 Q Are there any studies or scientific 7 
8 analysis that you base this statement on? 8 
9 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 9 
10 THE WITNESS: My statement is based on 10 
11 what I just said. 11 
12 BY MR. STIDHAM: 12 
13 Q Just driving around and common sense 13 
14 extrapolations based on what you see on farm 14 
15 properties? 15 
16 A No. That was just an illustration. 16 
17 But likelihood is related to the number 1 7 
18 of people in an area. So the more people there are, 18 
19 the more likely someone will come into contact with 19 
20 something. 20 
21 So if you spray an area of land and 21 
22 there is three people there, there is more 22 
23 probabilty of contracting a disease than if you 23 
24 spray an area of land and there is nobody there. 24 
25 And there are more people in residential areas. 25 
Page 140 
Q Next paragraph, you say: Best 
management practices including stormwater control 
measures can reduce the level of contaminants for 
urban storm water. 
Is that a true and correct statement? . 
A It is. Yes. 
Q And that is your opinion? 
A Yes. 
Q Do you have an -- is Caldwell currently 
implementing any best management practices regarding 
urban stormwater control? 
A Yes, they are. 
Q What are those? 
A Well I read the stormwater manual that 
they published. And I have gotten pictures from Wil 
Mason in some of his deposition -- I read his 
deposition. 
And I think the vast majority of the 
BMPs in Caldwell are -- include a sand and -- oil 
and grease trap that is located upstream of a 
detention facility. 
So that is a facility that slows the" 
water down, allows some of it to infiltrate, and 
then over the next 24 hours or so, releases the 
water from that storm. 
Page 141 
Q Okay. 
A The manual has also a long list of 
other candidate BMPs. 
Q Okay. 
And do you object to the use or 
implementation of any of the BMPs that you just 
identified Caldwell is utilizing? 
A Detention facilities have not been 
shown to be effective in removing bacteria. So 
my -- one of my areas of expertise are removal 
mechanisms for pollutants. Microorganisms are 
really small. 
They will be removed to the extent that 
they settle, by gravity, when they are attached to a 
piece of soil or something. Otherwise, they just 
move right through the system. 
Q Have you ever designed a detention 
facility? 
A I have not. 
Q Do you have any actual experience in 
designing or constructing or advising a client 
regarding use of either a detention or retention 
facility? 
A I have, but not to the extent that I 
would design it for them. What I would -- what I 
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A The Court decided that that was not --
that did not violate -- that they were still exempt. 
Q Any other -- you say continuous 
challenges. 
Could you identify any other, what you 
contend are continuous challenges? 
A I don't recall any specifics, but in 
preparing my course, we discussed that extensively. 
And from the point of view -- students don't 
understand that agriculture does not have the same 
requirements as, let's say, urban area. 
As part of that, we pull cases together 
and students do -- I can't -- I must say I can't 
recall any other specific cases. So by the time I 
had prepared this, I just -- you know, I stopped, 
you know, doing that research. But I have seen 
several, let's say. 
Q So putting aside the herbicide case --
and I apologize, do you recall where that was? 
A You asked that already. I don't recall 
where it was. 
Q Do you recall when that was? 
A I think it was in the late '90s. 
Q So other than the herbicide case and 
the discussions you had with students can vou 
Page 155 
identify any other challenges to the irrigation 
exemption over the phrase, composed entirely of 
return flows? 
MS. MARTENS: Objectt6 the form. 
THE WITNESS: At this time I don't 
Page 156 
1 receiving urban storm discharges? 
2 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
3 THE WITNESS: No. The idea that it 
4 would lose its exemption came first from the 
5 reading of the law, in its plain language, 
6 composed entirely of return flows. So you can 
7 imagine or I think logically you can conclude 
8 that if something is not -- something else is 
9 present, then it's not composed entirely of 
10 return flows. 
11 And specifically, when the MS4 system 
12 came about, that source of what is normally 
13 considered a diffuse source or a non-point source 
14 became a point source legally. 
15 So now you're accepting point source 
16 polluted water into a system, and now you would 
17 logically conclude it's not composed entirely of 
18 return flows. 
19 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
20 Q So are you offering the opinion that 
21 Pioneer Irrigation District should lose it's ag 
22 exemption because it's receiving urban stormwater? 
23 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
24 THE WITNESS: My opinion is that they 
25 are -- perhaps not them specificallv -- but 
Page 157 
irrigation districts have been and probably will 
continue to be taken to Court over that language. 
3 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
1 
2 
6 recall any specific cases. 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Q Can you identify any irrigation 
districts that have been taken to Court over that 
language? 
7 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q Okay. When did it first come'to your 8 
mind that there was a basis to challenge the 9 
irrigation exemption over the phrase "composed 10 
entirely of return flows," as that applies to the 11 
introduction of storm water into irrigation systems? 12 
A That came up five or six years ago. 13 
That issue came up in my water quality class when I 14 
had someone from the local-- Department of 15 
Environmental Quality manager give one of my classes 16 
on this particular subject; and he made the 1 7 
statement that, for example, a cattle ranch -- BMPs 18 
at a cattle ranch are completely voluntary. 19 
And that concept just throws most 2 0 
students. So that is probably when I first started 21 
thinking about that. 22 
Q Okay. Is it fair to say that the DEQ 23 
speaker in your class did not contend that the -- an 24 
irrigation company would lose its exemption if it's 25 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: Well, I have a database 
of it, but the only one that comes to mind is the 
herbicide case because that got a lot of 
attention. 
BY MR. STIDHAM: 
Q What? I'm sorry. I did not see any 
database produced as part of your file. 
A Well, there is lots of stuff that you 
could not fit into this. So this is -- I guess I 
would say that absent that, it's my -- the basis of 
my opinion here is just plain language of the 
statute. 
Q And so my question, again, is are 
you -- are you of the opinion that Pioneer is no 
longer entitled to its ag exemption because it's 
receiving discharges other than those composed 
entirely of return flows, including urban 
stormwater? 
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1 MS. MARTENS: Object to the fonn. 1 not Settler's irrigation district should lose its 
2 THE WITNESS: I don't have an opinion 2 irrigation exemption because it's receiving urban 
3 in that case. 3 stonnwater into its system. 
4 I would leave that to -- you know, 4 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
5 these cases get decided one way or the other 5 THE WITNESS: Just put whatever 
6 depending on the jurisdiction. So that would 6 irrigation company you want in the question, and 
7 just be a personal -- I don't have an opinion on 7 the answer is the same. 
8 that. 8 If it's Settler's or Pioneer, it does 
9 MR. STIDHAM: Okay. 9 not really change the answer. 
10 BY MR. STIDHAM: 10 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
11 Q So what is your opinion here that 11 Q Would you defer to an attorney or 
12 you're offering? 12 somebody -- or to an attorney with regard to 
13 A My opinion is that based on the plain 13 interpreting what the phrase "composed entirely of 
14 language here, an entity could come along and say: 14 return flows" means in the context of this section 
15 You took pennitted point source contaminated wate 15 of Clean Water Act? 
16 into your system; therefore, your system is not 16 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
17 composed entirely of return flows, quote. Seems 17 THE WITNESS: I would not defer to one 
18 logical. 18 attorney, but I would certainly -- ifI really 
19 Q Okay. Putting aside what seems -- is 19 wanted to study this, I would seek more than one 
20 that the entirety of the basis of your opinion, what 20 attorney's opinion. I would also seek 
21 seems logical to you based on your reading of the 21 nonattorneyopinions. 
22 statute -- or this section of the statute? 22 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
23 MS. MARTENS: Object to the fonn. 23 Q Who would you seek those opinions from, 
24 THE WITNESS: As it appears in this 24 the nonattorney opinions? 
25 document I would have to s~es. But it's -- 25 A Well a lot of the policv of -- the 
Page 159 
1 
2 
it came from my experience with cases that I --
that did not make it into this. 
3 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Q Okay. Are you ever aware or can you 
identifY any instance in which EPA has taken a 
position that an irrigation district is not entitled 
to its ag exemption if it's receiving urban 
stonnwater discharge into its system? 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: I don't know of any 
11 cases. 
12 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
13 Q You understand that -- you worked on 
14 the Settler's case. Correct? 
15 A Yes. 
16 Q And you know that Settler system 
17 receives urban stonnwater discharge. 
18 Is that correct? 
19 A Yes. 
20 Q Okay. And you understand that -- I 
21 think the settlement is finally finalized -- that to 
22 this day, Settler's continues to receive urban 
23 stormwater discharge into its system? 
24 A I suppose they do. Yes. 
25 Q Do you have an opinion as to whether or 
Page 161 
1 Clean Water Act is carried out by people at the EPA. 
2 And not all of them are attorneys. And some of them 
3 are very knowledgeable about EPA's policy and what 
4 EPA is likely to do. And there is also other 
5 entities besides EPA. 
6 I don't think EPA would have an 
7 interest in doing this, but I was thinking more of 
8 other third parties that -- where most of the cases 
9 I have seen are third parties and notEPA. 
10 Q Have you ever spoken with anyone at EPA 
11 regarding this issue of whether an irrigation 
12 district is at risk of losing its ag exemption if it 
13 receives urban stonnwater discharge? 
14 A No, I haven't. 
15 Q Have you ever spoken with anybody at 
16 Idaho DEQ regarding this issue? 
17 A I have spoken with Idaho DEQ people 
18 about the exemption itself, but not about whether 
19 they thought they could lose it. 
20 Q Do you have any understanding as to 
21 whether or not Idaho DEQ interprets this section of 
22 the Clean Water Act such that an irrigation district 
23 would lose its ag exemption if it's receiving urban 
24 stonnwater discharge? 
25 A I have not had that discussion. 
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25 
Q Okay. My question was a little 
broader. 
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Do you have any understanding as to 
DEQ's position on this subject, Idaho DEQ? 
A On the existence of the exemption? 
Q On whether an irrigation district would 
lose its exemption if it's receiving urban 
stormwater. 
A I have not had that discussion. 
Q And, sir, I think it's just semantics. 
I am not asking whether you had a discussion. 
I am asking whether you have any 
understanding as to DEQ's policy on this subject. 
A I don't know that they have a policy on 
the loss of an exemption. 
Q If they have a policy, you don't know 
what it is. 
Is that fair? 
A Correct. 
Q Okay. Have you ever spoken with any 
attorneys regarding your opinion that an irrigation 
district should lose its ag exemption if it's 
receiving irrigation or urban stormwater discharge? 
A Only Tara. 
We discussed this but that is -- as I 
Page 163 
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1 talk to an attorney who actually practices in this 
2 area, if you had that concern? 
3 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
4 THE WITNESS: Well, I am guessing they 
5 already have. 
6 BYMR. STIDHAM: 
7 Q Okay. Do you know whether -- you 
8 mentioned again reading cases, are you talking about 
9 legal opinions? 
10 A Yes. 
11 Q Okay. Do you have any expertise in the 
12 reading of legal opinions, any training? 
13 MS. MARTENS: Same objection. 
14 THE WITNESS: Well, let me just say one 
15 thing. This is going back on the other question. 
16 Pioneer must have talked to an attorney 
17 because it appears in their complaint. 
18 Now, the other question. I have taken 
19 courses in environmental law. So in those 
20 courses, we read cases. 
21 BY MR. STIDHAM: 
22 Q At a law school? 
23 A From a lawyer at University of 
24 Minnesota. 
25 Q Okay. Did that course address this 
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1 recall, that is the only attorney I have talked to 1 particular issue? 
2 about it. 2 
3 Q And what was the substance of that 3 
4 discussion? 4 
5 A Well, I think she concurred that that 5 
6 was a concern. 6 
7 Q Okay. And I guess I am not asking 7 
8 whether it's a concern. 8 
9 I am asking you whether you believe 9 
10 that there likely -- well, do you have an opinion as 10 
11 to -- let me ask it this way: Do you have an 11 
12 opinion as to the probabilty of Pioneer losing its 12 
13 ag exemption based on receiving urban stormwater 13 
14 discharge? 14 
15 A I don't have any probabilty in mind. 15 
16 Q Anything else that you can tell me 16 
1 7 beyond what we discussed regarding this opinion of 1 7 
18 yours on Page 10? 18 
19 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 19 
20 THE WITNESS: Well, again, just my 20 
21 reading of cases and where similar things have 21 
22 happened, I am of the opinion that if I were 22 
23 Pioneer, I would be concerned. 23 
24 BY MR. STIDHAM: 24 
25 Q Well, if you were Pioneer, would you 25 
A No. 
Q Let's take a look at Exhibit 12, if we 
can. 
A (Witness complies). 
Q Okay. I am looking on Page 2 of 
Exhibit 12. And it's under the heading: Rebuttal 
to Expert Witnesses Jack Harrison. 
Do you see that? 
A Yes. 
Q And are you offering rebuttal to any 
expert witnesses of Caldwell's other than 
Mr. Harrison? 
A No. 
Q Okay. So that was just a typo, the 
witnesses? 
A Well, there was a misunderstanding in 
the documents that I was sent; there was another 
witness that was -- he was in the paperwork right 
behind Jack Harrison. 
So I thought he was a coauthor. So 
that is why it says what it says. So it used to say 
Dr. Jack Harrison, and then this Andy Beaton, I 
think. But he did not actually prepare this. So 
then I struck his name, but I did not correct the 
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1 Q. Tell me what your general understanding 
2 is as to where predevelopment discharge points 
3 existed in Pioneer's system. 
4 A. Well, let me give you an example. It's 
5 not specific. But if you take, say, five acres 
6 of irrigated land and it will have, if it's 
7 irrigated with surface water, which most of that 
8 land was, it will have any number of return flow 
9 or discharge points of irrigation water coming 
10 off the field or storm water coming off the 
11 field. Now, when a developer or consultant goes 
12 in and designs a subdivision, he's not going to 
13 maintain three or four return points or discharge 
14 points. He's going to design and put together a 
15 grading plan that essentially collects the water 
16 from this five acres and sends it, if you will, 
17 via the gravity and the grading plan either to a 
18 storm drain or to some outlet point concentrated 
19 that gets it back into a receiving stream or a 
20 canal or a drain. That is how those things are 
21 put together. 
22 So when you say has the system changed 
23 between the irrigated scenario historically and 
24 the new subdivision, you can infer that it has 
25 for the most part. 
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1 Q. Okay. 
2 A. Because that is more efficient 
3 hydraulically and if you are a good civil 
4 engineer, that is what you'll do. 
5 Q. SO is it fair to say that in general 
6 predevelopment, when the land was put to 
7 agricultural use, the irrigation storm flows or 
8 the storm water would be channeled to a certain 
9 extent back into Pioneer's system? 
10 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
11 THE WITNESS: Historically 'that is 
12 where it went. 
13 Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) Sure. The farmers 
14 would channel their irrigation return flows or 
15 storm water back into Pioneer's system; correct? 
16 A. That is generally the case. 
17 Q. SO if! understand it, your opinion is 
18 that in general when development occurs there is 
19 typically a concentration of those discharge 
20 points, the number of discharge points that would 
21 have existed when it was put to agricultural use; 
22 is that correct? 
23 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
24 THE WITNESS: That's right. 
25 O. (BY MR. STIDHAM) What is that opinion 
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based on, sir? 
A. Experience. 
Q. What experience? 
A. I'm 73 years old, okay. I've been in 
the water business, around irrigation systems and . 
cities and subdivisions for 40-some years. So I 
have observed what happens when you subdivide 
land. Where I've worked with canal companies in 
maintaining and in revising systems to handle 
different return flow systems as a result of 
development. So that is where it comes from. 
Q. Anything else other than personal 
experience? 
A. That is all I had time for. 
Q. But there's not any studies or 
reference books you are going to for this 
opinion? That's what I'm trying to get at, sir. 
I'm trying to understand your opinions and the 
basis are. 
A. Mostly experience, on site stuff. Has 
there been referee publications relative to this? 
Yes. 
Q. But are you relying upon any of those? 
A. I haven't referred to any of them at 
this point. 
Page 65 
Q. I understand there might be those 
sources. I'm just trying to understand what you 
are personally relying upon for your opinions. 
Okay? 
A. Okay. 
Q. SO with regard to this opinion that you 
are talking about that there is typically a 
concentration of discharge points when an area is 
developed, you are relying upon your personal 
experience in the industry; is that fair? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And nothing else? 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) Correct? 
A. At this point. 
Q. Has it been your experience, in your 
personal experience, is it always the case that 
the volume of discharge into an irrigation system 
increases after a development? 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: It doesn't have to. 
Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) Why doesn't it have 
to? What are the factors --let me try to ask 
the question a little better. 
What factors come into play to 
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1 determine whether or not the volume of discharge 
2 increases post-development versus when it's to 
3 agricultural use? 
4 A. Okay. Several factors determine the 
5 volume of runoff that occurs, depending on the 
6 land use. If you have, I'm going to call it 
7 undeveloped land, bare soil, irrigated soil, 
8 predevelopment. 
9 . Q. But being used for agricultural 
10 purposes? 
11 A. Yes, it's irrigated. 
12 Then when it rains or when the snow 
13 melts, the water, depending on the rainfall 
14 intensity and duration and/or the snowmelt 
15 intensity and duration, water will begin to run 
16 off, but it will also begin to infiltrate into 
17 the soil. And if there is a crop or vegetation 
18 on the soil surface, the rainfall will be 
19 intercepted to some degree by the foliage and the 
20 vegetation. So there are what we call 
21 abstractions from the precipitation. 
22 Q. Okay. 
23 A. Precipitation falls, some of it stays 
24 on the foliage. The bulk of it hits the ground, 
25 and depending on the soil type and the porosity 
Page 67 
1 and hydraulic conductivity or permeability of the 
Page 68 
1 that. 
2 The other major abstraction is 
infiltration into the soil profile, which doesn't 
go into surface runoff. So that is taken away 
from the precipitation so that it can't become 
3 
4 
5 
6 surface runoff. 
7 
8 
9 
There is one other minor abstraction 
that is somewhat insignificant in normal storms 
and that is evaporation either from the soil 
10 surface or from the plant leaves and vegetation, 
11 and that is evaporation or consumptive use. But 
12 generally the duration of the storm and the 
13 temperatures are such that evaporation is not a 
14 big factor. 
15 Q. I've also seen use of the term 
16 "deduction" in a context of--
17 A. Same thing. 
18 Q. That is what I was going to ask you. 
19 Can you define for me what "deduction" means. 
20 A. I don't use the term, but I would 
21 assume it's a deduction from the total precip 
22 that would fall that doesn't end up as surface 
23 runoff. 
24 Q. SO you don't use the term "deduction" 
25 when talking about hydraulics or hydrology? 
Page 69 
1 A. I don't. 
2 soil, some of that will infiltrate. It will go 2 Q. Have you use ever used "deduction" with 
3 into the soil profile and/or through the soil 3 regards to hydraulics? 
4 profile, depending on the duration and the 4 A. Well, yeah, but not in that context. 
5 permeability of the soil. 5 Q. Not in the context we are talking about 
6 That that is not abstracted will 6 here? 
7 essentially run off or if the topography is such 7 A. Right. 
8 that there are basins to either temporarily or 8 Q. SO in your experience, is it typical 
9 totally capture the runoff, it will run .off the· 9 for agricultural users to be channeling storm 
10 field at various points, depending on the 10 water and irrigation runoffs from their fields 
11 topography, and find its way then downgradient to 11 back into the irrigation system? 
12 a receiving stream or a drain or a canal; 12 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
13 something that will intercept the surface runoff. 13 THE WITNESS: Well, in most larger 
14 That is what happens. 14 systems the process is that the canal company 
15 Q. Would you explain to me, could you 15 delivers water to farmer A and farmer A 
16 define for me in this context what you mean by 16 distributes it over his field or farm. Some 
1 7 "abstraction." 1 7 water runs off into his tail ditch. Now, his 
18 A. Well, it's a hydrologic term that 18 tail ditch, ifhe's very progressive, he'll run 
19 defines the depletions to precip, to 19 the tail ditch water into a pump-back pond. He 
20 precipitation, that doesn't turn into runoff. In 20 could capture that, pump it back up to the head 
21 other words, some of the raindrops are caught on 21 of his field and reuse it. That doesn't happen a 
22 plant leaves or if you have a forest, they are 22 lot, but it does happen some. 
23 caught in the forest canopy, and abstracted from 23 Normally, the tail ditch runs off of 
24 the precipitation that ultimately hits the 24 his field. It may run off in a couple places. 
25 ground. That is an abstraction. So there is 25 And it can either go from the end of his fields 
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1 before, I can tell take you to those spots which 
2 we visited, but I can't give you the address 
3 right here. But in my opinion, we looked at a 
4 couple of sites that I had some serious concerns 
5 about. 
6 Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) You just cannot tell 
7 me where they are today? 
8 A. I cannot. I don't remember what the 
9 lateral or certainly what street address was. 
10 Q. Can you provide me any scientific basis 
11 upon which you would contend that there currently 
12 exists, as the system currently exists, that 
13 there are significant risks related to 
14 maintenance concerns or system failures? 
15 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
16 THE WITNESS: You keep going back to 
17 this, whatever that term is, "scientific" 
18 something. 
19 Q. (BYMR.STIDHAM) I'm just trying to go 
20 back to your "reasonable degree of scientific 
21 probabil ity term." 
2 2 A. That in itself is an opinion. If a 
23 person t:enders an opinion as to whether he feels 
24 that there is a reasonable probability that 
25 something is going to happen based on what he 
Page 131 
1 observes and his experience, I think you could 
2 say that is a scientific probability. 
3 Q. You understand what I'm trying to get 
4 at, sir --
5 A. I know what you are trying to get me to 
6 say, and I can't say that. 
7 Q. I understand that you contend you have 
8 these feelings, but I'm trying to segregate and 
9 understand what you science to back up for at 
10 this point. 
11 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
12 THE WITNESS: Your definition of 
13 "science" and mine are probably different. 
14 Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) What is your 
15 defmition of "science"? 
16 A. "Science" doesn't have to be arithmetic 
17 and numbers and Einstein's theory of relativity. 
18 It can be based on experience and analysis and 
19 observation. 
20 Q. You haven't done the analysis bit yet; 
21 correct? 
22 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
23 THE WITNESS: I have not done the 
24 hydraulic analysis specifically. 
25 Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) I tried to get you to 
r~ \.j 
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1 focus on as they currently exist. Let's now talk 
2 about what your opinion is going forward based on 
3 your understanding of the manual. Okay? 
4 A. Okay. 
5 Q. What is your opinion, if any, regarding 
6 increased risks of maintenance concerns or system 
7 failures going forward, based on your 
8 understanding of Caldwell's manual? 
9 A. Well, in my opinion, if the 
10 implementation of Caldwell's manual on future 
11 developments and requirements and the allowance, 
12 if you will, of maintenance responsibility to 
13 rest with other than an entity that has the 
14 expertise and the capability to do it, there is a 
15 problem with Caldwell's procedure that, in my 
16 opinion, will lead to problems, at least in the 
1 7 future, and maybe soon. 
18 Q. What type of an entity has the 
19 expertise and capability to deal with discharge 
20 points? 
21 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
22 Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) That would satisfY 
23 you. 
24 MS. MARTENS: Same objection. 
25 THE WITNESS: The City. 
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1 Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) Would that apply to 
2 discharge points from both developed and 
3 agricultural lands? 
4 A. It could, yes. 
5 Q. Do you know what, if any, policies 
6 Pioneer has with regard to modifications of 
7 agricultural discharges into Pioneer's system? 
8 A. Well, as I understand Pioneer's policy, 
9 they have purview of their whole system. They 
10 have responsibility for the whole system. So 
11 they do evaluate major changes in distribution 
12 system, in return flow systems. And my 
13 understanding is for ag-related return flows, 
14 that the applicant, or whoever, has to get 
15 approval from the District. 
16 But for urban return points or urban 
1 7 discharge points, the District does not have at 
18 this point -- well, they have a desire and a 
19 policy, but my understanding is that they don't 
20 have the fmal say on whether a proposed change 
21 in discharge or change in system or change in the 
22 inflow configuration, the District doesn't have 
23 the final say on what goes in. 
24 Q. Do you have an understanding or belief 
25 as to whether or not Caldwell's storm water 
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policy reduces peak discharge rates? 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I don't have any data to 
show that. 
Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) Okay. 
A. It would be my opinion that if the 
7 provision in Caldwell's storm water management 
t:nanual for detention facilities were strictly 
implemented and constructed according to the 
10 criteria in the manual and maintained by some 
11 competent authority, that the peak discharge 
8 
9 
12 rates experienced from those developed areas 
13 could be lower than the historical discharge 
14 rates from agricultural land. 
15 
16 
MR. STIDHAM: Let's take a quick break. 
(Recess taken.) 
17 Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) Going back to the 
18 expert disclosure, Exhibit 4, take a look on page 
19 10, I believe the next opinion that is described 
20 here is: "Storm water runoff from agricultural 
Page 136 
1 THE WITNESS: It's generally always 
2 true. 
3 Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) Why is that? 
4 A. Well, if you look at a piece of asphalt 
5 compared to a plowed field, you can get a field, 
6 if you poured water on one of them, some of it 
7 would go in and if you poured it on the other one 
8 maybe nothing would go in. So the infiltration 
9 rate on the soil is much higher than it is on the 
10 asphalt. 
11 Q. When you are making this comparison 
12 between agricultural fields and developed areas, 
13 you are talking about situations in which there 
14 is no detention or retention system on the 
15 developed property; correct? 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: Well, no. What we are 
18 talking about here is the infiltration rate into 
16 
17 
19 the soil. We haven't got to the runoff yet. 
20 
21 fields is the remainder of the precipitation 21 
22 falling on the contributing watershed which flows 22 
23 off after abstraction deduction of interception 23 
Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) So we are talking 
about something different than the ultimate 
discharge rate from the property? 
A. Yes. We are talking about what goes 
24 and deep percolation"; is that correct? 
25 A. Yes. 
Page 135 
1 Q. Take a look at, if you would, that 
2 paragraph that begins with that sentence and 
3 continues on over to the next page, if you would. 
4 A. Starts with "Infiltration rates for 
5 soil"? 
6 
7 
Q. Yes, "Storm water runoff." 
A. Yeah. 
8 Q. My question is: Is that an accurate 
9 statement of your opinion, that paragraph? 
lOA. (Reviewing document.) That is fine. 
11 Q. Let me ask you in particular about the 
12 sentence that begins just there at the very end 
13 of page 10, it begins: "Initial infiltration 
14 rates of soils on agricultural fields can be 
15 orders of magnitude higher than from developed 
16 a,reas such as paved roads, parking lots, 
1 7 subdivisions," et cetera. Do you see that? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Is it always the case that infiltration 
2 0 rates of soils on agricultural fields are orders 
21 of magnitude higher than developed areas? 
22 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
23 Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) Or is that a 
24 possibility? 
25 MS. MARTENS: Same obiection. 
24 into the soil from a plowed field or an irrigated. 
25 field versus a parking lot. 
Page 137 
1 Q. SO when we look at the next sentence, 
2 it says: "The discharge rate and volume of storm 
3 water runoff from farm fields is therefore always 
4 less than from the same area of developed land." 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Is that always the case? 
7 A. I don't know of a case where it would 
8 be not. You mentioned this. This is absent some 
9 kind of treatment. Man is not interfering here. 
10 Q. Fair enough. 
11 The next sentence, sir, it says: 
12 "Storm water runoff from farm fields is generally 
13 more dispersed than that from developed land." 
14 What are the exceptions to the general 
15 rule that you've stated there? 
16 A. Well, as we talked about earlier, when 
1 7 a farmer has an irrigation system on a field, he 
18 usually spreads the water across the top of the 
19 field, it runs in furrows downhill, and then at 
20 the bottom of the field he has tail ditch which 
21 collects any runoff that didn't infiltrate into 
22 the soil to satisfy the crop water requirements. 
23 That tail ditch could run essentially to his 
24 neighbor or to a drain or someplace else and it 
25 could run off both ends of the fields or it could 
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1 My experience is the homeowners will 1 So those are general characteristics of 
2 not buy equipment to do that and when it comes 2 urban runoff versus ago You can find that out on 
3 time to contract with somebody, they look at the 3 the Net if you want to. Then my personal 
4 cost of doing that and they say: We don't want 4 experience is primarily with ag runoff, but I am 
5 to do that. Let's do it next year, or let's 5 knowledgeable about the differences. 
6 don't do it, because it's not raining now. 6 Q. Anything you can point to other than 
7 That is my experience. So in my 7 just your personal experience, any reference 
8 opinion, there are better entities more capable, 8 materials? 
9 both financially and technically, to maintain 9 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
10 these types of systems. 10 THE WITNESS: There are a lot of 
11 Q. Do you have any personal experience you 11 reference materials, but I can't point you to one 
12 can point to where there was a failure or a 12 right now. 
13 problem owing to a homeowners association not 13 Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) The next opinion you 
14 properly maintaining retention or detention 14 say you will "address the impacts upon irrigation 
15 systems? 15 system caused by uncontrollable inputs of urban 
16 A. Not specifically a retention system. 16 storm water." Do you see that? 
17 There have been some incidents on the Twin Falls 17 A. Yes. 
18 Canal Company system, which, by the way, has 18 Q. Isn't it fair to say that Caldwell's 
19 detention systems, where the outlet pipes have 19 storm water management policy calls for the use 
20 not been maintained and they plugged, and so the 20 of detention facilities with regard to the 
21 ~etention pond overflowed. Well, whose fault was 21 developed property? 
22 that? My understanding was that it was the 22 A. It does. 
23 homeowners were supposed to maintain it and it 23 Q. Isn't it fair to say that the use of 
24 just didn't get done. So that is probably the 24 detention facilities is different than a 
25 only incident that I know of on a detention pond. 25 situation in which there are uncontrollable 
Page 167 Page 169 
1 Q. Ifwe can take a look at the last 1 inputs of urban storm water? 
2 opinion -- excuse me, the last full paragraph on 2 MS. MARTENS: Object to the form. 
3 page 13, with respect to water quality. 3 THE WITNESS: Yes. And I think I 
4 A. Yes. 4 testified to that. 
5 Q. "Drs. Brockway are expected to address 5 Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) So why in this case, 
6 the relevant characteristics of agricultural 6 given that what we are talking about is 
7 versus urban storm water, including the 7 Caldwell's storm water policy that calls for use 
8 components of urban storm water which are not 8 of detention facilities, would you be doing an 
9 present in runoff from irrigated agricultural 9 analysis of uncontrollable inputs of urban storm 
10 fields." 10 water? 
11 A. Yes. 11 MS. MARTENS: Same objection. 
12 Q. What is that based upon, that opinion? 12 THE WITNESS: Just to show the 
13 A. Well, again, the research that I was 13 differences, absent treatment, of what the 
14 involved in when I was with the university on 14 potential is and what can happen. And certainly 
15 agricultural return flows provided a lot of 15 when you are looking at the differences in volume 
16 information, data, and knowledge relative to what 16 runoff, if Caldwell's requirement for detention 
17 is in ag return flows. There is a lot of data on 17 facilities, and not retention facilities, are 
18 what is in urban runoff. In other words, ag 18 implemented, then we have no impact, no 
19 return flows normally will not have hydrocarbons, 19 significant impact on the volume of total runoff, 
20 oils, heavy metals, and those kinds of things. 20 which can pose significant impacts on the 
21 Whereas, urban runoff can have those because you 21 District. 
22 are essentially washing off driveways and parking 22 So that is why we made an evaluation 
23 lots, and so you get a lot of oil and grease. 23 using Ewbank's analysis of just graphically what 
24 That is why storm water control manuals require 24 would be the differences in runoff, to get some 
25 grease traps and whatnot for urban runoff. 25 feel for the magnitude of things. 
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1 Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) But it's fair to say 
2 that is not the situation we are looking at here 
3 if Caldwell's policies apply, that situation 
4 being uncontrolled input of urban stonn water? 
5 MS. MARTENS: Object to the fonn. 
6 THE WITNESS: That is my understanding. 
7 Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) We talked about the 
8 fact that you haven't, as of July 10, you hadn't 
9 done the analysis based on Mr. Ewbank's work and 
10 that is still in progress; correct? 
11 A. We have done most of it. But we 
12 haven't written it up and Exhibit 1 shows what we 
13 have done. 
14 Q. Have we gone through all of the expert 
15 opinions that you are proposing to provide in 
16 this case, having gone through pages 9 through 
17 14? 
18 MS. MARTENS: Object to the fonn. 
19 THE WITNESS: There is one point that I 
20 think I would like to make relative to, and it's 
21 a water quality issue. Urban runoff, in my 
22 opinion, is subject to potential accidental 
23 spills that ag runoff may not be. In other 
24 words, if you have a gas truck in a parking lot 
25 and it leaks, that potentially is going_ to run 
Page 171 
1 off into the irrigation system. Or if you had 
2 other accidental spills within the city or within 
3 the subdivision or within the commercial 
4 development area, in my opinion, that poses a 
5 higher risk of that type of impact water 
6 quality-wise on the water supply, which you 
7 wouldn't have ifthere was no development. So 
8 that is always a concern, for what it is. Is it 
9 going to happen tomorrow? Probably not. 
10 Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) But is it fair to say 
11 we've addressed all of the opinions that you have 
12 today? 
1.3 MS. MARTENS: Object to the fonn. And 
1.4 I don't know if you intentionally did so, but 
1.5 there were certain paragraphs that you didn't 
1.6 cover. I would just --
1.7 MR. STIDHAM: I would rather that you 
1.8 didn't testify for him. I don't see any further 
1.9 opinions referenced here. 
20 Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) If you need to take a 
21 look at the disclosure and see whether we skipped 
22 one, you are certainly welcome to do so, 
23 Dr. Brockway. 
24 A. Well, there is one on page 13 that I 
25 don't know that you explored. 
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Q. Which one is that? 
A. Second paragraph from the bottom. 
Q. I'm sorry. I did skip that one. 
"Another concern of Pioneer are impacts 
on downstream users who did not contract for 
water polluted, such impacts may result in 
liabilities for downstream users." Is that your 
opinion? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that just based on your experience 
or is that based on any --
A. I think it's just based on horse sense. 
Q. Anything other horse sense? 
A. My sense. 
Q. Fair enough. 
With that clarification, have we 
addressed all of the opinions that you propose 
providing in this case? 
MS. MARTENS: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: Well, at this point let 
me iterate that if and when I have access to 
expert witness reports from your people, I may 
either modify some of my opinions or have other 
opinions based on their concerns. 
Q. But we've covered the ones you have 
Page 173 
today; correct? 
A. Yes. 
MS. MARTENS: Same objection. 
MR. STIDHAM: I think we are getting 
close to your deadline. We can end for today. 
We reserve --
THE WITNESS: "Today" meaning forever? . 
MR. STIDHAM: The lawyers will deal 
with whether you come back or not. 
THE WITNESS: Okay. 
MR. STIDHAM: Thank you for your time. 
(Deposition adjourned at 5:26 p.m.) 
(Signature requested.) 
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Jeffrey Scott April 15, 2009 Pioneer Irrigation District v. City of Caldwell 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT It 5 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PIONEER IRRIGATION ) 
DISTRICT, ) 
) Case No. CV 08-556-C 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
CITY OF CALDWELL, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
) 
CITY OF CALDWELL, ) 
) 
Counterclaimant, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
PIONEER IRRIGATION ) 
DISTRICT, ) 
) 
Counterdefendant ) 
) 
VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF JEFFREY SCOTT 
April 15,2009 
Boise, Idaho 
Susan L. Sims, CSR No. 739 
VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF JEFFREY SCOTT 
BE IT REMEMBERED that the videotaped deposition 
of JEFFREY SCOTT was taken by the attorney for the 
Defendant at the offices of Holland & Hart,located at 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1400, Boise, Idaho, before 
Susan L. Sims, a Court Reporter (Idaho Certified 
Shorthand Reporter No. 739) and Notary Public in and 
for the County of Ada, State ofIdaho, on Wednesday, 
the 15th day of April, 2009, commencing at the hour of 
9: II a.m. in the above-entitled matter. 
APPEARANCES: 
For the Plaintiff. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHTD. 
By: Scott L. Campbell, Esq. 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208)345-2000 
Facsimjje: (208)385-5384 
slc@moffatt.com 
For the Defendant: 
HOLLAND & HART, LLP 
By: Erik F. Stidham, Esq. 
Scott E. Randolph, Esq. 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1400 
Boise, ID 8370110 1 S 
Telephone: (208)342-5000 
Facsimile: (208)343-8869 
efstidham@hollandhart.com 
Also present: Ron Garnys, Videographer 
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Report (9 pages) 
9/8/2004 letter to Gordon Law from 106 
Deborah Long and attached Case Management 
Report (11 pages) 
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Deborah Long and attached Case Management 
Report (l0 pages) 
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4/10/2006 letter by Naida Kelleher 209 
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PROCEEDINGS 
MR. STIDHAM: My name is Erik Stidham. 
I'm a member of the firm of Holland & Hart. I 
represent the City of Caldwell in the matter of 
Pioneer Irrigation District v. City of Caldwell, 
Case No. CV 08-556-C. 
The deposition is being made on behalf 
of Defendant City of Caldwell. The deposition is 
being video tape-recorded by Ron Garnys, who is 
an associate of the John Glenn Hall Company, 
whose business address is Post Office Box 2683, 
Boise, Idaho. 
Today's date is April 15th. The time 
is approximately 9: 12. The location ofthe 
deposition is Holland & Hart Boise office. The 
deponent's name is Mr. Jeff Scott. 
Would other counsel please identify 
themselves? 
MR. CAMPBELL: Scott Campbell with the 
firm of Moffatt Thomas. I represent Pioneer 
Irrigation District. 
MR. STIDHAM: Would you please swear 
the witness. 
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Q You accept agricultural stormwater 1 flows are typically going into the drains. 
into your system, correct? 2 Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) Okay. Any other 
A Correct. 3 reasons why, other than the one you've just 
Q Do you give him any numbers to 4 articulated, why you don't give or don't 
calculate agricultural stormwater runoff when you 5 incorporate into the numbers you give to 
provide these numbers to Mr. Mason for flow? 6 Mr. Mason irrigation return flows and then urban 
A No. 7 and agricultural stormwater discharges? 
Q Why not? 8 A Can you rephrase that? 
A Because that initial one miner's inch 9 Q Sure. Any other reasons besides the 
per acre delivered out of that facility is what 0 one you just articulated as to why you don't 
they're entitled to. 1 include urban or stormwater -- agricultural 
Q Okay. So just so I'm clear, is there 2 stormwater or irrigation return flows into those 
any effort to calculate flow for Mr. Mason's 3 numbers you give Mr. Mason? 
purposes that incorporates within it any capacity 4 A I don't know. 
or water discharges related to agriCUltural 5 Q When you give Mr. Mason numbers 
stormwater? 6 related to the analysis he's got to do for a 
MR. CAMPBELL: I'll object. It's a 7 proposed encroachment, do you go look at the 
compound question. 8 facility in question to see whether there are 
THE WITNESS: No, not to my knowledge. 9 discharge points into that section? 
Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) Okay. And if! "0 MR. CAMPBELL: Objection, ambiguous. 
understood you correctly, there's also no n THE WITNESS: I don't. 
component of the figures that are given to 22 Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) Why not? 
Mr. Mason that correlates to irrigation return 23 MR. CAMPBELL: Same objection. 
flows, correct? 24 A I don't know. 
A Correct. 5 Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) Do you know whether 
Page 149 Page 151 
Q But it's true, you understand that 1 Mr. Mason, when he's doing his calculations 
Pioneer does accept irrigation return flows, 2 regarding a proposed encroachment, whether he 
correct? 3 takes any steps to determine whether there are 
A Yes. 4 discharge points in the facilities that are at 
Q And in fact, there is stormwater 5 issue? 
discharge both urban and agricultural that in 6 A I believe so. 
fact enters into Pioneer's facilities, correct? 7 Q So is it fair to say that you rely 
A Correct. 8 upon Mr. Mason to do the analysis as to whether 
Q So given the reality of the fact that 9 there are existing discharge points into the 
Pioneer's facilities accept irrigation return ~o portion of the facility that's being encroached 
flow, what Pioneer calls agricultural stormwater, 1 upon? 
and what Pioneer calls urban stormwater, why is P A Yes. 
it that those are not factored into the numbers 3 Q Now, with regard to encroachment upon 
that are provided to Mr. Mason for his 4 drains, is anything handled differently from the 
calculations? 5 work you do, if it's a proposed encroachment for 
MR. CAMPBELL: Object to the question. 6 a drain versus a canal that's used for delivering 
It's ambiguous and potentially calls for a legal 7 water? 
conclusion. If you can answer the question, go 8 A Yes. 
ahead. 9 Q What's different? 
THE WITNESS: Typically those ~o A The facility. 
agricultural return flows are going into drain ~1 Q Okay. What's different about the work 
ditches. And our supply ditches are on the high ~2 you do or the information you provide to 
side of ground. Therefore, those ag return flows ~3 Mr. Mason? 
are verily, verily seldom discharging into the ~4 A It depends on what facility. 
supply side of our system. So those ag return ~5 Q Okay. Can you tell me why it depends? 
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be able to. 1 Q Okay. And why is that significant? 
Q Okay. Are any records kept by Pioneer 2 A I would say it would be, to our 
regarding drains that Pioneer believes might be 3 knowledge, that we're concerned about the 
able to accommodate additional stormwater 4 pollutants that are coming from the streets. 
discharge? 5 Q But you don't know what, if any, 
A Not to my knowledge. 6 pollutants are in that stormwater discharge, 
MR. CAMPBELL: Objection, calls for a 7 correct? 
legal conclusion, ambiguous. 8 A Yeah, correct. 
Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) Can you explain, is 9 Q Anything other than your concern about 
it your understanding that Pioneer -- I think 0 pollutants that you don't have knowledge whether 
we've touched on this. Your understanding that 1 or not they exist that causes Pioneer not to 
Pioneer will agree to accept stormwater discharge 2 accept irrigation water that runs off lawns or 
from agricultural properties, but not from urban 3 agricultural properties into a street and then is 
properties; is that correct? 4 discharged into Pioneer's facilities? 
A That's correct. 5 . MR. CAMPBELL: Objection, compound. 
Q Tell me why that is. 6 THE WITNESS: Can you redo that? 
A Put that on advice of our legal 7 Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) Sure. Other than 
counsel. a the concern you've expressed about pollutants 
Q Okay. So separate from confidential 9 that you admit you don't know whether or not 
information that's been provided to you by your 20 exist that causes Pioneer to take the position 
attorney, you carmot testify as to why Pioneer 21 that it won't accept irrigation water that runs 
will accept stormwater discharge from 22 off lawns or agricultural properties into a 
agricultural properties, but not from urban 23 street and then is discharged into Pioneer's 
properties? 24 facilities? 
A I guess I don't understand your ,,5 MR. CAMPBELL: I'll object to the 
Page 205 Page 207 
question. I mean, if you're talking yards, 1 question. It's compound. I think it misstates 
draining a residential yard, to my knowledge 2 his testimony and it's ambiguous. 
that's one and the same. I mean, with ag return 3 Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) Go ahead. 
flow. 4 MR. CAMPBELL: Incomprehensible. 
Q Okay. So Pioneer will accept 5 THE WITNESS: Yeah, I guess I don't 
stormwater discharges from residential lawns; is 6 understand. 
that correct? 7 Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) Okay. You've talked 
A I believe so. a about the fact that you think -- okay. 
Q What about irrigation return flows 9 You've identified as one reason why 
that might carry off into a street, right? 0 Pioneer will not accept water that runs off lawns 
Because sometimes irrigation water runs off. If 1 and agriCUltural properties into the street as 
there's too much, it runs off a lawn into a 2 the potential for pollutants, correct? 
street, correct? 3 A Correct. 
MR. CAMPBELL: Objection, compound, 4 Q You don't know whether those 
ambiguous. 5 pollutants exist, correct? 
Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) Correct? 6 A Correct. 
A Potentially, yes. 7 Q Now, putting that aside, what, if any, 
Q Will Pioneer accept irrigation return a other reasons are there as to why Pioneer will 
flows that have run off a lawn or agricultural 9 not accept discharge from waters that run off 
property into a street and then get discharged ~o residential lawns or agricultural properties into 
into their system? ~l a street? 
A No. ~2 A Is it raining the same time that those 
Q Why not? p lawns are dumping into the street? 
A Because of the street conveying that ~4 Q In this instance, I'm just talking 
water. ~5 about irrigation water that runs into a street. 
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Leland Earnest June 24, 2009 Pioneer Irrigation District v. City of Caldwell 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PIONEER IRRIGATION ) 
DISTRICT, ) 
) Case No. CY 08-556-C 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
CITY OF CALDWELL, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
CITY OF CALDWELL, ) 
) 
Counterclaimant, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
PIONEER IRRIGATION ) 
DISTRICT, ) 
) 
Counterdefendant ) 
VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF LELAND EARNEST 
June 24, 2009 
Boise, Idaho 
Susan L. Sims, CSR No. 739 
VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF LELAND EARNEST 
BE IT REMEMBERED that the videotaped deposition 
of LELAND EARNEST was taken by the attorney for the 
Defendant at the offices of Holland & Hart, located at 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1400, Boise, Idaho, before 
Susan L. Sims, a Court Reporter (Idaho Certified 
Shorthand Reporter No. 739) and Notary Public in and 
for the County of Ada, State ofIdaho, on Tuesday, the 
24th day of June, 2009, commencing at the hour of 
10:06 a.m. in the above-entitled matter. 
APPEARANCES: 
F or the Plaintiff: 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHTD. 
By: Bradley J. Williams, Esq. 
420 Memorial Drive 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
(208) 522-6700 
(208) 522-5111 
bjw@moffatt.com 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHTD. 
By: Scott L. Campbell, Esq. 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208)345-2000 
Facsimile: (208)385-5384 
slc@moffatt.com 
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For the Defendant: 
HOLLAND & HART, LLP 
By: Erik F. Stidham, Esq. 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1400 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208)342-5000 
Facsimile: (208)343-8869 
efstidham@hollandhart.com 
Also present: John G. Hall, Videographer 
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A Not that I recall. 1 A I only recall one time. I'm not sure. 
Q Why is that? Why has there not been 2 Q Do you recall what the substance of 
such discussion regarding whether or not to get 3 that discussion with ERO was? 
new counselor reconsider the choice of 4 A No. 
Mr. Campbell as counsel? 5 Q The one time you can recall? 
A I guess we felt he was doing a good 6 A No. 
job. 7 Q Do you recall anything at all about 
Q Okay. And is that the same reason why 8 that one time that ERO consulted with the board? 
you haven't reconsidered going with somebody else 9 A I don't. 
other than Mr. Mason? 0 Q Okay. Do you have any 
A Yes, sir. 1 understanding -- and let me make this clear. I 
Q For the engineering position? 2 don't mean this to be insulting. I'm just trying 
A Yes, sir. 3 to understand where the areas of your knowledge 
Q Okay. Let me back up, because there's 4 are, okay, so we can move them over. 
been some testimony regarding ERO. 5 One of my jobs as part of this 
Does ERO -- is that a consultant that 6 deposition is, as we prepare for trial, I need to 
the board relies upon? And let me back up and 7 understand what folks might be addressing, which 
ask another question. 8 topics, okay? 
Do you know who ERO is? 9 So with that in mind, do you have any 
A Yeah, I've heard the name. I think 20 understanding or knowledge whatsoever regarding 
it's a -- I think they do consUlting. ~1 water quality issues related to Pioneer 
Q Do you know what kind of consulting 22 Irrigation District? 
ERO does? 23 A Only on as far as what we're concerned 
A I think it's water. 24 about that is coming into our system or that 
Q Okay. What type of consulting F5 potentially could be. 
Page 45 Page 47 
relating to water does ERO do? 1 Q Okay. 
A I think it's water quality, ifI'm not 2 A As far as E. coli or oil and stuff 
mistaken. 3 coming off of pavement and streets and so on. 
Q Okay. And has the board, since you've 4 Q So do you have any knowledge regarding 
been there, ever consulted with ERO regarding 5 what -- well, do you have any knowledge regarding 
water quality issues related to Pioneer's system? 6 the water quality of the water that's in the--
A I believe so. 7 that's currently in Pioneer's irrigation system? 
Q Do you recall any? 8 A No. 
A No. 9 Q Any knowledge regarding what, ifany, 
Q Okay. Any recollection at all of -- 0 potentially harmful chemicals, pollutants, 
and I just want to make sure so we can move on. 1 bacteria, or other constituents might -- are 
Do you have any recollection at all of 2 currently in Pioneer's water that might cause 
consulting, either individually or as part of the 3 adverse health effects? 
board, with ERO relating to water qUality? 4 A No, no knowledge. 
A I think he was -- they were at our 5 Q Do you have any knowledge regarding 
board meeting and we talked to them. 6 the same thing, constituents, pollutants, other 
Q Okay. When was that? 7 things that are in Pioneer's water that might be 
A I'm not sure. 8 causing property damage to people's land or 
Q Can you put a general time frame on it 9 people's crops? 
for me? ~O A Only the potential. I have no 
A The last couple of years, I believe. 1 personal knowledge. 
Q Okay. How many times do you recall? 2 Q Okay. And I appreciate the question 
A I recall -- I'm sorry. ~3 about the potential, and we can talk about that 
Q No, go ahead. How many times do you ~4 in a second. 
recall meeting with ERO? ~5 What I'm trying to ask, and I'm not 
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doing it as well as I should, is do you know of 1 property? 
any types of constituents that are currently in 2 MR. WILLIAMS: Object to the form. 
the water in Pioneer's system that are currently 3 Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) Go ahead and answer, 
causing adverse effects to people or property? 4 sir. 
A No. 5 A Could you ask the question again? 
Q Okay. Do you believe, and I'm talking 6 Q Certainly. Do you have any 
about currently, do you believe that there is 7 concerns -- and I'm going to change the question 
anything in Pioneer's water, as we sit here 8 on you a little bit. 
today, that is currently causing adverse effects 9 Do you have any concerns or knowledge 
to either humans, animals or property? 0 that Pioneer's current operations might 
A I don't have any knowledge of that. 1 potentially be causing damage to people, animals 
Only the potential for it. 2 or property? 
Q And we will talk about potential, sir. 3 MR. WILLIAMS: Object to the form. 
I'm kind of trying to kind of segment what we're 4 THE WITNESS: Since all of the 
talking about as currently existing versus 5 development has exploded in our district, we -- I 
potential. Do you understand that? 6 feel that some of the urban runoff possibly be 
A Yes. 7 potential for flooding and health hazards. 
Q Do you have any knowledge -- well, 8 Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) Okay. Anything 
strike that. 9 else, sir? 
Do you have any knowledge of any 20 A No. 
situations that currently exist today in G1 Q Okay. Lefs kind of walk through your 
Pioneer's system that are causing damage to ~2 answer so I can I understand better what --
property, people or animals? And I'm not talking 23 exactly what you mean. 
just about pollutants. I'm talking about 24 Your statement was, since all of the 
flooding or just basically anything at all. 25 development has exploded in our district, you 
Page 49 Page 51 
MR. WILLIAMS: Object to the form of 1 feel that some of the urban runoff possibly or 
the question. 2 potentially is causing flooding or health 
Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) Do you want me to 3 hazards. Am I correct in that understanding? 
re-ask that again? 4 A Could. 
A Yes. 5 Q Okay, could. So it's, again, as we 
Q' Okay. And we'll recognize your 6 said, you don't know that it's actually causing 
attorney's objection. 7 damage. You think that it might cause damage. 
Do you have any knowledge of any 8 Is that fair? 
situations that currently exist today related to 9 A As far as the flooding, I know that it 
Pioneer's system that are causing damage, 0 potentially could overload the system. 
currently causing damage to people, animals, or 1 Q Okay. 
property? 2 A And that. 
A No. 3 Q All right. Let's start with flooding, 
Q Do you believe that there's anything 4 then. Explain to me why it is that you believe 
at all related to the current operation of 5 that, I'm trying to use your language again, that 
Pioneer's system that is currently causing damage 6 the development in your district could be causing 
to people, animals, property? 7 potential flooding. 
A No. 8 A You pave over permeable surface and 
Q Okay. We've talked about -- or a 9 there's a lot more going to run off at one time 
c'ouple times you've mentioned potential, correct, ~o than if you have land that will soak it up and 
sir? ~1 vegetation and so on. 
A Yes. ~2 Q Okay. And who told you that, or how 
Q Do you have any concerns about ~3 is it that you know that, I should say? 
potential damage that Pioneer's current ~4 A I've farmed for 35 years and I know 
operations might be causing to people, animals or ~5 that. 
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Q Okay. So that knowledge is based on 1 A No. 
your personal experience and nothing else; is 2 Q Can you identify any information as a 
that fair to say? 3 board member that would indicate as a matter of 
A I wouldn't say nothing else, no. 4 fact more stormwater is entering into Pioneer's 
Q Okay. Well, that's what I'm trying to 5 system because of urbanization? 
get at, sir. Besides your experience as a 6 A No. 
farmer, what's the basis for your understanding 7 Q Okay. So we've identified your 
of that proposition? 8 personal experience as a base for your belie£ 
A What we've read and been told. 9 And then you've talked about you've read some 
Q Okay. What have you read? 0 articles, but you can't identify them, correct? 
A Oh, different, you know, newspaper 1 A Right. 
articles or publications. 2 Q And then you also mentioned that what 
Q And you said "we." Are you referring 3 you've been told is one of the bases that 
to the board when you said that earlier? 4 supports your belief that there's increased urban 
A I. 5 stormwater. Who's told you that there's been 
Q Who provided you with these articles, 6 increasing amounts of storm water into the system 
if anyone? 7 owing to urbanization, if anyone? 
A No one, just newspaper or whatever. 8 A I can't name anybody. 
Q Can you identify any of these 9 Q Can you identify any -- understanding 
articles? 20 you can't identify the person, can you identify 
A No. n any discussions or -- in which information was 
Q Can you identify any materials that "2 relayed to you indicating that as a matter of 
you've read that relate to your belief that 23 fact more stormwater is entering into Pioneer's 
urbanization is creating more stormwater being 24 system owing to urbanization? 
placed into Pioneer's system? 25 A No. 
Page 53 Page 55 
A Could you rephrase that? 1 Q Is this another situation, sir, where 
Q Sure. It's my -- and maybe I jumped 2 you're concerned more about the potential than 
ahead and made an assumption I shouldn't have. 3 have a factual basis to say that it is currently 
Am I correct in understanding that you believe 4 occurring? 
that there's more stormwater that's being placed 5· A Well, we know that there's some coming 
into Pioneer's system because of urbanization? 6 in, but the potential as you pave over, build 
A Yes, sir. 7 streets and roofs, the potential is there for a 
Q Okay. And then we were trying to get 8 lot more runoff than on bare ground. 
at the base for that understanding. And you 9 Q Okay. And is that concern about the 
identified your experience working your farm, 0 potential, is the basis for that concern of 
correct? 1 yours, is that the same as what we've talked 
A Yes. 2 about before, your experience as a farmer and 
Q And I started to ask you about what, 3 newspaper articles you've read? 
if anything, that you might have read. And so my 4 A Yes. 
question, sir, was what, if anything, can you 5 Q But you can't identify any articles, 
identify as far as a written material that 6 correct? 
supports your belief that urbanization has 7 A No. 
resulted in increased stormwater entering into 8 Q Regarding the potential? 
Pioneer's system? 9 A No. 
A I can't. ~o Q Can you identify any communications or 
Q Has there been any studies or testing ~1 discussions you've had with anybody that support 
that you're aware of as a board member that 22 your belief that there is a potential for 
indicates that as a matter of fact, not just a >'3 increased stormwater runoff entering into 
guess, as a matter of fact more stormwater is :>'4 Pioneer's system owing to urbanization? 
entering into Pioneer's system? 25 A Could you repeat the question, please? 
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Q Sure. Can you identify any 1 about the instances of overtopping. 
communications or discussions you've had with 2 What about the issues of -- you 
anyone that support your contention that there is 3 identified -- I'm trying to remember exactly your 
a potential for more -- for an increase in 4 language, but you talked about one of your duties 
stormwater runoff entering into Pioneer's system 5 to ensure that the district doesn't violate any 
owing to urbanization? 6 laws, something to that effect. Do you recall 
A Well, I think our discussions at board 7 testifying regarding that? 
meetings, and then there was -- there's been some 8 A Yes. 
flooding occurred in -- 9 Q Who does the board consult with, if 
Q Nevada? 0 anyone other than Mr. Campbell, regarding 
A In Nevada, yes, that we were aware of. 1 ensuring that the board complies with laws? 
Q Okay. With regard to the Nevada, 2 A Noone. 
that's come up before as a basis for concern. 3 Q Are there any laws in particular that 
Who brought the Nevada flooding to your 4 the board is concerned with ensuring that the 
attention? 5 district complies with or making sure that the 
A It was on all over the news and we 6 district complies with those laws? 
discussed it. 7 A Nothing that stands out. 
Q Do you have an understanding as to 8 Q Okay. Any particular concerns 
whether or not the Nevada flooding was caused by 9 regarding any environmental laws that the board 
poor maintenance of the system that became 20 has? 
riddled by rodents? 21 A We don't want to potentially be in 
A I don't have any knowledge of that, ~2 violation of the water quality. 
no. p Q Has any regulatory or governmental 
Q Do you know what caused the flooding 24 agency ever notified Pioneer, as far as you know, 
in Nevada? '5 that Pioneer is violating any environmental laws? 
Page 57 Page 59 
A No. 1 A Not that I recall in my term there. 
Q You also referred to discussions 2 Q And if you know about something that's 
during the board meeting. What discussions 3 occurred outside your term, I'd like to know 
during the board meetings have occurred in which 4 about that. 
you've been provided with factual information 5 A No, I don't. 
that would indicate that there's the potential 6 Q Okay. Do you have any knowledge that 
for more stormwater entering into Pioneer's 7 there's been a threat made by any regulatory 
system owing to urbanization? 8 agency that Pioneer needs to change something 
A I don't recall. 9 about how it's conducting its operations? 
Q Can you identify any of the speakers 0 A No. 
or participants in those discussions? 1 Q So that it won't be sued? 
A Mr. Campbell. 2 A No. 
Q Okay. Anybody besides Mr. Campbell 3 Q Has anyone on the board made any 
who's ever told the board at a board meeting that 4 effort to directly communicate with any 
there's a potential for increased stormwater 5 governmental or regulatory agencies regarding any 
entering the system owing to urbanization? 6 issues at all that Pioneer might have that relate 
A Our employees. 7 to potential violations of rules or laws or 
Q Okay. Any facts that they've 8 regulations? 
identified, Mr. Campbell or your employees, to 9 A Not to my knowledge. 
you that would indicate that there is a genuine ~o Q Why not? 
potential for increased stormwater entering into ~1 A Why not? 
Pioneer's system owing to urbanization? ~2 Q Why has the board not communicated 
A I think we've had some overtopping of ~3 directly with any governmental or regulatory 
some banks when we had storms that -- D.4 agencies regarding any issues or concerns that 
Q Okay. And we can come back and talk ~5 Pioneer might have relating to potential 
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violations of rules or laws? 1 A Yes, sir. 
A I don't know. 2 Q What type of insurance does Pioneer 
Q Has there been any threats to Pioneer 3 have with ICRMP, as far as you understand? 
that you're aware of in which either a company or 4 A Liability insurance. 
a person has threatened to bring a claim or S Q And what types of things does the 
litigation against Pioneer related to water 6 ICRMP insurance cover, as far as you understand? 
quality issues? 7 A Well, damages from whatever. 
A ·No. 8 Q Okay. What do you mean in that, sir? 
Q Any actual claims or threatened claims 9 By that -- and I understand you're not a lawyer. 
that you're aware of from any person or company 0 I'm just trying to get your understanding. But 
against Pioneer relating to flooding? 1 you say damages from whatever. What are you --
A Yes. 2 A From water, because that's what we do, 
Q Okay. And are those threatened claims 3 is deliver water. 
or actual claims that you're aware of that relate 4 Q Okay. If a flood were to occur and 
to flooding? 5 were to cause damage to property, do you have an 
A There were claims for, I believe, 6 understanding as to what the limits are on how 
damages. 7 much of -- how much in dollar value that the 
Q Okay. Can you tell me what you can -- 8 ICRMP insurance would cover? 
well, which claims have been made that you're 9 A No. 
aware of that relate to flooding? ~o Q Do you have any knowledge as to what, 
A I don't recall. p if any, money Pioneer would have to come out of 
Q Can you recall anything at all ~2 pocket before the insurance kicked in from ICRMP 
regarding any claims -- well, strike that. 23 that covered flooding damages? 
I understand that you recall some ~4 A If they do the claim, I don't think we 
claims. I want to know whether you can recall ~5 have any out of pocket. 
Page 61 Page 63 
anything substantive about those claims. 1 Q Okay. 
A No. 2 A I don't recall. 
Q So is it fair to say you don't know 3 Q Okay. 
who made the claims or what the basis for the 4 MR. WILLIAMS: Like a deductible? 
claims were other than it just related to 5 MR. STIDHAM: Just I was trying to 
flooding? 6 word it broadly. But yeah, that would be part of 
A There was one last year or two that 7 what I would be asking about. 
there was flooding happening, is the only one 8 Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) With your attorney's 
that I remember, that I can recall. 9 clarification, that part of what I would be 
Q Okay. So it sounds like you can 0 talking about is the deductible, do you need to 
recall one claim being made relating to flooding; 1 change your answer at all? 
is that correct? 2 A I don't know. 
A Yeah. 3 Q Okay. With regard to, you know, 
Q Can you recall anything besides the 4 coverage, insurance coverage for flooding, are 
fact it occurred within a year or two, anything 5 you aware of what, if any things, might cause the 
about the circumstances surrounding the claim? 6 insurance company to refuse to provide insurance 
A That the canal apparently overtopped. 7 if the flooding occurred? 
Q Do you know why the canal overtopped? 8 A If they don't think it's a valid claim 
A No. 9 or that Pioneer's at fault, I guess. 
Q Do you know whether any money has been ~o Q Okay. Have you ever had anyone 
paid out on that claim? '-1 explain to you as a board member what the nature 
A I recall that their insurance, I 22 of Pioneer's insurance coverage is related to 
believe, paid some damages. ~3 flooding? 
Q Okay. And is that the ICRMP insurance 24 A I believe the ICRMP guy was there once 
fund? '5 and explained a little bit. But I can't tell you 
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the actual bill to the patrons. I guess it would 1 Q Per acre? 
be the paperwork or whatever it takes to send out 2 A Or per lot according to the, like, 
the bills and so on, would be my understanding. 3 subdivision and that. 
Q Okay. As a member of Pioneer's board, 4 Q Okay. And who comes up with the 
do you have any involvement in the assessment 5 amount that is assessed per acre or per lot? 
process? 6 A Well, we all-- the board and the 
A I guess I don't understand, to what -- 7 secretary/treasurer, we go have our budget. Then 
Q I just wonder whether you had any 8 you try to get a balanced budget. That's how you 
involvement as a member of Pioneer's board in the 9 come up with the need to -- supposedly need to 
process whereby Pioneer assesses fees to its 0 operate for this year. 
patrons? 1 Q And if a patron has a lot that is 
A Yes, I guess we would set the 2 smaller than an acre in size, is that patron just 
assessment. 3 charged for one full acre? 
Q Okay. And did the board set the 4 A Yes, sir. 
assessment expense thafs referenced here on 5 Q Why is that? 
Exhibit 72 in 2008? 6 A Ifs just a minimum amount that we set 
A Yes. 7 to do that. 
Q Okay. And what did the board set the 8 Q Who set that minimum amount of one 
2008 assessment expense based on, how did it come 9 acre? 
up with the $20 number? ~o A I would guess the board. I don'tknbw 
A I guess what the secretary/treasurer ~1 when it was, but--
advises that we should set it at. ~2 Q Okay. 
Q And do you know why the p A It might have been before my time. 
secretary/treasurer advised that that number be ~4 Q That was my next question, was this 
set at $20 for 2008? ~5 one-acre minimum, was that set before you joined 
Page 85 Page 87 
A I guess for the expense that she felt 1 the board? 
it would take to maintain each account. 2 A As I recall. I don't remember. But I 
Q Okay. And then going back to Exhibit 3 recall that I don't remember setting the minimum. 
72, there's also, under the fall assessment, 4 Q Okay. And do you know why that it's 
there's operation and maintenance. Do you see 5 set at one acre? 
that? 6 A Well, there's got to be a minimum. 
A Yes. 7 Everything is. Somewhere along the line there's 
Q Okay. And then on your bill at least 8 a minimum charge for stuff. And to be fair to 
that's 3123 -- $3,123.12, correct? 9 everybody, because it takes -- you know, you're 
A 3,143. 0 using the system and there's got to be some way 
Q I guess I'm looking at the operation 1 to figure it. And there's got to be a minimum, 
and maintenance line. 2 so what I guess is felt, so --
A Oh, right there, yes. Yes, sir. 3 Q But do you have any understanding as 
Q Can you tell me what that's for? 4 to how actually in this case that one-acre 
A That's the assessment on operating and 5 minimum was set? 
maintaining the system. 6 A No. 
Q Okay. And does the board have any 7 Q I'll represent to you yesterday that 
involvement -- well, strike that. 8 Mr. Newbill testified that when voting is done by 
Is the operation and maintenance, how 9 patrons to fill a board seat, that each patron's 
is that -- what's the method by which that's ~o vote is -- the value of each patron's vote is 
calculated with regard to each patron? ~l calculated based on how much property they own --
A We have a budget, proposed budget for p they have. Is that your understanding? 
operating the system. 23 A Yes. 
Q Okay. 24 Q Okay. And for example, if a patron 
A And it's assessed per acre. 25 owns a third of an acre, the patron, when voting 
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for a board membership, only has a vote that's 
only worth one-third of one vote. Is that your 
understanding? 
A I don't recall. 
Q You don't know? 
A No. 
Q Well, let me ask you this: If 
Mr. Newbill's right and an individual who owns a 
third of an acre is only given a third of a vote 
when voting for a board member, but when is 
assessed fees must pay for a full acre's worth of 
assessment, do you think that's fair? 
A In my opinion, yes. 
Q Why? 
A It's like I said before, we've got to 
have a minimum. It's done in business that way. 
I mean I think it's fair because they're 
getting -- they get water from the day it comes 
in till the day it goes out. My opinion, it's 
fair. 
Q Even if they don't get a full vote if 
they own less than an acre, is it still fair in 
your mind? 
A Yes. 
Q Why? When you compare it to the fact 
Page 89 
that they don't get a full vote, why do you think 
it's still fair? 
A They're getting -- they're getting 
their water and they're getting serviced. And I 
guess that's -- I just think it is. I guess I 
don't -- I can't tell you the reason right 
offhand. 
Q Okay. The last time you ran for a 
board position, was there any opposition? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Who was that? 
A I don't recall his name. I didn't 
know the man. 
Q And does Mr. Aldridge ring a bell? 
A That could have been him. 
Q Do you know whether or not you would 
have still won the board position if each 
property -- excuse me, each patron who voted who 
owned less than an acre was still given a full 
acre's vote, would you still have won? . 
A I don't know. 
Q Do you have any concerns that this 
process whereby which a patron who owns less than 
an acre is not given a full vote, do you think 
that that makes it more difficult for urban 
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individuals within Pioneer's district to have a 
fair say as to who's on the board? 
A No. I think, though, that a person 
that owns farm ground or is making a living at 
it, you know, needs to be represented. And so 
does the land owner. But there's a lot more 
urban people than there are -- a farmer, he might 
own, say,200 acres, and it's his livelihood. 
Q And so just so I understand your 
answer, based on the fact that a farmer owns more 
acres and it's his livelihood, that's the basis 
whereby which you believe it's fair that an urban 
resident who owns only a third acre has to pay 
for a full acre of assessment but his vote only 
counts a third of a vote? 
A He's getting the value out of a full 
acre as far as the water he's getting. 
Q How is that? 
A Because if you would -- ifhe was to 
use city water, it would cost you much more than 
our -- you know, the irrigation water. 
Q Sure. But that applies to somebody 
whether they're urban or agricultural, right? 
Could you use city water to run your farm? 
A No. 
Q Why not? 
A It's not available, for one thing. 
The city isn't out there. 
Q Okay. Could you afford to use city 
water? 
A No. 
Q It's much more expensive, correct? 
A Yes. 
Q Do you have any concerns that the 
Page 91 
method whereby which operation and maintenance 
fees are assessed by Pioneer unfairly shifts 
costs to -- a disproportionate amount of the cost 
to smaller land owners? 
A No. 
Q Whynot? 
A I just explained that they're getting 
the value for their dollar, I'd have to guess 
would be my answer. 
Q Do you know -- as a board member, do 
you know whether there's the monies that are 
collected based on the assessment expense and the 
monies that are collected based on operation 
maintenance and expenses, are those segregated in 
anyway? 
A I'm not positive if they're kept in a 
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A But alongside, there's no problem. 1 Q Does that phrase kind of sum up what 
Q No problem. Okay. And then that same 2 was motivating -- does that last sentence of that 
sentence talks about a requirement for urban 3 second paragraph sum up what was motivating the 
stormwater runoff into these drains. Do you see 4 board when it made the decision to seek the 
that? 5 transfer of the bureau facilities? 
A Yeah. 6 MR. WILLIAMS: Object to the fonn of 
Q Okay. What do you understand that 7 the question. 
issue to be? 8 THE WITNESS: Restate the question. 
A Well, the idea that urban stormwater 9 Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) Sure. Does that 
is different than agriCUlture runoff. 0 sentence that Mr. Campbell incorporated in his 
Q Different in what way, sir? 1 report back to the board sum up the reason that 
A The fact that it is -- there's 2 the board sought the transfer of these bureau 
different properties in it that could cause 3 facilities? 
health hazards -- 4 MR. WILLIAMS: Same objection. 
Q Anything else? 5 THE WITNESS: I think what he was 
A -- in the water. 6 referring to is the encroachment without our, I 
Q Anything else, sir? 7 guess, permission in our facilities. 
A No. 8 Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) But we're not 
Q And then take a look at that same 9 talking about your facilities, are we? We're 
document and again Exhibit 73. Last sentence of 20 talking about bureau facilities. 
the second paragraph. Mr. Campbell writes, "If 21 A We maintain and operate them, so we're 
anything, this confirms the correctness of the ~2 a part of it. 
Board's decision to gain control over these '-3 Q And I guess that's what I'm getting 
facilities as the cancer of urban development 24 at, is we talked about -- I've been trying to 
continues to spread across the Treasure Valley." 25 understand what was motivating the board in 
Page 109 Page 111 
Did I read that correctly? 1 making this decision. 
A Yep. 2 And my question is, does this sentence 
Q Do you have any disagreement with that 3 from Mr. Campbell sum up, as he said it, the 
sentence? 4 reason why the board feels correct in its 
A Well, to a farmer, it is -- I guess he 5 decision to try and gain control over the 
would think it was a cancer, because it takes -- 6 facilities as the cancer of urban development 
it's taken away -- well, it takes away our 7 continues to spread across the Treasure Valley? 
ability to farm. Plus it is putting a different 8 A Yes. 
type of water into our -- the system that we're 9 MR. WILLIAMS: Object to the fonn of 
maintaining. 0 the question. 
Q And as a member of Pioneer's board, do 1 Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) Your answer was yes? 
you consider urban development in the Treasure 2 A I guess my answer is the same, that we 
valley to be a cancer? 3 were concerned with encroachment on facilities 
A It's not a cancer, but it's a problem 4 that we operate and maintain. 
to an irrigation district, I guess, to try to 5 Q Have you ever asked any of your urban 
work through the encroachments on our facilities. 6 patrons, any of the citizens of Caldwell who pay 
Q Do you have any objection to 7 their assessments, whether they agree with 
Mr. Campbell characterizing it as in this 8 Mr. Campbell's contention that urban development 
context, the urban development as a cancer? 9 in the Treasure Valley is a cancer? 
A I guess that's -- was his opinion. D.O MR. WILLIAMS: Object to the fonn. 
Q And my question, sir, is do you have in I'll object it's argumentative as well. 
any objection to his use of that phrase, "the 22 THE WITNESS: No. 
cancer of urban development," in the context of 23 Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) Do you think that 
this letter? ~4 any of your patrons, as a board member who 
A No. '5 represents all the patrons of Pioneer, do you 
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think that those patrons who are living within 1 system to deal with stonnwater; isn't that fair? 
the city of Caldwell or any other city within 2 MR. WILLIAMS: Objection, calls for 
Pioneer's district would agree with the 3 speculation. 
assessment that urban development in the Treasure 4 THE WITNESS: I don't know. 
Valley is a cancer? 5 Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) Okay. Let me ask it 
MR. WILLIAMS: Objection, it's calling 6 this way: If you were living within Caldwell and 
for him to speculate as to what they think. 7 you were an urban patron on a third-acre lot, 
MR. STIDHAM: I don't think so. a would you want to have to come up with a bunch of 
Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) You can go ahead and 9 money to fund the creation of a new system to 
answer. 0 handle stormwater? 
A Could you restate the question, 1 A Stonnwater is a different thing than 
please. 2 irrigation water. 
Q Sure. And I recognize your counsel's 3 Q I'm asking you, sir, if you're 
objection. 4 living -- if you were living in a subdivision in 
As a board member who represents all 5 Caldwell on a third of an acre and you were 
of the patrons of the Pioneer district, do you 6 paying your assessments to Pioneer, and Pioneer 
think that those patrons of Pioneer who are 7 as of that date was accepting stonnwater 
living within the city of Caldwell or any other 8 discharge and had been accepting -- urban 
city would agree with Mr. Campbell's assessment 9 stormwater discharge for decades, would you want 
that urban development in the Treasure Valley is 20 to have to come out of pocket to fund the 
a cancer? '1 creation of a brand-new stormwater system when 
A I don't know. D.2 there's already one in place? 
Q Do you think that this issue right ~3 MR. WILLIAMS: I'll object to the fonn 
here that's being raised in Exhibit 73 is an ~4 of the question. It also assumes facts not in 
example of where -- ofa situation in which the ~5 evidence. 
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rural patrons of Pioneer might have different 1 Q (BY MR. STIDHAM) Okay. Would you 
interests than the urban patrons of Pioneer? 2 answer it, sir? 
A Well, they defmitely do. 3 A I don't know. 
Q And how do you see those -- how would 4 Q And I guess with that background, have 
you characterize the different interests of the 5 you or the other board members ever thought about 
rural patrons of Pioneer versus the urban 6 reaching out to your urban patrons and talking 
patrons? 7 with them about what their interests might be 
A We're trying to make a living farming 8 with regard to this issue of stonnwater 
and we need the water. That the urban, they want 9 discharge? 
to water their lawn. And you know, their 0 A I think their interests are the same 
interests are in their job and what they make 1 as ours, to keep our irrigation waters safe and 
their living. And we were trying to protect the 2 keep people safe and keep from flooding. 
integrity of our system. 3 Q Okay. And my question was a little 
Q Let's talk about what you perceive as 4 bit different from that, sir. My question was, 
the interest of your -- the urban patrons that 5 have you or any of the other board members -- and 
you represent as a member of the board. 6 let me strike that, change it a little bit. 
Do you think it's fair to say that the 7 Have you or any of the other board 
urban patrons of Pioneer also have an interest in 8 members, as far as you know, ever considered 
avoiding having to incur a bunch of expenses 9 reaching out and talking with urban patrons in 
relating to creating new avenues to handle ).0 order to understand what their concerns or 
stormwater? :n thoughts might be with regard to the stonnwater 
A I guess. 42 issue? 
Q They don't want to have to pay -- I ~3 A I guess not. 
mean, the urban patrons of Pioneer don~t want to ~4 Q As far as you're aware, has there ever 
have to pay a bunch of money to create a new '5 been any action or policy that Pioneer sought to 
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PROCEEDINGS 
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: On the record. 
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MR. STIDHAM: My name is Erik Stidham. I'm a member 
of the firm of Holland & Hart. I represent the City of 
Caldwell in the matter of Pioneer Irrigation District v. 
City of Caldwell, CV -08-556-C. 
The deposition is being made on behalf of the 
defendant, City of Caldwell. The deposition is being 
videotaped by Ron Atard, who is an associate of the John 
Glenn Hall Company, whose business address is Post Office 
Box 2683, Boise, Idaho. 
Today's date is June 25th. The time is 
approximately 9:10. The location of the deposition is 
Holland & Hart's Boise office. The deponent's name is 
Mr. Rob Greenfield. 
Would other counsel please identifY themselves. 
MR. WILLIAMS: Brad Williams with Moffatt Thomas for 
Pioneer. 
MR. CAMPBELL: Scott Campbell of Moffatt Thomas for 
Pioneer. 
III 
III 
III 
MR. STIDHAM: Would you please swear the witness. 
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I'm talking now about ag patrons. 
Do you as a board member and as far as you know 
do any of the other board members have an understanding 
as to how much the district's facilities should be able 
to accommodate as far as the volume of stormwater 
discharge from agricultural properties? 
A. You're asking me for figures or amounts, and I 
just don't have that kind of information. 
Q. Well, has the issue been considered as to how 
much volume the facility should be able to accommodate 
with regard to storm water discharge or irrigation return 
flows? 
A. It would be different answers for different 
areas of different -- and it would just be too complex. 
I just don't have that information. 
Q. And, sir, I changed the question on you a 
little bit. 
That last question was has the issue ever been 
considered, as far as you know, by the board --
A. How much volume we could handle? 
Q. Should be able to accommodate. 
A. No, that's never been brought up. Never been 
an issue. 
Q. Okay. And I guess I'm just kind of curious, 
given that much of this lawsuit is about rights related 
Page 37 
to discharge of irrigation return flows and stormwater, 
I'm interested in how it is the board has never 
considered what the district's obligations are as far as 
the volume it should be able to accommodate? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Object to the form of the question. 
THE WITNESS: But you want me to answer? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Yeah. I'm just making a record. 
THE WITNESS: How is it that we have not considered 
volume? 
Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) Yeah. 
A. Ifs just too complex to put -- it would take a 
study to answer that question. 
Q. Okay. And is it -- so, then, it sounds like 
the board, up to this date, has never requested or 
received any kind of study as to how much either 
stormwater or irrigation return flows the facilities 
could accommodate; is that fair? 
A. That we've never done a study about that? 
Q. Yeah. 
A. Not to my knowledge. 
Q. And you as a board member, you've never gotten 
any information from any consultants or anyone else as to 
how much stormwater or irrigation return flows the 
facilities could accommodate? Is that also the 
situation? 
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A. Say that again. 
Q. Sure. 
A. My mind wandered. I'm trying to figure out --
go ahead and ask that again. 
Q. Sure. 
As a board member, have you ever gotten any 
information from any consultants or anyone else regarding 
how much stormwater or irrigation return flows Pioneer's 
facilities could accommodate? 
A. When a ditch overtops -- from anybody else, no. 
When a ditch overtops, that's all it can handle. We've 
never done a study about how much that is or --
Q. Okay. As you sit here today, do you know 
whether or not Pioneer's facilities can accommodate any 
additional stormwater discharges than it's currently 
receiving. 
A. What again? Sorry. 
Q. As you sit here today, do you know whether or 
not Pioneer's facilities can accommodate additional 
stormwater discharges beyond what it's currently 
receiving? 
A. In places, yes. In other places, no. 
Q. Okay. 
A. It's just too complex a question to answer in 
this form. I mean, it would take more study. 
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Q. Okay. 
A. But it would be different answers in different 
places. 
Q. Okay. Do you have any understanding as to what 
Pioneer's legal obligations are with regard to 
accommodating urban stormwater discharges? 
A. Ijust don't. I'm just not a lawyer. I just 
don't know. I'm sitting in a room full oflawyers. I 
would not answer a question about what do I know about 
legal things. I don't know anything about legal things. 
Q. Okay. And just so we can complete the record, 
with regard to irrigation return flows, do you have any 
understanding as a member of the board as to what 
Pioneer's legal obligations are as far as accommodating 
irrigation return flows from its patrons? 
A. Not legally, no. 
Q. Okay. Well, let's go back, then, to kind of 
where I was trying to go with conceptually. 
What's your understanding as a board member 
making decisions for the patrons as to what the 
district's facilities need to be able to accommodate as 
far as irrigation return flows from its patrons? 
A. Conceptually, just normal return of irrigation. 
Q. Okay. And when you're using that phrase, sir, 
"normal return of irrigation," what does that mean, in 
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the board and you approve the budget, correct? 
A. Correct. 
1 
2 
Q. And then the assessments, the total amount 3 
assessed needs to match up with the budget, correct? 4 
A. Correct. 5 
Q. Okay. And do you have any role beyond okaying 6 
the budget in the assessment process? 7 
A. Be more specific. 8 
Q. Sure. 9 
I'm just trying to see what, ifany, role you 0 
play in this process of assessment. 1 
I understand that you set the budget and then 2 
keying off the budget is how much is going to be 3 
assessed, correct? 4 
A. Um-hrnm. Yes. 5 
Q. And you playa role in that obviously as a 6 
board member? p.. 7 
A. Yes. 8 
Q. Okay. Do you play any other role in the 9 
assessment process? ~ 0 
A. What other role would you mean? ~ 1 
Q. That's why I'm asking it broadly, sir, in ~2 
case -- see, part of this process is I'm trying to learn ~3 
how things work. So I ask the questions broadly because ~4 
I can't anticipate exactly how you might playa role. So ~5 
Page 45 
that's why I'm asking it broadly. 1 
A. We review the budget. We look at our bottom 2 
line. We set the assessment. 3 
Q. Okay. And is that the total, sum total of your 4 
involvement in the assessment process? 5 
A. Yeah. 6 
Q. Okay. Do you ever sit and review any -- hear 
any complaints from patrons regarding perceived mistakes 
in the assessments? Or is that handled by someone other 
than the board? 
A. I can't recall ever anyone coming in or having 
the staff ever mentioning someone thinking they were not 
charged correctly. 
Q. Okay. So ifI understand it correctly, since 
you've been on the board since 2005 or early 2006, you're 
not aware of any patron objecting to an assessment? 
A. An incorrect assessment? 
Q. Just objecting to an assessment. 
A. Oh, sure. They think they're being charged 
too -- is that what you mean? There are individuals who 
have said that it's excessive or higher than they 
expected. 
Q. Okay. I appreciate that clarification. 
No, I'm not asking about somebody who just 
doesn't believe that the budget has been set correctly. 
Page 
I'm talking about someone who believes there was a 
mistake in the manner in which the assessment was --
A. I don't recall anybody ever saying that. 
Q. Okay. Do you think it's fair that a patron who 
might own less than an acre, for example, a third of an 
acre, gets charged or assessed at a full acre rate? 
A. Do I think that's fair? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Ido. 
Q. And why is that fair in your mind? 
A. I don't know that I can explain it. There -- I 
don't know that -- I don't know why I think that way. If 
you think about an irrigation district that delivers 
blocks of -- so many head gates on the canal and there is 
only room for -- so you deliver a head gate for 40 acres, 
and then in time that 40 is split and split and split and 
split until you have 80 half-acre lots, they're more of a 
problem for the ditchrider than, like, a guy that's just 
taking one head gate off on 40 acres. 
So that's part of it. It's just more people to 
deal with and more water to split. It's not that they're 
any less of a user. It's just that they become more of 
an administrative delivery problem. 
Q. Okay. And my understanding is that using, 
again, the same third acre owner, that when it comes time . 
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to vote for a board member, that third-acre owner only 
gets a third of a vote. 
Do you think that's fair? 
A. I certainly do. 
Q. Okay. And why is that fair? 
A. Well, because they've only got that much water. 
They've only got that much interest in the system as 
compared to somebody who has more acres and more of an 
interest in the system. 
Q. SO in your mind it's not unfair that an 
individual who owns a third of an acre will get charged 
for a full acre's worth of the cost, but when it comes 
time to vote only gets to --
A. Yeah, that sounds unfair, doesn't it? But I 
think that, yes. 
Q. Okay. Anything you'd like to add as to why you 
think that that's not unfair beyond what you've already 
said? 
A. Huh-uh. I think I've explained my thinking on 
that. 
MR. STIDHAM: You know, we've been going for about 
an hour. We can take a five-minute break or--
THE WITNESS: No, I'm fine. Let's get it over with. 
MR. STIDHAM: Not a bad idea. 
Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) So when did you first learn 
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1 (Document handed to counsel.) 1 
2 THE WITNESS: That's me. 2 
3 Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) So the picture you're 3 
4 referring to as relating to Mr. Whitig's property is the 4 
5 one that's captioned "Pride and Upper Pleasant after a 5 
6 spring storm"; is that correct? 6 
7 A. Yes. 7 
8 Q. And you said that picture, that's you in the 8 
9 picture? 9 
o A. It is. 0 
1 Q. Okay. 1 
2 A. I don't know if that's germane. 2 
3 Q. Well, why were you out there? 3 
4 A. Inspecting the overtopping. 4 
5 Q. Okay. Did you take any notes related to the 5 
6 overtopping that occurred then? 6 
7 A. No. 7 
8 Q. Okay. Did you take any pictures? 8 
9 A. No. 9 
~O Q. Okay. Who was taking the pictures, do you 20 
21 kn~ 21 
22 A. I don't. 22 
23 Q. Maybe you just have a secret admirer following 23 
24 you around? 24 
25 A. You know, it could be. I'm very charismatic. 25 
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1 Q. SO what, ifany, investigation did you do of 1 
2 that event? 2 
3 A. Investigation? 3 
4 Q. Yeah. 4 
5 A. None. 5 
6 Q. What did you look at? 6 
7 A. We cleaned it up so it wouldn't top. Turned 7 
8 the water down. 8 
9 Q. Okay. 9 
~ 0 A. Took the plug out. 0 
11 Q. What was the plug -- what is the plug you're fL1 
i 2 referring to? fL2 
13 A. There was an old bridge below this that had 3 
14 plugged. 4 
15 Q. Okay. And is that what was causing the backing 5 
6 up of the water? 6 
7 A. Yeah. 7 
~ 8 Q. With regard to this event there that's depicted 8 
~ 9 in the picture as Pride and Upper Pleasant after a spring 9 
~ 0 storm, do you know whether or not that overtopping would 20 
21 have occurred had there not been urban stormwater 21 
22 discharge? 22 
23 A. Who could answer that? No one. No one knows 23 
24 ~ 24 
25 Q. Okay. And does that apply to--youknow,all 25 
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these events that you talked about before, do you know 
whether or not other events of overtopping would have 
occurred ifthere had not been any urban storm water 
discharge in there? 
A. I just -- how much urban stormwater runoff 
there is is anybody's guess. Oh, maybe someone knows. I 
don't. 
Q. Okay. Do you or anyone else on the board, as 
far as you understand, know how much -- what the volume 
is of urban stormwater that's entering into Pioneer's 
system? 
A. No, I don't know. 
Q. Has anyone presented to the board, any 
consultants or anyone else, ever presented to the board 
since you've been there any information indicating how 
much urban stormwater discharge is entering into 
Pioneer's system? 
A. No. You know, it would depend on the storm. 
It would depend on the location, intensity. 
Q. And, sir, just to make clear, my question was 
whether there has ever been a presentation regarding 
amounts of urban storm water discharge into Pioneer's 
facilities. 
A. No, not that I remember. 
Q. Do you think you would remember such a 
presentation? 
A. You never know. 
Q. Fair enough. 
Page 59 
Do you have any difficulties with your memory, 
sir? 
A. Sure. 
Q. In all seriousness, sir, we all have some 
difficulty remembering, but do you have any particular 
problems or issues remembering things? 
A. I can't remember names. What's your name? 
Q. Erik. 
A. Erik, okay. No. 
Q. And all right. And I don't want to be flip 
about this. And I have no reason to believe that there 
is, but I just want to understand because you've made a 
couple jokes about it. 
Do you -- are you having problems remembering 
things? 
A. I can't remember names. Honest to God. 
Q. Okay. Anything besides difficulty remembering 
names? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. With regard to water quality, have you 
any understanding as to what, ifany, effect there is on 
water quality within Pioneer's system as a result of 
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stormwater discharges into Pioneer's system? 
A. Do I know any figures? No. 
Q. Do you have any general--
A. General understanding is that urban 
stormwater -- you're talking about urban stormwater? 
Q. I'm talking just stormwater in general, but we 
can break it down into urban later. 
A. Okay. You're going to have to ask it again, 
then. 
Q. Okay. Do you have any understanding -- I'll 
break it down into ag and then urban. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Do you have any understanding as to the effect 
of the discharge of stormwater from agricultural 
properties into Pioneer's system on the quality of the 
water in Pioneer's system? 
A. I don't have an understanding of that. I don't 
know. 
Q. Do you have an understanding as.to the quality 
of the water that's in Pioneer's system separate from any 
urban stormwater discharge? 
A. Specifically what? 
Q. Just generally whether there is any problems or 
issues with the water quality in Pioneer's system 
separate from any urban stormwater discharge? 
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A. I have a problem with it down in my area. 1 
There is a lot of silt. 2 
Q. Okay. 3 
A. That's a water quality problem, I guess. 4 
Q. Sure. 5 
A. Other than that, no. 6 
Q. What is the problem that you have with silt? 7 
A. There is too much silt in the system down in 8 
our area. 9 
Q. Okay. And what kind of problems does the silt fLO 
cause? 1 
A. It fills your ditches, it plugs your tubes, it 2 
fills your core gates. 3 
Q. Do you know what is causing the silt? 4 
A. Sure. 5 
Q. What is that? 6 
A. Runoff from the areas above us. 7 
Q. Okay. And is the silt problem being caused 8 
from agricultural runoff in the areas above you? 9 
-A. Yes. 20 
Q. Okay. Now, going back to -- now we're 21 
switching from ag storm discharge to urban storm 22 
discharges. 23 
Do you have an understanding as to the effect 24 
of urban stormwater discharges on the water quality in 25 
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Pioneer's system? 
A. An understanding? 
Q. Any understanding. 
A. Just what I've read and heard from speakers and 
so forth, that urban stormwater is fairly polluted. 
Q. Okay. Do you have any more specific 
understanding as to -- strike that. 
Have any of the things you read or any of the 
speakers you've heard been talking about urban stormwater 
discharge into Pioneer's system? 
A. No. 
Q. Versus just a general concept? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. Do you have any information as a board 
member regarding the water quality of urban stormwater 
that's being discharged into Pioneer's system? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. Do you know whether or not urban 
stormwater that's being discharged into Pioneer's system 
is degrading the quality of water in Pioneer's system? 
A. I have that understanding, but I don't know any 
figures. 
Q. Okay. And it sounds like that understanding is 
just based on a general concept that urban stormwater is 
bad; is that --
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A. It is. 
Q. And that understanding is not based on any 
particularized information or knowledge regarding what is 
actually occurring in the system; is that fair? 
A. That's fair. 
Q. Okay. Do you know whether or not there is an 
e. Coli problem with regard to the water that's in 
Pioneer's system separate from any urban stormwater 
discharge? 
A. God, I hope not. Not that I'm aware of. 
Q. As a board member, have you ever been provided 
or informed of testing that was done by ERO in -- prior 
to you joining the board, which indicated E. coli 
problems with regard to the water that was in Pioneer's 
system? 
A. No. If there was, I don't remember it. 
Q. Okay. Has anyone within Pioneer or any 
consultants retained by Pioneer ever informed you of 
potential problems with the quality of the water that's 
in Pioneer's system separate from stormwater? 
A. Separate from stormwater? 
Q. Urban stormwater, excuse me. 
A. Has anybody --
Q. Has anybody said, you know, we're not talking 
about problems created by urban stormwater, we're not 
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talking about pollutants that are entering the system 
through urban stormwater. Separate from that, we do have 
issues with regard to water quality as to what's in our 
system. Anybody ever told you anything to that effect? 
A. That we have issues with it? 
Q. Yeah. 
A. The only way I can answer that is that onion 
growers' water is monitored, as a matter of course, by 
the state. I believe it's the state ag department that 
monitors that water. Not that they know of any specific 
thing or event or quality of water, they just monitor 
that water on onions grown for consumption. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Because it would be so devastating to the 
economy of southern Idaho and eastern Oregon, for that 
matter, for E. coli to be found in any onions anywhere 
here -- E. coli or any other contaminant. It would be a 
big deal. 
Q. Okay. And just so I make sure we're still 
talking on the same page, I understand the issue you're 
raising with regard to monitoring for onion growers, but 
what I'm talking about is has anybody ever told you as a 
board member there are problems or issues related to the 
quality of water that's in Pioneer's system? 
A. No. Okay. And then I'm broadening it. 
Has anyone ever told you that there are 
actual -- and I'm including now urban stormwater 
discharge. 
Page 
Has anyone ever told you, a consultant or 
anyone else within -- anyone else told you as a board 
member there are actual problems in the water in 
Pioneer's system? 
A. No. I've been told there is a potential. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And just as I mentioned about the state 
monitoring water that goes on to the onion fields, once 
you've passed the potential and you actually have the 
problem, then you're -- you've lost. I mean, it's too ' 
late. I mean, you haven't prevented, so now you have 
this huge -- southern Idaho and eastem Oregon produce, I 
think -- figures go out of my head pretty quickly, but I 
think it's about a sixth of the onions grown in the 
United States, maybe even more than that. Sixth or a 
fifth. 
They affect the market, unlike other crops that 
we grow here, wheat, for example, or hay. Onions have an 
impact on the United States onion market. And so this 
would be nationwide or worldwide, for that matter, 
because there are very few counties that grow a lot of 
onions. It's a big deal. 
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So I guess what I'm saying is no one has told 
me we have a problem, and no one better tell me that we 
have a problem. Because that is a big problem. 
Q. Okay. So just to be clear -- and my question 
is specifically focused on what's been told to you about 
the current situation. 
Has anyone ever told you that as the situation 
currently exists, that there is a problem with the water 
that is in Pioneer's system right now? 
A. No, just potential. 
MR. STIDHAM: All right. Let's take a five-minute 
break and then start again. 
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Off the record. 
(Break taken from 10:28 a.m. to 10:39 a.m.) 
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: On the record. 
Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) Mr. Greenfield, we're back on 
the record after a break. 
What is your understanding what the potential 
is for adverse effects if the City of Caldwell's 
storm water manual is left in place? 
A. Higher potential for flooding and higher 
potential for environmental problems. 
Q. Are you aware of any studies -- strike that. 
Has Pioneer done any studies or analysis as to 
the risks of flooding if the policy were to stay in 
Page 67 
place? 
A. No, not that I'm aware of. 
Q. Has Pioneer done -- well, as a board member who 
authorized this litigation, would you assume you'd be 
aware of any studies that have been done by Pioneer or on 
Pioneer's behalf in that regard? 
A. In regard to what? 
Q. What I'd asked before, whether there are any--
there has been a study or analysis of any risks of 
flooding if the policy were to stay in place. 
A. No, there has not been any. And I would assume 
I'd know. 
Q. Sure. 
With kind of a similar question with regard to 
adverse health effects, has Pioneer done any kind of 
analysis or study at all with regard to the potential for 
adverse health effects or damage to property if the --
owing to water quality ifthe stormwater policy were to 
stay in place? 
A. There has been no studies that I'm aware of. 
And I think I would be aware, ifthat's your next 
question. 
Q. It would have been. Thank you. 
Do you have any understanding as to what would 
need to occur as far as, you know, either increased 
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volume entering .- as far as increased volume entering 1 
the system to cause flooding, how much increased volume 2 
there would have to be or new discharges put in place? 3 
A. How much •• how many new discharges it would 4 
take to -- -- 5 
Q. To cause flooding. 6 
A. It would -- I can't answer that. That's just 7 
too complex a question. 8 
Q. Okay. And my question·- I understand it's a 9 
complex question. 0 
I'm just wondering whether you as a board 1 
member have any information regarding, you know, the 2 
additional volume that would be needed or the number of 3 
additional discharges that would be needed in order to 
cause flooding. 
A. No, I wouldn't have that idea, any idea. 
Q. Okay. Kind ofa similar question with regard 
to adverse health effects. 
Have you been provided any information as to, 
you know, the volume or quantity of urban stormwater that 
would need to be injected into Pioneer's system to create 
a real risk of damage to property or person? 
. A. Any storm water .- you're talking about 
storm water? 
Q. Yeah. 
Page 
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A. Any storm water has a potential to cause real 1 
problems, yeah. 2 
Q. Based on what? 3 
A. What do I base my .- 4 
Q. Yeah? 5 
A. Assessment on? 6 
Q. Yeah. 7 
A. Just experience and what I've read. 8 
Q. But you don't have any scientific information 9 
that you've been provided? 0 
A. Oh, God, no. 11 
Q. Okay. [12 
A. You mean a study of some sort? 3 
Q. Yeah, somebody who'd actually know -- 4 
A. Yeah, no. 5 
Q. Somebody who would actually know or actually 6 
have a scientific basis for reaching that conclusion. 7 
Do you have any information from someone like 8 
that? 
MR. WILLIAMS: I'd object to the form of the 
question. 
THE WITNESS: Specifically to the Pioneer system? 
Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) Yeah. 
A. No. No. 
9 
12 0 
121 
22 
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Q. Well, let me ask you this: As a board member, 25 
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did you vote to proceed with this litigation that we are 
here for today? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Given that no studies have been done as to what 
would actually cause flooding or -- and no studies were 
done with regard to adverse health effects or adverse 
damage to property, why did you decide to pursue this 
litigation? 
:MR. WILLIAMS: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: Pardon? 
:MR. WILLIAMS: I'm just making a record. Give me 
just a minute. 
Object to the form of the question. 
THE WITNESS: Studies would be impossible. It's 
just too complex a system to study and say how is this 
going to affect this and how is this going to affect 
that. The storms could be infinite variety -- infinite 
amount of area in the year. And it's just too complex a 
question to expect a study to give you any credible 
information. 
Q. (BY:MR. STIDHAM) Okay. Let me ask you this 
way: Have you talked _. have you spoken with any 
scientists, including hydrologists or anyone else, who've 
told you, hey, this is too complex a problem, we wouldn't 
be able to provide you any meaningful information? 
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A. No. 
Q. SO I guess my question is why is it that you 
feel confident that it's too complex a situation such 
that a study or analysis would not be prudent before 
spending hundreds of thousands of dollars on litigation 
regarding the issue? 
A. Just experience and common sense, I guess. 
Q. Okay. And we've been talking about stormwater 
there, and flooding. 
What about with regard to potential adverse 
health effects owing to water quality? Why is it that 
you supported this -- spending all this money on this 
litigation without consulting any experts or doing any 
studying regarding the seriousness of potential adverse 
health effects or property damage relating to water 
quality before launching into this litigation? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Object to the form of the question; 
calls for--
THE WITNESS: Didn't I already answer that? 
MR. WILLIAMS: You need to pause just a minute so I 
can make a record. 
Object to the form ofthe question. And it's also 
argumentative. 
Now go ahead. 
THE WITNESS: That's the same as your last question. 
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1 Do you recall? 
2 A. I don't recall. 
3 Q. This might be more to the point. 
4 Do you know Scott Woods? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And what was his position, if you 
7 recall, in about July of'03? 
8 A. Well, somewhere in there he worked for 
9 the City of Caldwell for a period of time. 
10 Q. And in the engineering department? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Okay. It looks like -- I don't know 
13 why these are stapled together, and I didn't get 
14 copies. But out of that big stack, I guess if we 
15 make one mistake, that's not too bad. 
16 Scott wrote to the Bureau of 
17 Reclamation, Jim Buttleson, May 20th, 2003, asking 
18 about their position on urban storm water 
19 discharges, and Jerrold Gregg responded to Scott 
20 by letter dated July 2nd, 2003, and stated, in 
21 part, "The Bureau of Reclamation required land 
22 rights and constructed agricultural drains during 
23 settlement of the Boise Valley. The drains were 
24 designed and constructed to accommodate drainage 
25 and agricultural runofffrom adjacent lands 
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1 according to the then current topography and land 
2 uses." Skipping down, "Issues regarding storm 
3 water runoff discharging into Reclamation-owned 
4 drains have been brought to our attention, they 
5 include water quality, cumulative impact to storm 
6 water," so on and so forth. "Therefore, 
7 Reclamation feels it necessary to reevaluate our 
8 position for accepting nonagricultural discharge 
9 into Reclamation project facilities." 
1 0 As I read it, at one time Bureau 
11 allowed these discharges, then about July they 
12 changed their position, and then from that point 
13 forward didn't allow it. And I'm basing that on 
14 various comments of testimony from various 
15 witnesses. 
16 But is that your general 
17 understanding? 
18 MR. HILTY: Object to the form. 
19 THE WITNESS: (Reviews.) 
2 0 You described this letter, and I'm not 
21 sUre I come to the same conclusion as to what it 
22 says. 
2 3 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): Fair enough. Let 
24 me--
25 A. Is there any other question you wanted 
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1 to ask me about --
2 Q. No. Let me ask you about an issue 
3 that came up yesterday during Mr. Orton's 
4 deposition and I believe also came up in Alan 
5 Newbill's deposition. I believe Mr. Orton's 
6 testimony was concerning a conversation that you 
7 had with Jeff Scott and one of the engineers from 
8 one ofthe development projects at which Brent was 
9 present sometime after the emergency ordinance was 
10 created, a conversation in or about between May of 
11 '06 and September of '06, according to Brent's 
12 recollection. 
13 And in this conversation there was a 
14 discussion about the perceived or apparent 
15 conflict or dilemma developers had in trying to 
16 comply with Pioneer's no-discharge rule and the 
1 7 new requirements in the manual that there be 
18 discharge into those facilities. 
19 Do you recall a conversation with Jeff 
20 Scott in which Brent was present and -- I can look 
21 it up. 
22 Mark, if you remember the name of the 
23 engineer. WRG Engineering, Mark --
24 MR. HILTY: Meldrum. 
25 MR. WILLIAMS: Meldrum. Dave Meldrum. 
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1 Q. Is that refreshing a recollection? 
2 A. You're probably going to have to give 
3 me a few more details. 
4 Q. That the gist -- the upshot of the 
5 conversation was the developer is coming to you --
6 coming to you and Jeff and saying "I'm caught 
7 between a rock and a hard place. Pioneer says I 
8 can't discharge, you say I must. What do I do?" 
9 And then apparently, according to 
10 Brent, Jeff Scott said something to the effect "Go 
11 ahead and discharge, just don't ask us to do it on 
12 paper because we have to say no." 
13 And I'm wondering if you recall such a 
14 conversation, and if that is your recollection of 
15 it as well? 
16 A. The issue of discharging without 
17 disclosing to Pioneer was actually something that 
18 came up in a meeting between me and the board. 
19 Q. Uh-huh. 
20 A. And Scott Campbell and Naida Kelleher 
21 and Jeff Scott was there. 
22 Q. And I think I've seen those minutes. 
23 They're somewhere in my stack. But you tell me 
24 your recollection, and then I'll see if! can find 
25 that document real quickly. 
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1 A. During the course of the meeting, they 
2 emphasized over and over again that they could not 
3 be seen as approving, regardless of whether we 
4 discharged or not. And I can't say who suggested 
5 it, but somewhere in the course of that meeting 
6 the idea was presented of that if we didn't 
7 include that item in our submitted plans to 
8 Pioneer, then that would not create a problem for 
9 them to be seen approving. 
10 So we went out of that meeting with 
11 the intent that that's what the City of Caldwell 
12 would do to protect whatever interests they 
13 thought they were protecting. 
14 And subsequent to that there were 
15 conversations that involved Jeff Scott regarding 
16 the continuation of that practice or policy. 
17 Q. Okay. Let me go back to that meeting. 
18 When did that meeting occur with the 
19 board that you've just described? 
20 A. I'm thinking it was somewhere around 
21 the time that the -- I'm thinking the emergency 
22 policy was adopted. 
23 Q. About March of'06? Does that--
24 A. That's probably the case. I wouldn't 
25 dispute it. 
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1 Q. Okay. How did the meeting come about? 
2 A. I think I may have even requested the 
3 meeting. 
4 Q. Okay. Did you review any notes or 
5 documents, minutes of that meeting in preparation 
6 for your deposition today? 
7 A. I looked through a number of 
8 documents, and I think I testified this morning 
9 that among those were two, three sets of minutes 
10 of Pioneer Irrigation District and some minutes of 
11 City -- of Caldwell City Council. 
12 Q. Okay. And that was among them, this 
13 special meeting that you were referring to, where 
14 this conversation occurred? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Your recollection is that you 
17 requested the meeting. 
18 And what was your purpose in 
19 requesting the meeting? 
20 A. I don't know what the specific 
21 precipitating event was, but almost always it had 
22 to do with storm drainage when Pioneer was 
23 involved. 
24 Q. Right. Okay. This is about the time 
25 of the emergency_ ordinance, your manual has been 
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1 circulated for comment, I believe Pioneer's 
2 position was well-known to you at that point. 
3 Was your meeting in any way designed 
4 to get Pioneer to reconsider, change its position 
5 or the problems of like conflict between the two? 
6 A. That would be consistent with most of 
7 the meetings that I had with Pioneer. 
8 Q. You testified previously that these 
9 comments in Joan Meitl's application about whether 
10 you had to get approval from the irrigation 
11 district for discharging, your opinion was that 
12 was not accurate, it was just as a courtesy that 
13 we did that, we didn't have to get their review 
14 and approval; right? And the application the 
15 mayor signed for the EPA permit, you did not agree 
16 with that statement? 
17 A. That's only partially correct. If 
18 there was land that had not historically drained, 
19 I felt that we needed to get their approval --
20 Q. Right. 
21 A. -- in those circumstances. 
22 Q. Right: 
23 A. But to continue a discharge, I didn't 
24 think I needed to be -- the land be subjected to 
25 that--
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Q. And how many of those instances were 
there where you think there were lands where there 
were not historic rights? 
A. I -- it's not 100 percent. There were 
lands, particularly as we went over the slope 
towards Lake Lowell, that were not in Pioneer 
Irrigation District area, or any other irrigation 
district. And so they had not established a 
historic right to drain. Oftentimes they were 
sprinkled and ... 
Q. I guess just to be quite candid and 
cut right to the chase, I'm wondering why you're 
requesting a meeting with Pioneer relative to this 
issue. Were you trying to resolve it, get their 
permission, find a solution? What are you doing? 
If you don't think you need their input or their 
approval at all or there's historic rights, why 
are you even taking the time to meet with them to 
discuss it? 
A. I think there was always an effort on 
the part of the City to at least maintain 
dialogue. It would have been better if they 
hadn't demanded generally through their attorney 
that there be no discharge. And we were repeating 
on numerous occasions our belief is that they 
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didn't have the right to withdraw the privilege to 
drain, as long as certain conditions were met. We 
thought continuing dialogue was always a useful 
practice. 
Q. Okay. This meeting, your best 
recollection is, as to the parties present, you 
mentioned Naida Kelleher? 
A. Yes. 
Q. She was secretary/treasurer Pioneer; 
is that your understanding? 
A. Some type of clerk position. She was 
taking minutes. 
Q. And the board, the full board at that 
time, were they all present? 
A. Yeah, I think: the full board was 
there. 
Q. The superintendent at that time was 
Jeff. 
Did you mention Jeff Scott? 
A. Jeff Scott was there. 
Q. You said Scott Campbell was there? 
A. Yes, Scott Campbell was there. 
Q. Now, a look at the minutes -- I'll 
just represent to you, Mr. Campbell hasn't 
testified but he's indicated he was not there. 
Page 235 
And I don't know ifhe's going to be a witness in 
this case or it's necessary, but would you dispute 
that? Do you have a --
A. I would dispute it. 
Q. Okay. Lefs take a look at -- after 
the meeting did Naida send you a copy of the 
minutes of it for your input and review? 
(Deposition Exhibit No. 27 was marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): Look at that fax 
cover sheet. That's from Pioneer to you, 3/16/06, 
from Naida regarding "Special board meeting this 
day"; right? 
A. I see that, yes. 
Q. Okay. And then you'll turn over. 
"The board met in special session with Directors 
Alan Newbill, Leland Earnest, and Rob Greenfield 
present. Also present were Superintendent Jeff 
Scott, Naida Kelleher, Secretary/Treasurer, and 
Gordon Law, Engineer of the City. He doesn't 
indicate Mr. Scott -- or Scott Campbell was 
present. 
A. Sure doesn't, does it? 
Q. Does that refresh your recollection, 
or do you still maintain Scott was present? She 
goes on to quote a letter of Scott Campbell's that 
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was discussed at length at the meeting. I needn't 
read every point of Scott's letter that she 
addresses there, but. .. 
A. I would defer to this list. My memory 
was that he was there, but if Naida says that he 
wasn't and doesn't include him in the list, I... 
Q. Okay. You're a little bit fuzzy as to 
who was present at the meeting? 
A. At least with regard to Mr. Campbell. 
Q. Okay. That was a long time ago. I 
understand that. 
In any event, she -- did you -- do you 
know, by the way, was this tape-recorded or 
anything, or was Naida just acting as a scribner? 
Or do you recall that? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. How do they do minutes of meetings at 
the City of Caldwell? Do you know? Are they 
recorded, or is there a scribner there? 
A. In Caldwell they're recorded. 
Q. They are recorded. But you don't 
recall somebody tape recording this meeting? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. And I'll just represent to you that 
there is no tape recording of these minutes that 
Page 237 
Naida was just writing this down as she went. 
Anyway, she goes on and quotes from 
Scott's letter legal liability issues that were 
discussed in this meeting. And then if you'll 
tum over to page -- I guess it's page 3 of the 
minutes. After she's concluded her summary of 
Scott's letter, she indicates, "Mr. Law was in 
receipt of Mr. Campbell's letter to the Board of 
Directors of Pioneer Irrigation District. Mr. Law 
understood why Pioneer cannot accept storm water 
runoff into district facilities and stated he is 
willing to drop a City policy which will not put 
Pioneer in the position of requiring Pioneer 
Irrigation District to state or sign off on a plan 
in which the district accepts urban/suburban storm 
water into Pioneer facilities." 
Okay. Did I read that correctly--
A. You've read --
Q. -- the typing? 
A. -- Mrs. Kelleher's minutes. 
Q. Okay. Then she sent that to you. And 
then on the page I have, there's a handwritten 
notation, "Pioneer cannot accept storm water," and 
somebody wrote "say they." 
Is that your handwriting? 
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A. That is. 1 right? 
Q. Okay. So your position is that the 2 MR. HILTY: Object to the form. 
board was telling you "We can't say we allow 3 THE WITNESS: I would say that was 
discharge of urban storm water. We'll be in 4 Mr. Campbell's opinion. And you'd have to ask the 
trouble if we do that under the Clean Water Act. 5 board. 
We could be in trouble with the EPA and" -- is 6 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): Okay. I'm just 
that the gist of what their concern or fear was, 7 asking what you remember the board saying. Why 
according to your testimony? 8 can't we go on record? "We can't say this on 
A. What I remember of the meeting is they 9 record, but it's okay if you do it. Just don't 
said they could not appear to be approving. 10 make us say it on record." Why? What was 
Q. And who said that? 11 their --
A. I can't tell you at this point, but 12 A. What they said is "Don't put us on 
that's what I remember of the meeting. 13 record as approving. Don't put us in the position 
Q. Do you remember who was doing all of 14 of being on record as approving." Their reasons 
the talking? Was it Mr. Newbill? Mr. Earnest? 15 or basis for that, I don't recall. I don't 
Equal, everybody just pitching in, or ... 16 dispute that there's a possibility that what 
A. Mostly, if the board was speaking, 17 Campbell has written here was in their minds. I 
usually it was Mr. Newbill that was speaking. 18 would be surprised if it wasn't, but I don't know 
Q. But just so I'm clear, you took away 19 that. 
from that that there really -- they're okay with 20 Q. Your handwritten note on the side 
allowing discharges into their facilities, they 21 looks like -- I'm reading the one "If mixing is 
just can't go on record as saying that or they'll 22 issue, then exemption already gone." 
get in trouble under -- with the EPA or under the 23 What did you mean by that? 
Federal Clean Water Act, is that-- 24 A. What I mean is that if drainage from 
A. I got the idea from the meeting that 25 streets would cause them to lose their exemption 
Page 239 Page 241 
if they went on record as saying "You could go 1 they already had drainage from streets and had for 
ahead and discharge," then that would compromise 2 a long time. And then their concern -- if they 
their ability to deny later. 3 thought their exemption would be lost by that, it 
Q. Now, hither to this meeting we've 4 had been lost a long time ago on that principle. 
already discussed ad nauseam your understanding 5 Q. And then in the bottom left, "City 
they had a flat, categorical prohibition against 6 does not think PID can exclude" and I think you 
discharging urban storm water; true? 7 indicate "Residents are paying assessments which 
A. They had stated they refused to 8 cover drainage. Zero discharge is not option." 
accept. 9 A. The way I read that is the first two 
Q. But at this meeting you're indicating 10 lines, "City does not think PID can exclude." 
for the first time Pioneer says, you know, "We'll 11 Q. Uh-huh. 
allow it, we j.ust can't say we allow it on paper"; 12 A. And then even though I didn't put the 
right? 13 object of it there, that was the end of the 
A. What I interpreted from them is they 14 phrase. 
didn't want to be asked. 15 Q. Uh-huh. Okay. 
Q. Because of the federal law liability 16 A. Second statement is "City's -- City 
issues that are discussed in Mr. Campbell's letter 17 residents are paying assessments, which" -- I 
in the first two paragraphs there? 18 can't read that next word. 
A. I'm not sure that they were specific 19 Q. "Cover"? 
on -- at the time, but they -- what I remember is 20 A.' -- "which cover drainage." There you 
they wanted to have the ability to deny that they 21 go. 
had granted permission. 22 And how long did you have to look at 
Q. And if they were on record as saying 23 it to figure that out? 
it's okay, they might have federal liability 24 Q. I'm assuming your argument is -- and 
issues that Mr. Campbell discussed in this letter; 25 I'm basing this on questions your attorneys have 
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1 asked our witnesses at depositions, that they're 
2 paying an assessment which includes the right to 
3 drain, so if they have that right, they should be 
4 allowed to drain urban storm water as well as --
5 A. They are paying assessments, which 
6 include the cost of maintaining and operating the 
7 drainage system. 
8 Q. Right. And I guess we have a dispute 
9 about the historical purpose of those drains and 
10 whether or not that includes urban storm water, 
11 and we're not going to resolve that, you and 1. 
12 So I understand your argument. 
13 "Zero discharge is not option." 
14 Why did you right write that? 
15 A. That has been the City's position from 
16 the beginning, that having no discharge was not 
1 7 prudent or appropriate, and so we were not going 
18 to accept that as an option. 
19 Q. Well, was somebody continuing to say 
20 at the meeting zero -- they want -- Pioneer wants 
21 zero discharge, or was Pioneer saying "It's okay, 
22 just don't put it on paper"? That's what I'm 
23 trying to reconcile, those two things. 
24 A. Was there a question in there, or just 
25 a comment? 
Page 243 
1 Q. Was Pioneer's continuing to say at 
2 that meeting, "Zero discharge. Zero discharge"? 
3 Or were they saying "It's okay. We'll allow it. 
4 Just don't ask us to agree to it on paper"? 
5 A. What I took them to say is "Don't ask 
6 us to go on record as saying that we're okay with 
7 it." . 
8 Q. Okay. And then I think I understand 
9 your other notes. "City's not violating any 
10 permit, reduced" -- there was no permit in place 
11 at that time; correct? 
12 A. The final or the draft permit had not 
13 been issued at that time. 
14 . Q. "Reduce the risk, meeting -- your 
15 meeting was to avoid litigation." 
16 Did you have a sense at this time that 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
litigation was imminent or was Caldwell 
contemplating litigation itself, or did you 
believe Pioneer was contemplating or--
A. Seems like somewhere around that time 
there must have been some comments, maybe in the 
letters. I don't know, about litigation. 
Obviously, I'm reflecting something there. 
Q. "Retention ultimately places greater 
risk, creeping abandonment of rights." And I know 
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1 what your thought is on that. 
2 Okay. Did I have you mark that? 
3 A. It has a number on it. 
4 Q. What is it, the number? 
5 A. 27. 
6 MR. WILLIAMS: 27? 
7 THE COURT REPORTER: Right. 
8 (Deposition Exhibit No. 28 was marked.) 
9 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): 28, memo Gordon 
10 Law to Naida, March 20th, '06, "Subject: 
11 Minutes." You write, "Naida, I am attaching a," 
12 quote, "'bullet point' summary of my comments in 
13 the meeting with the board. Thanks for asking me 
14 to provide them." 
15 So I gather at the meeting she sent 
16 you minutes that she had written down at the 
1 7 meeting, typed them up, sent them to you, you 
18 reviewed them, made comments, typed this up, and 
19 sent it back; is that correct? 
2 0 A. I'm assuming that implies there must 
21 have been some other type of conversation, either 
22 in the meeting or a phone call, to ask for my 
23 comments on the minutes. It's not the comments on 
24 the minutes. Comments in the meeting. 
25 Q. Well it's -- vour notes say-- thanks 
Page 245 
1 Naida for asking you to provide your comments. 
2 Anyway, it's not important. 
3 You wrote on the flip side, "Dear 
4 Ms. Kelleher: In an attempt to be complete but 
5 not to imply concurrence of Pioneer Irrigation 
6 District Board of Directors, I would request the 
7 following be inserted before the last paragraph on 
8 page 2 of your proposed minutes." And you quote, 
9 "Mr. Law provided the following for consideration 
1 0 by the board and as a summary of the position of 
11 the City regarding drainage into the local 
12 system." 
13 No.1, talks about " ... thoughtful 
14 discussion is better than litigation. 2" -- true? 
15 That's pretty evident what you're saying there? 
16 A. Yes. 
1 7 Q. And that was your belief and the 
18 City's belief, try to keep talking, work it out, 
19 rather than go to the court? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. No.2, "City does not believe Bureau 
22 of Reclamation or the District have authority in 
23 law to terminate, at their sole discretion, a 
24 historical drainage right (a portion of which 
25 predates either BOR or PID existence)." 
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1 Okay? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. That's your summary of the City's 
4 position, based on your understanding at that 
5 time. 
6 "3. A requirement to eliminate all 
7 discharge from urbanized lands either will not 
8 work or is an unreasonable expectation of the 
9 owners of these lands." That speaks for itself. 
10 "4. The City's amenable to 
11 discussions with the District concerning 
12 reasonable conditions for the discharge, but 
13 eliminating all discharge is not a reasonable or 
14 workable condition." 
15 "5. The City recognizes urban storm 
16 water discharge of its citizens is subject to the 
1 7 Clean Water Act at the point where it enters the 
18 waters of the United States and is in full 
19 compliance with every condition of the Act of 
2 0 which it is aware." 
21 6, self-evident. 
22 7, I think is self-evident. 
23 "9. The City notes that City 
2 4 residents pay irrigation assessments." 
25 Okay. In your notes here I'm iust 
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1 curious, you don't mention anything about this 
2 agreement that you're going to -- Pioneer will 
3 allow urban discharges as long as it's not put on 
4 the record. 
5 There's nothing in your comments about 
6 that; true? 
7 A. If this is an insertion in that set of 
8 minutes, I think what it means is I'm not asking 
9 for a change to what's already recorded there, but 
10 this be inserted. 
11 Q. Okay. And just real quickly -- I 
12 should have asked this before -- the previous 
13 exhibit, the minutes Naida sent to you--
14 A. You're referring to the previous 
15 Exhibit 27? 
16 Q. Yeah,27. 
1 7 She stated in her minutes -- oh, maybe 
18 I didn't ask you. In the bottom paragraph, 
19 "Mr. Law stated he would go back to his office and 
20 draw up a letter to present to his board of 
21 commissioners, addressing the items discussed 
22 today. It was agreed he would provide Pioneer's 
23 secretary with the letter." 
2 4 Did you go back to your board of 
2 5 commissioners and present a letter addressing the 
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1 items discussed that day? 
2 A. You know, I can't remember. 
3 Q. Oh, here's the other question. In 
4 Naida's paragraph where you wrote "I cannot say 
5 'they,''' she said you were going to go back and 
6 draw up a City policy which won't put Pioneer in 
7 the position of requiring it to state or sign off. 
8 Did you do that? 
9 A. I can't recall at this point. I at 
10 least discussed it with staff. 
11 Q. Did you think there was anything at 
12 all improper about reaching some kind ofan 
13 agreement where Pioneer is going to discharge into 
14 facilities to hide it from the federal authorities 
15 or somebody and going along with that so they 
16 wouldn't get in trouble with the Clean Water Act? 
17 A. I don't think the issue of hiding it 
18 from federal authorities was ever part of the 
19 discussion. 
20 Q. Who were they hiding it from? If they 
21 can't say it on paper because they get in trouble, 
22 lose their exemption under the Act, who were they 
23 trying to hide it from? 
24 A. I didn't get the impression they were 
25 trying to hide it from somebody, except possibly 
Page 249 
1 some future deposition. 
2 Q. I'm just wondering what they told you 
3 their fear was, they couldn't go on record as 
4 saying it, if they go on record, what is the legal 
5 consequence to them, other than what Scott 
6 addressed in their losing their exemption under 
7 the Clean Water Act? 
8 MR. HILTY: Object to the form. 
9 THE WITNESS: I don't know what they were 
1 0 thinking. 
11 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): But it didn't 
12 strike you at all as a bit improper, unethical 
13 that there's "On paper we're doing one thing, but 
14 if you just don't ask us, we can go do this"? 
15 That didn't strike you as a little bit--
16 A. Some of their approaches I considered 
17 curious. 
18 Q. And according to Naida, this was your 
19 suggestion, you'd come up with the policy that 
20 would allow Pioneer -- you were going to come up 
21 with the policy, according to Naida? 
22 MR. HILTY: Object to the form. 
23 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): She says, "Gordon 
24 said he would go back and he is willing to draw up 
25 a City policy which will not put Pioneer in a 
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1 position of requiring it to state or sign off." 
2 So you were the one, I guess, 
3 according to Naida, who was going to put this 
4 policy together? 
5 A. The only thing that advises, I was 
6 going to write something down. 
7 Q. Okay. And to your knowledge, did you 
8 ever do that? 
9 A. What I can't remember in regard to an 
10 earlier statement you made was whose suggestion 
11 was the original one regarding this. 
12 Q. Okay. And you never went back and put 
13 something down in writing and sent that back to 
14 Pioneer; correct? 
15 A. I can't remember whether I did or 
16 didn't. Apparently you haven't found anything. 
17 Q. No. I've looked and looked and 
18 looked. Lots of documents, and I haven't seen it. 
19 Do you know? 
20 A. I don't know. 
21 Q. Okay. So as of the end of this 
22 meeting, if your testimony is true that there was 
23 going to be a written policy -- or I guess I 
24 should strike that. 
25 From Naida's point of view she was 
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1 expecting you to put together some kind of written 
2 policy or procedure, that actually never happened; 
3 true, Mr. Law? 
4 MR. HILTY: Object to the form. That 
5 misstates his testimony. 
6 THE WITNESS: It might not have happened. 
7 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): You have some 
8 recollection you did put together a policy or a 
9 contract that you were going to send to Pioneer 
10 and memorialize? 
11 MR. HILTY: Object to form. Misstates 
12 testimony and it's been asked and answered. 
13 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): It may have 
14 happened, you don't remember if you did or not? 
15 A. That's correct. 
16 Q. Okay. So no written document or 
1 7 agreement was ever memorialized between the City 
18 and Pioneer to this effect; true? 
19 A. There was no signed agreement. 
20 Q. Okay. And as you left that meeting, 
21 are you saying that it was understood or there was 
22 some meeting of the minds that we were going to do 
23 that, or did that just never materialize? 
24 A. I don't recall ifthere was ever a 
2 5 statement that there would be an agreement, which 
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1 would be somewhat consistent with not putting 
2 something on the record. 
3 What I see there is that Naida was 
4 under the understanding that I would go back to 
5 the office and write up something. 
6 Q. Dh-huh. 
7 A. But whether that was to be in the form 
8 of an agreement or policy of the City, I just 
9 didn't read agreement in there. 
10 Q. SO there was no meeting of the minds 
11 or definite agreement reached as of that meeting 
12 that that was going to be the policy of the City 
13 and Pioneer going forward, "This is what we're 
14 going to do"? 
15 A. I understood walking out of the 
16 meeting that that approach was acceptable to them. 
17 Q. But that it would only be implemented 
18 upon receipt of your memorializing that in a 
19 written policy? 
20 A. I obviously didn't act that way, so I 
21 would assume that I did not assume that. 
22 Q. Okay. Now, with the date of that 
23 meeting in mind, the special minutes, does that 
24 give you some kind oftime frame with respect to 
25 this conversation Brent Orton alluded to with Jeff 
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1 Scott, yourself, the developer, and his concern, 
2 "Hey, how do I compete with both of these 
3 problems?" Do you know what I'm talking about 
4 now? Or do you have an independent memory of that 
5 conversation? 
6 A. That was a question you asked earlier 
7 about several people at a meeting. 
8 Q. Brent Orton, yourself, Jeff Scott, 
9 and -- I've already forgotten his name again. 
10 MR. HILTY: Dave Meldrum, was the 
11 testimony. 
12 MR. WILLIAMS: Right. 
13 Q. Do you have an independent 
14 recollection of that conversation? 
15 A. I have recollection of conversations 
16 with Jeff Scott, not highly specific as to the 
1 7 surrounding events, but talking about not 
18 disclosing to Pioneer when we had drainage going 
19 into their facilities. 
20 Q. And your testimony is Jeff Scott said 
21 the same thing at this conversation, go ahead and 
22 do it, just don't tell us? 
23 A. My testimony is thatJeffScott 
24 understood the same thing that I understood. 
25 Q. And he said that at a meeting at which 
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1 Brent and you were present? 
2 A. He said it to me, I believe on more 
3 than one occasion. 
4 Q. That's kind ofa -- I guess I would 
5 phrase it -- a college roommate of mine used to 
6 say, "Ask me no questions, and I'll tell you no 
7 lies." 
8 A. That's a good relationship with a 
9 college roommate. 
10 Q. Or "Don't ask, don't tell" kind ofa 
11 contract policy. 
12 Now, did you ever have a conversation 
13 with Mason & Stanfield concerning the same issue, 
14 the principals, Chris Hopper and Scott Stanfield, 
15 on that same issue, that you can recall? 
16 A. I'd probably need to see a document or 
17 something. 
1a Q. Well, I don't think there's a 
19 document. But I went through yesterday over a 
20 dozen letters from Mason Stanfield to developer --
21 I mean letters Mason Stanfield wrote to Jeff Scott 
22 at Pioneer telling developers "Your plans show 
23 urban discharges, outfalls, discharging to Pioneer 
24 facilities. Remove those." That's Pioneer's 
25 position. And Jeff McFrederick of your office was 
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1 cc'd on every one of those office letters. So 
2 apparently Mason & Stanfield was of the position 
3 they do not accept discharges and they weren't 
4 going along with or knowledgeable of some secret 
5 agreement, "Don't ask, don't tell," that you and 
6 Jeff Scott had apparently agreed to. 
7 MR. HILTY: Object to the form. 
a Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): Had you seen all 
9 of those letters? I don't want to take up another 
10 hour of your time this afternoon. But do you know 
11 those letters were being sent from Mason 
12 Stanfield? 
13 A. I saw at least one of them. 
14 Q. Okay. So you knew Mason Stanfield was 
15 the agent and engineering firm, Pioneer's engineer 
16 they've been called throughout this time frame; 
17 true? You were aware of that? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And in fact, when they solicited your 
20 input on the urban storm water, they wrote a 
21 detailed letter to you, December 3rd, 2005, 
22 showing all oftheir objections -- and we can go 
23 through that in a minute -- to the new policy. 
24 Do you recall that? 
25 A. I believe we would have included 
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1 Mason & Stanfield in asking for comments. 
2 Q. Now, do you recall talking to Scott 
3 Stanfield and Chris Hopper about this problem 
4 between Pioneer's categorical rule against 
5 discharge and the City's new manual that required 
6 discharge? Did you have a conversation with Scott 
7 and Chris Hopper about that topic and the dilemma 
a that was putting developers in? 
9 A. There was more than one conversation. 
10 And it would not surprise me if one of them 
11 involved Mason --
12 Q. Did--
13 A. Let me finish. 
14 Q. You bet. 
15 A. -- Mason & Stanfield. 
16 Q. And do you recall actually telling 
1 7 Scott and Chris Hopper that it was your idea to 
1a come up with this as a way of getting around this 
19 problem with Pioneer's policy that "We just tell 
20 the developers give Pioneer one set of plans that 
21 don't show the outfalls, but give the City another 
22 one that does"? Wasn't that your proposal, 
23 Mr. Law? 
24 A. I understood that -- from the 
25 discussion with the board that that's what they 
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1 wanted. 
2 Q. SO you didn't come up with that idea 
3 and present it to Scott and Chris? 
4 A. Well, it certainly wasn't original 
5 with me. It came up in that meeting with the 
6 board. 
7 Q. Well, Mason Stanfield has written 
a letters to developers from way before, going back 
9 2003 on up 2007, where they continued to say that. 
10 Why are they continuing to do that if 
11 they're going -- if there's supposed to be some 
12 agreement with the developers they don't have to 
13 submit plans? 
14 A. I don't know what the board told their 
15 engineer. 
16 Q. Apparently they weren't included in 
17 that. 
1a Did you know that Pioneer wrote a 
19 letter to all the developers in April of 2006 
2 0 telling developers that Pioneer Irrigation 
21 District does not accept urban storm water 
22 drainage into its system as of April2006? That 
23 letter was sent to -- here's one example. This is 
24 to Gordon Law from John Carpenter. 
25 Who is John Carpenter? He's with 
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1 Landmark Engineering? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. He's one of the leading project 
4 engineers for a lot of development in Caldwell; 
5 correct? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. And he got a copy of Pioneer's letter 
8 sent to all the developers and engineers saying 
9 Pioneer doesn't allow urban exchange. Here's 
10 Scott Campbell's letter, and John Carpenter then 
11 sent this to you and said, "Gordon, what do we do 
12 about this?" 
13 Do you recall getting that? 
14 A. Is this an exhibit? 
15 MR. WILLIAMS: Yeah, we'll make that an 
16 exhibit. 
17 (Deposition Exhibit No. 29 was marked.) 
18 MR. HILTY: Brad, do you have another copy? 
19 MR. WILLIAMS: Sorry. 
20 MR. HILTY: That's all right. Thanks. 
21 THE WITNESS: And your question again? 
22 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): Let me just set 
23 this up so it's clear what I'm asking you. The 
24 special meeting with the board you've alluded to 
25 was March 16th, '06. After that on April 10th 
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1 Pioneer sent a letter that I'll represent went to 
2 a whole host of developers, project engineers, 
3 including John Carpenter, on ApriI12th, 2006, 
4 including Scott Campbell's lengthy letter why we 
5 don't have urban discharge and reiterating, and 
6 then John sent that to you, "Gordon, what do we do 
7 about this?" 
8 Do you recall John calling you and 
9 saying "What do we do about this problem?" 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. What did you tell John? Didn't you 
12 tell him just don't put it on the plans you submit 
13 to Pioneer, and that's the decision? 
14 A. I told as much as those that contacted 
15 me directly that the board had agreed with the 
16 idea that -- not to submit the plans to them with 
17 those drainage facilities shown on them so they 
18 didn't have to be in a position of approving it. 
19 Q. Okay. You told John Carpenter that? 
20 A. I believe so. 
21 Q. What other project engineers or 
22 developers did you tell of that agreement that you 
2 3 and Pioneer had supposedly reached? 
24 A. Well, I remember the phone call from 
25 John or the contact from John on the matter. 
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1 Q. I'm not going to make this an exhibit, 
2 but are you familiar with Pioneer Irrigation 
3 District's standards and specifications prepared 
4 by Mason & Stanfield dated October of 20071 Have 
5 you seen that document before? 
6 A. I can't recall whether I've had that 
7 one. 
8 Q. Okay. And it contains their 
9 prohibition of storm water discharge or outlets 
10 into the facilities. 
11 Were you aware of that? 
12 A. Am I aware of it being included in 
13 the--
14 Q. In the binders. 
15 A. -- in their standards? 
16 Q. Right. 
1 7 A. If I hadn't seen it, I don't know that 
18 I would be aware of it. But I would not be 
19 surprised if it's there. 
20 Q. When Mason & Stanfield are writing all 
21 these developers telling them "These plans show a 
22 discharge, take it out, and don't do anything 
23 else," do you know whether the developers were 
2 4 taking out the discharges, or were they leaving 
2 5 them in and iust sending this false set of plans? 
Page 261 
1 A. My belief is that they were sending 
2 the plans lacking the irrigation component -- or 
3 rather the drainage component. 
4 Q. But that they all left in the 
5 outfalls? 
6 A. That they constructed the outfalls? 
7 Q. And left them in. 
8 A. When you say "left them in," what do 
9 you mean by "left them in"? 
10 Q. Well, I guess, did they end up putting 
11 the discharges into the subdivisions when they 
12 were actually built? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Did you get a copy of -- this might 
15 predate your--
16 A. Before you do that, are you through 
17 with this one? 
18 Q. I am through with that one. 
19 I don't know if you've seen this 
20 document. It's a letter from the Bureau of 
21 Reclamation to the project superintendent of Boise 
22 and the regional supervisor of water and land 
23 operations. It predates the time you were on a --
24 the city engineer. But it's -- I think it -- I 
25 can't remember if you were cc'd on that. Perhaps 
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1 not. In any event, we needn't make it an exhibit, 
2 but it contains the opinion of the Bureau of 
3 Reclamation that many counties are facing the 
4 problem, storm water, particularly Canyon County, 
5 and they're now requesting developers to get 
6 written permission to discharge runoff or waste 
7 water into canal or drain system. This permission 
8 must be obtained from the irrigation district. 
9 Had anyone -- have you ever seen that 
10 letter before? If not, that's fine. 
11 A. How did you get possession of this? 
12 Q. I think it was in Pioneer's file. I'm 
13 not going to ask you any more questions about it. 
14 I'm just wondering if you had seen it before. . 
15 You're welcome to take a copy of that and read it. 
16 I'm going to move on to the next one if you'd like 
17 to keep it. 
18 THE WITNESS: Do you have a copy? 
19 MR. HILTY: Uh-huh. 
20 (Deposition Exhibit No. 30 was marked.) 
21 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): I'm going to hand 
22 you 30, "City of Caldwell Notes, May 9th Meeting, 
23 Gordon Law, Darrin Hibbs, Dave Marston, Ben 
24 Thomas, and Marty Goldsmith." 
2 5 Refresh my memory, Ben Thomas was --
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1 who was he? 
2 A. I can't remember who Ben Thomas is. 
3 Q. Do you recall on that first paragraph, 
4 "Bureau of Rec1amation has jurisdiction on a drain 
5 and Pioneer oversees the work on the drain for 
6 them. We need to submit our plans and request a 
7 license agreement for this work"? Do you recall 
8 what issue was being discussed there? 
9 A. I'm reading that Marty Goldsmith must 
10 have been keeping the minutes. 
11 Q. Uh-huh. Not a big deal. Ijust 
12 wondered if you remembered what the topic was. 
13 A. I had a few meetings with Marty 
14 Goldsmith. This does not necessarily ring a bell 
15 or bring up a recollection of this particular 
16 meeting. 
1 7 Q. All right. I don't have any more 
18 questions about that. 
19 A. Do you want me to put it in the stack, 
20 then? 
21 Q. Please. 
22 (Deposition Exhibit No. 31 was marked.) 
23 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): Gordon Law from 
24 file, came from one of your files, from Rick Wells 
25 toGarretNancolas Gordon Law, Tuesday, May 15th, 
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1 2007, about a year after this special meeting took 
2 place, "Subject: Mike Butts." 
3 Who is Mike Butts, if you can recall? 
4 A. He's a reporter for the Idaho 
5 Press-Tribune. 
6 Q. The Idaho --
7 A. Press-Tribune. 
8 Q. A reporter. And who is Rick Wells? 
9 A. He was a Caldwell city councilman. 
10 Q. Okay. He says to you and the mayor, 
11 "Mike Butts called me and was asking about the," 
12 quote, "'conflict' that we have with Pioneer 
13 Irrigation. I tried to be factual, but indicated 
14 that he should call Gordon since he is more up on 
15 recent issues than 1. But I did say that our 
16 issue is that we have to deal with storm water 
1 7 issues, and Pioneer is concerned with costly 
18 requirements if we use their facilities. And we 
19 are discussing the issue. I also indicated 
20 sometime in the future, due to EPA requirements 
21 and population growth, the -- that the cost to 
22 handle storm water will increase and, in my 
23 opinion, will lead to a department within the City 
24 dealing solely with the issues of storm water, 
25 which costs have to be passed on." 
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1 Do you have a recollection of 
2 receiving this memo and the circumstances that 
3 were going on at that time? 
4 A. I have a vague recollection of having 
5 Mike Butts forwarded my way on the question of --
6 Q. Is it apparent that at least from 
7 reading--
8 A. Let me finish. I didn't get to the 
9 end of the sentence. 
10 Q. Okay. Sorry. 
11 A. -- on the issue of storm drainage. 
12 And it looks like it's discussing an NPDES permit 
13 and a conflict with Pioneer Irrigation. 
14 Q. Right. Was there still a conflict 
15 with Pioneer as of May 15th, 2007, or is it your 
16 testimony that you had resolved that with Jeff 
17 Scott and Pioneer through the "No ask, no tell" 
18 kind of policy? 
19 A. No, there was still continuing 
20 conflict. 
21 Q. Was the conflict that Pioneer 
22 continued to adhere to the categorical 
23 no-urban-discharge rule? 
24 A. They continued to try to assert that 
2 5 position. 
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Q. Okay. 
A. Are you through with this one, then? 
Q. Yeah. 
(Deposition Exhibit No. 32 was marked.) 
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1 Q. Was there a frequent problem of 
2 plugging of drains in Caldwell or other problems? 
3 A. There was an occasional plugging. 
4 Q. You say "occasional"? 
5 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): From Gordon Law to 5 A. Yes. 
6 
7 
8 
Gordon Reed, cc Garret Nancolas, Susan Miller, 
January 23rd, 2008. Susan Miller is sending you 
an e-mail indicating "The mayor's out of the 
9 office until Wednesday. Please respond to 
10 Mr. Thomson's questions." And then look down, Rod 
11 Thomson had sent a note to Susan Miller. 
12 And you can take a minute and read 
13 that if you'd like. 
14 A. (Reviews.) 
15 Q. Mostly I'm interested in paragraph 2, 
16 but you need to read paragraph 1. 
17 
18 
A. What is your question? 
Q. Can you see from this that Mr. Hill 
19 (sic) is a resident on Canyon Hill, "When spring 
20 comes, we have spring rain, and the snow melts, a 
21 majority of the water travels down the gutter to 
22 the storm drains. The drains near my house cannot 
23 withstand any substantial flows of water because 
24 they are plugged up. They have been this way for 
25 over 11 years. City crews have examined the 
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1 issue. They've taken the grating off the drains 
2 and looked inside. It's obvious the drains are 
3 plugged because you can see dirt and leaves 
4 inside. However, they do nothing but look inside 
5 and get back in their City-operated trucks and 
6 drive off saying nothing can be done. Do you have 
7 advice?" 
8 Did you get back to Rod and tell him 
9 what advice you had about the plugging of the 
10 drains and the fact that they can't handle the 
11 storm water flowing into them? 
12 A. I think what my instructions were was 
13 to have Gordon Reed, the street superintendent, 
14 look at the questions that were asked, and then 
15 visit with this individual about the answers. 
16 Q. Do you know if this is an isolated 
17 incident, the plugging of the drains and the 
18 overflows, or is this actually something that was 
19 a frequent problem in city of Caldwell? 
2 0 A. I don't recall ever having this issue 
21 raised before at this location. 
22 Q. Was it a frequent problem throughout 
23 the city of Caldwell, plugging of drains, failure 
24 to maintain? 
2 5 A. Which question do you want answered? 
6 Q. Okay. Do you know -- I think it was 
7 John Carpenter that we just talked about in that 
8 prior exhibit, Landmark? 
9 
10 
11 
12 
A. John Carpenter. 
Q. Wasn't it? 
A. Is or was with Landmark. 
MR. WILLIAMS: Okay. 
13 (Deposition Exhibit No. 33 was marked.) 
14 MR. HILTY: Brad, do you have another copy 
15 of that? 
16 MR. WILLIAMS: Oh, yeah. I should have had 
1 7 another one. Apparently she only made -- let's 
18 see. I'm sorry. Do you mind looking over his 
19 shoulder on that one? 
20 MR. HILTY: That's fine. 
21 MR. WILLIAMS: Tiffany did a pretty good 
22 job of making five copies of everything. But... 
23 Q. I'm not going to ask you too many 
24 questions about this one because I don't think 
25 you're party to this. JeffMcFrederick is. 
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1 But it's a letter, November 15th, 
2 2006, from Mason & Stanfield, Will Mason, to Jeff 
3 Scott, regarding Fieldcrest subdivision No.1, 2, 
4 and 3, third review. 
5 And Will Mason says to Jeff, "After 
6 review of submitted improvement plans for the 
7 above-referenced project Mason & Stanfield believe 
8 several plan's sheets propose storm water 
9 discharge into the Caldwell feeder canal. It is 
10 our understanding said discharge violates the 
11 Pioneer Irrigation District board decision not 
12 allowing storm water discharges into 
13 district-owned or maintained facilities." 
14 MR. HILTY: Brad, I'm sorry to stop you. 
15 I'm not sure we have the same exhibit. 
16 Would you compare that to what you're 
17 reading? 
18 MR. WILLIAMS: Sure. Oh, yeah. Tiffany 
19 did mess up on that one. We'll all have to share. 
20 That's 33. So we'll make this one 34, but go 
21 ahead and -- I don't want to -- in the interest of 
22 time, I'll just let you look at that, and you can 
23 hand it back. It's going to take me 20 minutes to 
24 fmd somebody to copy it. 
25 Q. Anyway, Mr. Mason goes on telling the 
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1 
2 
design engineer to "Remove the discharge and 1 THE WITNESS: Both of them? 
resubmit the plans for our review." John 2 MR. WILLIAMS: Yeah. And then, Mark, 
3 Carpenter was the design engineer, Jeff 3 you've got those matched up? 33 is December 14th, 
4 McFrederick for Caldwell was cc'd on this letter, 4 '06. 
5 as he was probably dozens of others. 5 MR. HILTY: Yes. 
6 Okay. Have you ever seen this before 6 MR. WILLIAMS: 34 is November 15th. I need 
7 or talked about it with Jeff, or did Jeffhandle 7 to go backwards because of the order these were 
8 
9 
10 
all of these kinds of things? 8 stacked in. 
A. I don't think I've seen the letter. 9 Have I given you -- I haven't given 
MR. WILLIAMS: Okay. Now let's make that 10 you 35. 
11 No. 34, and I'll go back to 33. 11 Do you want to take a five-minute 
12 
13 
(Deposition Exhibit No. 34 was marked.) 12 break? 
Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): Okay. I'm going 13 MR. HILTY: Sure. 
14 back to 33. This is a follow-up letter, 14 MR. WILLIAMS: And let me organize these. 
15 December 14th, 2006, once again, Will Mason to 15 (Break taken from 4:57 p.m. to 5:10 p.m.) 
16 Jeff Scott, Fieldcrest Village amended plan 16 (Deposition Exhibit No. 36 was marked.) 
17 approval. Now John Carpenter's gone'back, changed 17 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): Okay. Real 
18 the plans, submitted them to Will Mason, Will 18 quickly, I'll kind of walk you through this. That 
19 Mason's reviewed them and said they're okay. The 19 is a January 23rd, '06 letter from 
20 outfalls have been removed. Take a look at that. 20 Mason & Stanfield to Jeff Scott. And I'll just 
21 And like I said, I don't really have any questions 21 represent to you, I think this controversial --
22 of that, unless you disagree with that or... 22 Will has reviewed sheets 1 and 2, submitted plan 
23 What date is that, Mr. Law? 23 approval for Fieldcrest Village, cc'd John 
24 A. December 14th, 2006. 24 Carpenter. Actually, this is Mike Piechowski at 
25 Q. Okay. Set that down for iust a 25 this time. That's all I really need. 
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1 second. I'm trying to get that --
2 A. Before we do --
3 Q. Go ahead. I'm just trying to get the 
4 chronological order here. 
5 A. Where did you have the statement that 
6 the outfalls have been removed? 
7 Q. That's the difficulty. I think I said 
8 "Believe the design engineer has addressed the 
9 items of concern to the district outlined in 
10 previous correspondence." I might be getting 
11 ahead. Let's get this order here. 
12 Let me mark that as the next. 
13 (Deposition Exhibit No. 35 was marked.) 
14 MR. WILLIAMS: Let me give you those. I 
15 guess you have copies of the --
16 THE WITNESS: Were we going through and 
17 putting exhibit numbers on them? 
18 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): Those are just 
19 extra copies for Mark. 
20 Now, do those match up -- or have I 
21 given you my actual --
22 MR. HILTY: No, they do. 
23 MR. WILLIAMS: Why don't you hand those 
24 back to me because I need those too. Sorry about 
25 the confusion. 
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1 You don't have any reason to dispute 
2 any of that; correct? You see what's going on? 
3 A. A letter from somebody else to 
4 somebody else cc'd to somebody else. 
5 Q. Cc'ing Mike Piechowski, a city 
6 engineer; correct? I think he was Mike 
7 McFrederick's predecessor in that department -- or 
8 JeffMcFrederick. Okay. 
9 A. Okay. 
10 Q. That's 36; right? 
11 MR. HIL TY: Do you have another copy of 
12 that, Brad? 
13 MR. WILLIAMS: Huh? 
14 MR. HILTY: Do you have another copy of 
15 that 36? 
16 MR. WILLIAMS: Yeah. 
17 Q. Okay. Now, September. That's 35, 
18 September. Will you look over your shoulder 
19 there -- oh, no, no. I do have another copy of 
20 that one. 
21 And this is a letter from Will Mason 
22 to Pioneer's Jeff Scott, September 22nd, 2006. 
23 Fieldcrest Subdivision phase one and two 
24 revocation of construction plan approval. And in 
25 the second paragraph Will tells "The design 
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1 engineer shall remove said discharge and resubmit 
2 plans prior to plan review." Again, this time he 
3 cc's Jeff McFrederick and John Carpenter. 
4 Okay. Do you recall what's happening 
5 here? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Mr. Law, do you see? 
8 A. (No audible response.) 
9 Q. Okay. Now, did I mark that an exhibit 
10 number on September? Yeah, I marked that. That 
11 was 3---
12 A. -5. 
13 Q. 35. Okay. Put that aside. 
14 Now, the next item that I don't think 
15 I have copies of -- no, I do. Let's make 
16 November 36. 
17 MR. HILTY: 37? 
18 MR. WILLIAMS: November's already been 
19 marked 34. 
20 Q. SO do you have the November one? 
21 A. I don't. 
22 Q. This is, once again, Will writing to 
23 Jeff, November -- this is the third review, and 
24 Will is telling Jeff again and the engineer, "The 
25 desigtl engineer shall remove said discharge and 
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1 resubmit plans prior to plan review." So he still 
2 hasn't removed the outfalls, so Will is writing to 
3 him again. 
4 I've already marked that 33, and move 
5 forward to December. "Amended plan approval." 
6 Here's Will writing to Jeff Scott, giving the 
7 final -- or the amended plan approval. 
8 So in the interim John Carpenter 
9 removed the outfall from the plans, resubmitted it 
10 to Pioneer, and Will Mason, and Will Mason 
11 approved it -- okay? You can certainly read 
12 through that if you would like -- and then cc'd 
13 Jeff McFrederick. 
14 Do you have a recollection of any of 
15 this transaction going on, as you read through 
16 this? 
17 A. Normally that would be handled 
18 elsewhere in the department. 
19 MR. WILLIAMS: Okay. 
20 (Deposition Exhibit No. 37 was marked.) 
21 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): This is a memo at 
22 the top from Gordon Law to Dave Marston, Jeff 
2 3 McFrederick, Fieldcrest: Pioneer Irrigation 
24 letter. If you look down, John Carpenter has 
2 5 written a letter to you in e-mail, October 4th, 
Page 276. 
1 and he says, "Gordon, wanted to get your thoughts 
2 on the above letter. Not sure how Pioneer got a 
3 set of plans and who asked them to review them. I 
4 had previously given them plans only for the 
5 sewer. We have the storm drainage system in place 
6 with a connection to the canal. I can ignore 
7 Pioneer right now, I think. I will give you a 
8 call in a little bit." 
9 Does that refresh your recollection? 
10 A. It looks like to me that I just took 
11 this and forwarded it on to those in the 
12 department who were involved with it. 
13 Q. You don't have an independent memory 
14 of receiving that and -- do you know why John is 
15 writing to you saying, "Hey, how did Pioneer get 
16 my plans? What's going on? I can ignore them for 
17 a while"? You don't have any memory of what was 
18 going on here, sir? 
19 MR. HILTY: Object to the form. 
20 THE WITNESS: It looks like it's something 
21 that John was trying to fit with a discussion 
22 between the board and me on what should be 
23 submitted to Pioneer. 
24 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): Isn't what he's 
25 doing trying to work out with you the system you 
1 put in place, "Don't tell Pioneer what we're 
2 doing"? 
3 MR. HILTY: Object to form. That 
4 mischaracterizes testimony. 
Page 277 
5 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): I'm not saying you 
6 testified. 
7 Isn't that what is going on here, you 
8 had worked out a deal with these guys and told 
9 them "Don't show these on your plans"? 
10 MR. HILTY: Object to the form. That's 
11 argumentative. 
12 THE WITNESS: Who is "these guys"? 
13 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): The developers 
14 were trying to comply with your policy, but 
15 couldn't comply with yours and Pioneer's so you 
16 told them--
17 MR. HILTY: Object to the form. 
18 THE WITNESS: No, that isn't what happened. 
19 It was a discussion between the Pioneer board and 
20 myself. 
21 Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS): If you had this 
22 agreement in place with Jeff or Pioneer, why --
23 you know, why are they still removing these 
24 outfalls, then, and insisting on it? 
25 A. I have no idea where Mason & Stanfield 
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Q. Okay. What do you typically call them? I want 
to make sure I use the word. Customers? Patrons? What 
do you typically call the --
A. All of the above. Patrons, I suppose, is the 
most common term. 
Q. Okay. And how is it that the patrons vote? 
How does the process of patrons voting work? 
A. They go to the district office and they're 
given a ballot. And the ballot contains the number of 
acres that they have. And they get one vote per each 
acre that can have. 
Q. What ifthey have less than an acre? 
A. Then it would be less than one vote that they 
have. 
Q. Okay. So just by way of an example, if an 
individual owned a third ofan acre, then they would get 
a third of a vote? 
A. A third of one vote, yes, sir. 
Q. Okay. Do you think that's fair, that method of 
voting based on property size? 
A. I do. 
Q. Why is that? 
A. I think that somebody who is making a living 
with water and farming 600 acres should have a little 
more say-so in how that water is used than somebody who 
Page 19 
is in a subdivision and getting along with it. 
Q. SO as I understand it, somebody who is making a 
living with the water and farming 600 acres should have a 
little more say than someone who is living in a 
subdivision and getting along with it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that what you said? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What about -- well, let me ask you this: Your 
coffee shop group, collectively within your coffee shop's 
group, is enough property owned such that if all your 
coffee shop group voted for you that you'd be elected to 
the board of Pioneer? 
A. No. 
Q. What is the number that's needed to get on the 
board, the majority of the district, how many acres? 
A. I think on the last election -- it wouldn't 
have been mine. It would have been Mr. Greenfield's 
election -- there was 4,000 acres that voted for 
Mr. Greenfield and 3,000 and some that voted for 
Aldridge, Mr. Paul Aldridge. 
Q. Okay. And then within Pioneer's district --
excuse me. 
Within Pioneer, how many districts are there? 
There are three? 
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A. Three. 
Q. Okay. Within your district, how many acres are 
there, the one that you come from? 
A. The one that I come from? 
Q. Yeah. 
A. I don't know that. 
Q. Can you give me an estimate? 
A. I would assume it's fairly close to a third of 
the district. The district is 34,000 acres, so it would 
be 11-, 12,000, somewhere right in there. 
Q. Okay. And are board members elected by just a 
simple majority if there is two running? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Okay. So, in other words, in order to get 
elected from your district, in order to achieve a 
majority, you'd need approximately 6,001 acres is your 
best estimate; is that correct? 
A. When we vote, it's not just my area that votes. 
The whole district votes. 
Q. Okay. I'm sorry for the confusion. So in 
order to get a majority of the entire district, what do 
you need to achieve? 17,000 acres? 
A. Okay. Now, I may not have understood your 
question from before. 
Q. Sure. Okay. 
Page 21 
A. You asked me the majority of people that needed 
to vote -- I mean, to get elected you needed a majority. 
What I'm referring to is that you need a majority of the 
people that voted to be elected. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Is all. You don't need a maj ority of everybody 
in the whole district, because we can't get that many 
people to come vote. 
Q. Sure. You've never had 100 percent turnout, 
right? 
A. Correct. 
Q. I appreciate that clarification. 
Typically about how many acres vote in a 
typical board election? 
A. It's been increasing here in the last few 
years. 
Q. SO the last few years, what's been the average 
number of total acres that vote for a board position? 
A. It was right around 7,500, I think, for last 
year's election. 
Q. Okay. Voting you said takes place in person, 
correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Had you ever met Mr. Campbell before you served 
on the Pioneer board? 
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right now that relates to urban stonnwater? 1 Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) So, Mr. Newbill, does Pioneer 
A. Not to my knowledge right now. 2 discourage patrons from drinking irrigation water? 
Q. Does the board have any infonnation whatsoever 3 A. Absolutely. 
that would indicate that E. Coli from urban stonnwater 4 Q. Why? 
has caused any adverse health effects for patrons within 5 A. Because of what's in it. 
Pioneer's district? 6 Q. What's in it? 
A. No. 7 A. Bacteria, chemicals. 
Q. Does the board have any understanding as to the 8 Q. And can those cause -- as far as you 
levels of E-coli that would need to be -- exist within 9 understand, can those cause adverse health effects? 
urban stonnwater in order to result in adverse health 10 A. Yes, sir. 
effects to the board's patrons? 11 Q. Okay. What about ifthere is no urban 
A. No. 12 stormwater whatsoever in the irrigation water? In those 
Q. Does the board have any -- do you or as far as 13 circumstances, does Pioneer encourage folks to drink the 
you understand, the board, have any knowledge as to the 14 irrigation water? 
duration of contact that would need to occur before 15 A. No. 
certain levels ofE. Coli from urban stonnwater would 16 Q. Why not? 
cause adverse health effects to patrons? 17 A. Because it's not safe. 
A. No. 18 Q. SO irrigation water is not safe to drink 
Q. Does the board have any understanding as to the 19 whether or not there is stormwater discharge in it; is 
levels of E-coli that exist within the waters that are in 20 that fair? 
the canals separate from any stonnwater discharges? 21 A. That is correct. 
A. No. 22 Q. Okay. What about bathing with irrigation 
Q. Does the board have any understanding as to 23 water? Does the district encourage that? 
whether there is more E. Coli in irrigation water per -- 24 A. We don't encourage it. It happens. 
let's sav per miner's inch than there is E-coli from 25 Q. Okay. Does the district discourage at all 
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urban stormwater that's being discharged into Pioneer's 1 folks from bathing in irrigation water? 
system? 2 A. Yes. 
A. Say that again, please. 3 Q. Why? 
Q. Sure. 4 A. It's not safe. 
Does the board have any understanding as to 5 Q. Okay. And why isn't irrigation water safe to 
whether -- I'm going to change the question hopefully to 6 bathe in? 
make it clear. 7 A. We don't want anybody to drown in there. 
Does the board have any understanding as to 8 Q. What about chemicals or bacteria or other 
whether or not there is more E-coli in the irrigation 9 contents -- other constituents of irrigation water? Do 
water than there is E-coli in urban stormwater that's 10 those pose health effects as far as the district is 
being discharged into Pioneer's facilities? 11 concerned if the water is used to bathe in? 
A. More E-coli in irrigation water? 12 A. We've never actually talked about bathing in 
Q. Yeah. 13 the irrigation water, so I'm struggling with your 
A. Or stormwater? 14 question here, sir. 
Q. Yes. 15 Q. Okay. 
A. More E-coli in stormwater. 16 A. But I would say no, we have never encouraged 
Q. As far as you understand? 17 anything like that. 
A. As far as I understand. 18 Q. And why is that? Why has the district never 
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Tape change. 19 encouraged its patrons to use irrigation water for 
MR. STIDHAM: We need to change the tape here. 20 bathing or other personal uses, personal hygiene uses? 
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: This is the end of Tape No.1. 21 A. Hasn't been purified at all. It's not what 
Off the record. 22 it's for. It's irrigation water. It's not bathing 
(Break taken from 1I:17a.m. to 11:21 a.m.) 23 water. It's not for domestic use at all. It's for 
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: This is the beginning of Tape No. 24 irrigation purposes. That's what it's designed for. 
2. On the record. 25 Q. Okay. Is irrigation water -- and I'm talking 
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urban stonnwater discharges are going to decrease in any 1 A. Well, let's see. If science tells me that 
way, shape, or fonn, the likelihood of -- I think you 2 there is E-coli in urban stonnwater -- and it has -- and 
said somebody's child getting sick owing to urban 3 ifurban stonnwater is running into irrigation water--
4 stonnwater? 4 and it is -- then why can't I not assume that those five 
5 A. If they were gone, it increases the chances of 5 outfalls have E-coli that are potentially damaging to my 
6 healthy water. 6 irrigation water and potentially could make a kid sick? 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Q. Who's told you that? 7 Q. SO is that the analysis that was done by the 
A. I don't know that anybody has told me that. I 8 board before it decided to initiate this litigation that 
think ifs just common sense. 9 you just ran through? Is that the type of analysis that 
Q. Okay. So you're just assuming that because you 10 the board went through before it initiated this 
11 remove five urban stonnwater discharge points out of -- 11 litigation? 
12 well, let me back up. 12 A. rd say thafs correct. 
13 Do you have an understanding as to the fact 13 Q. Okay. Is there-- does it cause you any 
14 that there is a -- a survey indicated that there were 300 14 concern as the person who is responsible for overseeing 
15 discharge points into Pioneer's system? 15 the use of the district's money that there was not a more 
16 
17 
A. Um-hmm. 16 scientific based analysis done as to potential adverse 
Q. And do you have an understanding as to the 
18 percentage of those that contain urban stonnwater? 
19 A. I don't. 
20 Q. Okay. Has anyone told you that by removing 
21 these five urban stonnwater discharge points, you 
22 decrease the likelihood of adverse health effects 
23 reSUlting from water in Pioneer's system? 
24 A. Has anybody told me that? 
25 Q. Yeah. 
17 health effects before the district chose to initiate this 
18 very, very costly litigation? 
19 A. Ifwe had it to do over again, would we do some 
20 things different? Is that what you're asking? 
21 Q. Yeah. Would you talk to actual scientists and 
22 health officials as to whether there was an actual risk 
23 to human health or property before initiating this 
24 litigation? 
25 A. We would have done more research. 
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A. No, I can't say that anybody has actually told 1 Q. Scientific research? 
me that those five outfalls are going to decrease those. 2 A. Yes. 
Q. All right. So without any scientific basis as 3 Q. And why is it that you would have done more 
to volume or content or duration, you're just guessing 4 scientific research if you could do it allover again? 
that if you remove five, that helps? 5 A. To have better information. 
A. That kind of makes common sense. 6 Q. Has anyone from the EPA ever informed -- as far 
Q. Okay. Have you ever asked any scientist or 7 as you're aware, has anyone from EPA ever informed you or 
anybody as to whether that common sense notion really 8 a board member that Pioneer is at risk of losing its ag 
applies, makes sense in this case? 9 exemption under the Clean Water Act owing to the 
A. Applied to those five outfalls? 10 discharge of stormwater into its facilities? 
Q. Yeah. 11 A. Not to my knowledge. 
A. No. 12 Q. Has anyone other than Mr. Campbell ever 
Q. Okay. So is it fair to say that you don't know 13 informed the board that -- has anyone other than 
of any scientific basis and as far as you know the board 14 Mr. Campbell ever informed the board that Pioneer is 
is not aware of any scientific basis to contend that the 15 potentially at risk of losing its ag exemption under the 
removal of these five outfalls at issue will decrease the 16 Clean Water Act owing to urban stormwater being 
chances of somebody getting sick from urban stonnwater? 17 discharged into its system? 
A. That's not fair, no. 18 A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Why is that not fair? Why is it not 19 Q. Who? 
fair, sir? That's what I'm trying to understand. I 20 A. Norm Semanko is the first one that jumps out at 
mean, why is it not fair, sir? 21 me. 
A. Cornmon sense tells me that it's a problem. 22 Q. When did he tell the board this? 
Q. Okay. But you don't have any science or 23 A. Oh, we have -- at our annual meetings it's been 
anybody with scientific training to back up what you 24 going on for years. 
perceived to be a common sense notion; is that fair? 25 Q. How long has Mr. Semanko or Mr. Campbell been 
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warning of the potential loss of the ag exemption as far 1 have that ag exemption challenged. 
as you can recall? 2 Q. And why is it you think that? I understand 
A. Well, I've been on the board since 2002, and 3 you're saying that. I'm trying to figure out why it is 
it's been preached to us since then at least. 4 you're saying that. 
Q. Okay. So anybody other than Mr. Semanko and 5 A. Because the environmental community has a lot 
Mr. Campbell? 6 of clout on what goes in these rivers. 
A. Specifically names, no. There have been 7 Q. Can you explain to me why it is the board --
instances where we have had presenters at those meetings 8 well, was this concern about the potential loss of an ag 
that had talked about urban stormwater and the dangers of 9 exemption some day, is that something that was considered 
that. 10 by the board when it voted to initiate this very costly 
Q. Do you have any understanding as to why EPA has 11 litigation? 
not taken any action with regard to challenging Pioneer's 12 A. Yes. 
ag exemption under the Clean Water Act owing to the 13 Q. Okay. Can you tell me why the board chose to 
discharge of stormwater? 14 initiate this litigation based in part upon concern about 
A. No. 15 losing its ag exemption instead of just waiting to see 
Q. Do you, or as far as you know the board, have 16 whether, in fact, the EPA or some agency eventually 
any understanding as to whether it is more likely than 17 decided to challenge the ag exemption? I didn't ask that 
not that the EPA or any other governmental agency will 18 question well. 
ever challenge Pioneer's ag exemption under the Clean 19 What I'm trying to get at is why not wait until 
Water Act? 20 there is an actual challenge? Why act based on a 
A. It will be challenged. 21 potential challenge that hasn't occurred for six years? 
Q. Who told you that? 22 A. Ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. 
A. It's, again, common sense stuff. 23 Is that a fair answer? 
Q. Okay. And who are you relying on for this -- 24 Q. Well, in this case hundreds of thousands of 
if anyone, for this common sense notion that it will be 25 dollars in legal fees. 
Page 103 Page 105 
challenged? 1 A. Um-brom. 
A. It's been going on, and I don't need somebody 2 Q. SO how is it that you believe the -- okay. 
to tell me that. Ifs been going on for years. 3 When you say "prevention," what is it that you 
Q. Fair enough, sir. 4 think you're preventing through the initiation of this 
And I guess what I'm trying to get at, you 5 litigation with regard to the ag exemption challenge? 
know, if you see a guy on the street comer that keeps 6 A. Clean water. It's going to be more and more 
saying the world is going to end tomorrow and you see him 7 critical always. 
with the sarne sign for about eight years, is it common 8 Q. Okay. 
sense that eventually the world is going to end tomorrow? 9 A. From now on. 
Is that what you're saying? 10 Q. And I guess, sir, what I'm trying to understand 
MR. WILLIAMS: Objection. That's argumentative. 11 is even if Pioneer were somehow to prevail in this 
Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) I'm just trying to get at it. 12 litigation and remove the five outfalls in question, 
I mean, you've been warned of this for eight 13 Pioneer is going to continue to receive urban stormwater, 
years -- excuse me, six years, at least. You said since 14 isn't that correct, from other sources than the five 
2002? 15 outfalls at issue? Is that correct? 
A. Correct. 16 A. Until we do something about them. 
Q. Nothing has happened, correct? 17 Q. Okay. Is Pioneer contemplating -- is it fair 
A. Correct. 18 to say Pioneer receives urban stormwater from the water 
Q. An d I'm just trying to understand what, if any, 19 that comes in from Settlers district into Pioneer 
information the board might have that would lead the 20 district's facilities? 
board to believe that even though it hasn't occurred for 21 A. I suspect. 
six years, that at some point, Pioneer's ag exception is 22 Q. Okay. 
going to be challenged based on its introduction of urban 23 A. I don't know that. 
stormwater into its facilities? 24 Q. If that's the case, is Pioneer going to 
A. At some point all irrigation facilities will 25 initiate litigation against Settlers to prevent urban 
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the manual itself, no. 
Q. Okay. Tell me ifI'm understanding correctly, 
then. 
Pioneer had numerous meetings with the City of 
Caldwell in which Pioneer provided input regarding the 
stormwater policy manual; is that fair? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. 
9 A. The manual was never discussed at any of our 
10 meetings. We talked about trying to iron out differences 
11 between Pioneer's philosophy on this and the City of 
12 Caldwell's philosophy on it. 
13 The stormwater policy for the City was actually 
14 not one ofthe topics that came up. It was trying to 
15 iron out differences is what we were talking about. 
16 Q. Okay. Differences regarding how to handle 
17 stormwater? 
Page 168 
1 A. They do prefer detention facilities instead of 
2 retention facilities, yes. 
3 Q. Okay. Do you have any understanding as to 
4 whether or not the construction of detention facilities 
5 which discharge stormwater into Pioneer's facilities only 
6 at historical discharge rates help with flood prevention 
7 when compared with existing rates of discharge or 
8 existing situations -- strike that. 
9 Do you have an understanding as to whether the 
10 Caldwell stormwater policy's preference for detention 
11 facilities that discharge at historical rates helps 
12 prevent floods when compared with a situation in which no 
13 detention facilities are used to handle stonnwater? 
14 A. It could help, but the kicker is Caldwell's 
15 detention facilities discharge stormwater at a given rate 
16 throughout the whole system. The agricultural discharges 
1 7 are intermittent. 
A. Right. 18 
Q. Okay. So how many meetings would you estimate 19 
20 have taken place between the City of Calqwell and 
18 
19 
20 
Q. And who has explained that to you? 
A. I just know that. 
Q. Okay. How do you know that? 
A. Experience. 21 Pioneer's board regarding stormwater since you've been on 21 
22 the board? 22 Q. Anything besides experience that tells you 
23 
24 
25 
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A. Before the lawsuit? 
Q. Just, yes, before the lawsuit. 
A. It would be a guess. 
23 that? Anything you've consulted, any research you've 
24 done? 
25 A. I don't need research to tell me that. 
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Q. I'm asking for an estimate. 1 Q. Okay. Has Pioneer done any testing as to 
A. An estimate would be six. 2 whether the likelihood of floods is actually decreased 
Q. Were those substantive meetings? Were 3 owing to the implementation of City of Caldwell's 
particular solutions and issues discussed during those 4 stormwater manual? 
meetings? 5 A. Has decreased? I haven't seen that. 
A. Yes. 6 Q. Okay. Have you done any studies regarding--
Q. Was the City receptive to Pioneer's -- the 7 to be clear, I asked whether any studies had been done by 
issues that Pioneer presented? 8 Pioneer as to whether or not the likelihood of flooding 
A. They were sympathetic with them. They were not 9 decreases owing to the implementation of Pioneer's --
receptive to them. 10 excuse me, Caldwell's stormwater policy manual? 
Q. Okay. By "receptive," do you mean that the 11 A. There has been no studies done about decreasing 
City was unwilling to agree that no storm water would be 12 the likelihood of flooding. 
discharged into Pioneer's facilities? 13 Q. Okay. Do you have any reason to believe 
A. Right. 14 that -- well, strike that. 
Q. Okay. Now, with regard to Pioneer's -- excuse 15 Is it fair to say that a great deal of effort 
me, Caldwell's stormwater policy manual, is it your 16 was put into the development of Caldwell's stormwater 
understanding that Caldwell's manual calls for stormwateI 17 policy manual? 
to be discharged at historical discharge rates into 18 A. I have no idea. 
Pioneer's facilities? 19 Q. One way or another, you just don't know? 
A. I think that's right. 20 A. I just don't know. 
Q. Do you have an understanding as to whether or 21 Q. Do you believe that Caldwell's stormwater 
not Pioneer's stormwater policy -- strike that. 22 policy is designed in an effort to limit flooding? 
Do you have an understanding as to whether 23 A. I would hope so. 
Caldwell's stormwater policy provides or prefers 24 Q. Okay. Do you doubt that it -- do you doubt 
detention facilities? 25 that? Do you doubt that one of its purposes is to limit 
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1 with Pioneer that might eventually lead to a lawsuit? 1 should submit their design drawings for stormwater 
2 A. We were familiar with discussions with Pioneer. 2 facilities only to the City. 
3 I wouldn't say that I believed that it was at a level 3 In essence, from Jeff Scott's perspective, from 
4 that it would go to litigation. 4 my recollection, they had taken a position where they 
5 Q. Okay. 5 desired not to be asked. 
6 A. And I felt like -- at that stage, I think my 6 If I can paraphrase what I believe I recall 
7 involvement was limited. I felt, though we had some 7 Jeff saying, the most salient statement would probably 
8 differences, that our association and working 8 be, "Don't ask me those questions," or, "Don't ask me 
9 relationship was congenial and mutually respectful. 9 that kind of question," something to that extent. 
10 Q. Were you involved in any discussions with 10 BY MR. WILLIAMS: 
11 Pioneer in the months or year leading up to the lawsuit 11 Q. What kind of question was he referring to? 
12 where you discussed common issues or concems or 12 "Don't ask me that"? What kind of question? 
13 conflicting -- 13 A. Specifically, the question of discharging 
14 A. Anything like that was very limited, except 14 stormwater. 
15 that I did sit in on meetings with Pioneer staff. It 15 Q. A couple ofthings there. I am not sure I 
16 may just be meeting with Pioneer staff and Gordon Law. 16 understand what you are saying. Jeff Scott is saying to 
17 Q. Do you recall when that meeting was? 17 you, as you recall it, in a meeting with Jeff and 
18 A. I am not going to be able to give you a solid 18 Gordon -- is that right? 
19 date but it probably occurred in -- I am going to say it 19 A. Correct setting. Not to me. To the developer. 
20 probably occurred in 2006. 20 Q. Oh. 
21 Q. A couple of years before a suit was filed? 21 A. To the developer's representative, WRG 
22 A. Yes. 22 Design. 
23 Q. A meeting with Gordon Law and Pioneer? Who 23 Q. WRG Design. Who was the developer's 
24 from Pioneer was present at the meeting? 24 representative? 
25 A. Jeff Scott. 25 A. I believe it was Dave Meldrum. 
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1 Q; Jeff? 1 Q. Dave Meldrum, M-e-I-d-r-u-m? 
2 A. Uh-huh. Uh-huh. I had other meetings with 2 A. Exactly. 
3 Pioneer staff relative to specific projects, as well. 3 Q. Where was this conversation? Where did that 
4 Q. But I guess this was more of a general meeting 4 occur? 
5 addressing problems or issues you had that they were 5 A. At the Engineering Department conference room 
6 trying to resolve -- the meeting with you, Gordon, and 6 at the City of Caldwell. 
7 Jeff? 7 Q. What was the purpose for the meeting, if you 
8 A. I wouldn't classifY it so much as that but that 8 remember? How did it come about? 
9 Gordon had already had meetings with Pioneer staff. 9 A. I cannot claim that I had intimate involvement 
10 Jeff and Gordon were mutually representing the results 10 in how the meeting came about or was set up, but I will 
11 of those meetings to these developers and kind of 11 give you my belief. 
12 advising them how to proceed. 12 It was based on concerns from the developer or 
13 Q. What do you recall about that meeting with you, 13 from the developer's representative, WRG Design, on how 
14 Gordon, and Jeff sometime in 2006? What was the 14 the stormwater was to be handled and how they could 
15 substance of the meeting and what was discussed, if you 15 appropriately interface with the City and Pioneer on 
16 recall? 16 that subject. 
17 A. I can give that to you. 17 Q. Can you give me an approximate month on that? 
18 Mark, I'm thinking that's probably outside of 18 A. You know, it would be just a guess. 
19 the 30(b)(6) stuff. I will let you determine that. 19 Q. This might help. I am jumping a little bit 
20 MR. HILTY: It probably is; but based on the 20 ahead in my outline, but I want to cover this 
21 agreement that we have for you to be deposed on your 21 conversation while we are on it. 
22 personal knowledge, it is appropriate. 22 I believe the City of Caldwell passed an 
23 THE WITNESS: Okay. So the substance of that 23 Ordinance in May of 2006 to establish an Emergency 
24 meeting was -- it was with, if! recall properly, WRG 24 Stormwater Management Manual, and then that resulted in 
25 Design. The substance was instructing them that they 25 the creation of a Caldwell Municipal Stormwater 
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Management Manual in September of2006. 
With those dates in mind, does that give you 
some kind of framework as to when this --
A. It may. I apologize. This is going to be 
somewhat of a guess. I suspect that it may have 
occurred after the Emergency Manual and before the 
adoption of the completed Manual in September. 
Q. Sometime between May of'06 and September 
'06? 
A. That's my estimate. The principles at play 
there in that meeting, I think, probably would have 
predated either of those occurrences, though. It may 
have occurred before. 
Q. I understand. So the meeting is at the City of 
Caldwell's offices --
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. -- sometime between May and September '06? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Gordon Law is present, Dave Meldrum is present, 
Jeff Scott is present, and you were present? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Was this a formal meeting at which any kind of 
minutes or notes were being taken, or was it just an 
informal meeting? 
A. I would classify it as an informal meeting. 
Page 59 
Q. Did you know Jeff Scott before that meeting? 
. A. I'm not sure if! had acquainted him before 
that meeting or not. 
Q. You knew who Pioneer was, I guess? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you know that -- again, I am getting ahead. 
Was there some dispute between Pioneer and their 
position on discharge of urban stormwater and the City's 
policy that brought this meeting about? 
A. Once again, the position that Pioneer was 
taking at that point -- at least as it appeared from my 
encounters with the topic -- was that they were 
concerned about it and desired not to be asked if 
discharge could occur. 
Q. And that is the part I really want to make sure 
I am understanding. My understanding of this lawsuit 
and much of what went on before it is Pioneer's policy 
prohibiting discharges of urban stormwater. 
Is it your understanding Jeff Scott is saying 
to this developer, "Don't even ask us to do it; we don't 
want to know"? 
Let me clarify that. "Don't even ask; the 
answer is 'no;' don't even ask"? 
Or is it, "Don't even tell us; we don't want to 
know what you are doing"? Is that you are suggesting 
Page 60 
1 Mr. Scott said? 
2 A. I think that an appropriate characterization 
3 would be something right in the middle of that. Let me 
4 say what I mean by that. 
5 Q. Okay. 
6 A. It would be, "Don't ask me because, if you do, 
7 I have to say 'no.'" So I wouldn't characterize it as --
8 forgive my humor -- an Al Wallace, "Don't ask." 
9 Q. Awhat? 
10 A. It's a professor I had. 
11 Q. Oh, okay. 
12 A. I guess I have to give you a little context 
13 with that, which may not be appropriate. I'm sorry. 
14 Q. No, no. 
15 A. Al Wallace had a board where he posted 
16 solutions to practice problems for a wastewater 
17 engineering course. He had a note on the board that 
18 said, "Don't post anything on this board without the 
19 permission of Al Wallace. And by the way, don't ask." 
20 So, yeah, it was not -- the tone of it was not 
21 like Al Wallace. It was, "I can't say 'yes' so don't 
22 ask me because, if you do, I have to say 'no.'" 
23 Q. Did you interpret Mr. Scott as telling the 
24 developer, "Go ahead and discharge stormwater into 
25 Pioneer's facilities; just don't let us know that you 
Page 61 
1 are doing it"? 
2 MR. HILTY: Brad, let me just jump in here . 
3 That's a fme question. Just so you can be clear, this 
4 area that we are getting into now, we think, is covered 
5 by the 30(b)(6) depo notice under Topic 2 where it talks 
6 about policies and agreements between the City and 
7 Pioneer with respect to discharges. 
8 Certainly, in light of our agreement that Brent 
9 can be deposed, you know, as an individual witness with 
10 personal knowledge of history, we are going to let it go 
11 forward. He is not the City's designee to speak to this 
12 topic on the 30(b)(6) type of arrangement. 
13 You know, certainly, you can inquire. Ijust 
14 want to make it clear, at least as far as we are 
15 concerned, Brent would be testifying from his own 
16 memory, on his own behalf, not as a representative of 
17 the City regarding this particular topic. 
18 MR. WILLIAMS: Fair enough. Is that Gordon 
19 Law? 
20 MR. HILTY: Yes. Gordon will address that for 
21 the City. 
22 BY MR. WILLIAMS: 
23 Q. With that in mind, he is letting me ask you 
24 about your personal knowledge and recollection of this 
25 conversation. 
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1 A. Understood. 1 Maybe silly. 
2 Q. I want to make sure. Is it your interpretation 2 Q. Silly, huh? You knew, I guess, Jeff Scott --
3 Jeffwas saying, "I know you developers want to, you 3 let's see. I may be wrong about this. I know Jeff 
4 know, discharge urban stormwater. If you ask me, I have 4 Scott is currently the Superintendent. And I don't 
5 to say 'no.' So go ahead and do it. Just don't ask 5 recall, in this May timeframe, whether he was or not or 
6 me"? Is that what your interpretation was? 6 whether it was Lonnie. Do you recall whether he was the 
7 A. I do believe that was the meaning of his 7 Superintendent at that time? 
8 statements there. I think that was the tone. It's my 8 A. My recollection is that he was the 
9 belief and understanding that Gordon and Jeff -- and I 9 Superintendent at the time. 
10 say this because I saw times when Jeff came to meet with 10 Q. And did you understand him as -- well, strike 
11 Gordon and heard Gordon talk about -- that Gordon and 11 that question. 
12 Jeff had kind of worked out this position together. I 12 Have you ever seen anything in writing 
13 believe that it was generally -- 13 documenting this type of an agreement that Pioneer and 
14 Q. Well, again, just limiting it to your personal 14 engineers in the City had; or was this all just kind of 
15 involvement and conversations, did you have other 15 an unstated, surreptitious deal that everybody was kind 
16 conversations with Jeff or Gordon on that topic or 16 of running a bluff, I guess, that--
17 issue? 17 A. No. I apologize. Maybe you weren't finished. 
18 A. I probably had conversations with Gordon on the 18 Q. Have you ever seen documentation memorializing 
19 topic. I did not have -- I did not have personal 19 this agreement, this supposed agreement that was going 
20 conversations with Jeff on that, specifically. 20 on? 
21 Q. And to the best of your knowledge, was there 21 A. The documentation that I have seen that leads 
22 some agreement with Pioneer and Gordon, representing the 22 me to believe that it wasn't just Jeff Scott running 
23 City, that what private developers do is just go out and 23 amuck, or whatever you might say that way, is minutes 
24 discharge urban stormwater but don't let us know; don't 24 from the meeting of the Pioneer Board where they 
25 put it in writing; don't show it on plans? 25 entertained discussion with Gordon Law to, basically, 
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1 A. It showed on plans, just not plans submitted to 
2 Pioneer. Plans for other things relative to Pioneer, 
3 including irrigation return flow from pressure systems, 
4 perpetuation of other irrigators' drainage or supply 
5 rights. 
6 Q. And you did not take any notes of that 
7 conversation, the one with Jeff and Dave? 
8 A. I don't know ifI did. I can't recall ifI did 
9 
10 
11 
or not. 
Q. Did anyone else? 
A. That I also don't know. I think Gordon and 
12 Jeffhad been conversant enough about this stuff. 
13 Gordon was not a fiendish note-taker. 
14 In fact, when I would take notes at meetings 
15 where I represented him, people would tease that they 
16 were going to tease Gordon that I took notes. Why 
17 didn't he? 
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1 discuss their concerns and how they might address those 
2 concerns. 
3 Q. You were not present at that meeting? 
4 A. I was not. 
5 Q. That was Gordon Law? 
6 A. That's correct. 
7 Q. We will ask Mr. Law about those minutes and 
8 notes. Other than that, any documentation of that 
9 agreement? Anything in writing? 
10 A. I don't think so. I mean, the only other thing 
11 I can think of that might possibly contain it would 
12 be maybe an e-mail exchange. I probably shouldn't 
13 mention that because I don't have first-hand knowledge 
14 of it. 
15 Q. Dave Meldrum, WRG Design. Do you recall what 
16 project this related to? 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. To the best of my recollection -- oh, man. Can 
18 I give you a couple of them? It may have been one or 
19 the other. 
Q. What was your feeling at that meeting, in that 
conversation? Did it strike you as though this may be 
somewhat unethical or improper that they were reaching 20 
some kind of -- I don't know -- secret agreement to do 
something where policies don't permit it but we are 
Q. Sure. 
21 A. Cedar Crossing or Saw grass Village. 
22 Q. Those are two that Dave was involved with, to 
23 your recollection? going to let you do it anyway? Wink, wink? Did it 
strike you as a little bit unethical or improper? 24 A. Yeah. His outfit, uh-huh. 
A. I don't think that it hit me as unethical. 25 Q. Did Jeff say or do anything to give you to 
17 (Pages 62 to 65) 
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1 understand that he was representing the position of the 1 Q. Okay. 
2 Pioneer Board in that or that this was something of his 2 A. I couldn't say that it was or wasn't. I 
3 own doing? 3 probably would have assumed, from the general tone of 
4 A. I would have to -- I will tell you just what my 4 the conversation, that it applied to us. I can't say 
5 belief and expectation was at the time. Based on my 5 that there was anything that was indicative, one way or 
6 impression, the encounter was limited. My impression 6 the other. 
7 was that he was acting -- not acting in a manner that 7 Q. All right. So back to this complaint, you got 
8 was counter to the direction of his Board. 8 a copy of the complaint. You read it. I guess you say 
9 Q. Did the agreement somehow apply, as you 9 you were somewhat surprised. 
10 understood it from that conversation, to Dave Meldrum 10 So you, obviously, did not realize there was an 
11 and his company and that project; or did it go beyond 11 issue between Caldwell and Pioneer that was somehow 
12 that? Was there anything that applied to developers, in 12 coming to a head and going to require ultimate 
13 general -- any private developers? 13 resolution in the courts? 
14 A. My understanding was it was applied to 14 MR. HILTY: I am going to object. I think that 
15 developers, in general. I am not positive -- I can't 15 does misstate previous testimony a little bit. 
16 recall for sure, but I believe that similar meetings may 16 BY MR. WILLIAMS: 
17 have occurred with other developers. That would be it. 17 Q. All right. Do you understand my question? 
18 Q. Did you say there may have been? Did you 18 MR. HILTY: You can answer. 
19 participate in any of them? 19 THE WI1NESS: Mark? 
20 A. I don't recall being a part of any others. 20 MR. WILLIAMS: Do you want to speak outside? 
21 Q. Did it apply to the City of Caldwell, itself? 21 If it gets into a privileged area, I shouldn't be here. 
22 If the City wanted to discharge stormwater, did they get 22 If you want to have a break, I will leave. 
23 the benefit ofthat agreement, too? 23 MR. HILTY: I could actually use a break. 
24 A. I couldn't tell you. I don't know. 24 (Break taken.) 
25 Q. And I don't know if you know whether or not any 25 MR. WILLIAMS: My last question gave you some 
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1 private developers in this current lawsuit -- there are 1 concern. Do you recall the question? Can you answer 
2 various motions -- but there are not. I am just 2 it? 
3 wondering if the City of Caldwell is -- do you know if 3 Are you going to instruct him this is not an 
4 they were told, also, "Don't show us any plans that show 4 area to inquire about? 
5 outfalls because we would have to say 'no"'? 5 MR. HILTY: No. I think ifs fine. My concern 
6 A. Whether that was Pioneer's intent or not I 6 only, Brad, is that you had mischaracterized what his 
7 can't represent. 7 understanding of the attitude between the City and 
8 Q. Just whether you heard conversations. You 8 Pioneer was prior to the filing of the suit. And so, 
9 probably don't know their intent. I just want to know 9 again, I'm not instructing him not to answer that. He 
10 if you heard conversations with Pioneer and yourself or 10 certainly can. 
11 Gordon that it applied to the City, as well. 11 BY MR. WILLIAMS: 
12 A. We really had continuous dealings with Pioneer, 12 Q. It's probably not a terribly important issue, 
13 in terms of other matters, crossing of their facilities, 13 in the long run. I guess what I was wondering is: Was 
14 some element of involvement on a continuous basis, in 14 there something that happened? I mean, did someone 
15 terms of subdivision development. It's my understanding 15 throw the gauntlet down, as it were, that triggered the 
16 that they always receive an invitation to comment on 16 filing of the suit, if you know? 
17 development applications. 17 A. I don't believe so. Beyond that, I don't know. 
18 Q. Just to be clear, though, to make sure my 18 Q. And have I covered all of your personal 
19 understanding of the record is clear, were you ever 19 knowledge of any conversations you were involved in that 
20 present with Gordon or yourself in a conversation with 20 related to this issue of Jeff Scott saying, "Don't tell 
21 Jeff Scott where they talked about, "The City of 21 us; just go out and do this; just don't tell us"? Have 
22 Caldwell should not submit plans to us depicting 22 I exhausted that area? 
23 outfalls of urban stormwater, It or was it just the 23 A. As far as I can recall, yes. 
24 engineers or the private developers? 24 Q. As I indicated, I think you are aware there are 
25 A. Well, I can't recall that being the case. 25 no developers in the suit. It's nobody but the City of 
18 (Pages 66 to 69) 
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Board of Directors 
Pioneer Irrigation District 
Post Office Box 426 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Re: Comments on Scoping Letter for Transfer of Title to Bureau of Reclamation 
Drainage Facilities to Pioneer Irrigation District 
MTBR&F File No. 18946.0111 
Gentlemen: 
I have enclosed a copy of the series of comments, received by the Bureau of Reclamation, in 
response to the scoping letter for the title transfer of the Bureau drainage facilities to Pioneer 
Irrigation District. I have reviewed the comments and can state that virtually all of them deal 
with cities and highway districts attempting to impose a continuous requirement for urban stonn 
water runoff into these drain and to impose a requirement for pathways for public access. 
The comments of the Ada County Highway District and the City of Boise, in addition to the 
City of Caldwell and City of Nampa, are particularly strong. If anything, this confirms the 
correctness of the Board's decision to gain control over these facilities as the cancer of urban 
development continues to spread across the Treasure Valley. 
Please contact me if you wish to discuss this issue with me. 
Very truly yours, 
~~ 
SLC/dll 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Canyon ) 
WILLIAM J. MASON, having been duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as 
follows: 
1. I am a professional civil engineer and a principal in the engineering finn 
Mason & Stanfield, Inc. I have engineering experience in the areas of hydraulics and land 
development. I have more than 15 years of experience in roadway and drainage system and 
grading plan design, project management, construction surveying, and construction observation. 
My design experience includes rural and urban roadway and drainage; flat and mountainous 
roadway and drainage; stonn water controls; erosion and sediment control systems and small to 
large sized grading plans. Also, I have provided engineering services to Pioneer since 
approximately 1999, and am familiar with Pioneer's irrigation delivery and drainage system and 
facilities. I have also been retained by Pioneer to provide expert opinion testimony in this 
matter. I also hold a Land. Surveyor-in-Training license. My business address is 314 Badiola 
Street, Caldwell, Idaho 83605. I make this Affidavit based upon my personal knowledge. 
2. As stated in Paragraph 6 of the Affidavit ofWiIliam J. Mason in 
Opposition to City of Caldwell's Second Motion for Summary Judgment, dated 
September 15,2009 and incorporated by reference herein, I did not have the benefit of reviewing 
the stonn drainage design criteria data used by Mr. Orton for purposes of rebutting the portion of 
his cost estimate comprising of municipal stonn drainage infrastructure designed to replace that 
already in existence and corresponding to outfalls A-IS, A-I7, B-1, 5-2, and 5-10. It is my 
understanding that Mr. Orton's cost estimate calculations file was produced to Pioneer late in the 
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morning on September 15,2009, the same morning my first affidavit was executed for filing 
later in the day. 
3. I have since had the opportunity to review Mr. Orton's cost estimate file, 
including the StormNet computer modeling/simulation data presumably relied upon by Mr. 
Orton while tabulating the cost estimates contained within Paragraph 16 of the Affidavit of Brent 
Orton in Support of Caldwell's Motion for Summary Judgment, dated July 28,2009 (a true and 
correct copy of said data set is attached hereto as Exhibit A). I say "presumably relied upon" 
because as can be seen on the pages bates numbered "COC214740" and "COC214747," the 
StormNet analyses were run on Monday September 14,2009 at 13:27 and 13:36, respectively. 
Consequently, it appears that Mr. Orton's data sets were modeled through the StormNet 
computer software approximately one month and a half after the July 28, 2009 filing of his 
underlying affidavit. See, Ex. A, attached hereto. 
4. Though I have had the opportunity to review Mr. Orton's StormNet data, I 
still have not had the time to construct a conceptual retention design cost estimate for outfalls 5-
2,5-10, or B-1 for purposes of comparison to Mr. Orton's cost estimates. However, in my 
previous affidavit I did note that Mr. Orton's estimate of$3,649,848.00 was excessive for the 
various reasons stated therein. My initial review of Mr. Orton's StormNet data also supports my 
prior conclusion. For example, and as can be seen on the pages bates numbered as 
"COC214734" and "COC214743," Mr. Orton's calculations are based upon use of group "D" 
soils. In short, Mr. Orton's use of group "D" soils in connection with outfalls 5-2,5-10, and B-1 
is improper. Instead, Mr. Orton's calculations should have considered group "C" soils, ifnot 
groups "B" and "c" soils~-both of which are more permeable and absorbent soils than group "D" 
soils. 
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5. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is NRCS soils mapping data illustrating the 
soil types underlying the areas in the vicinity of outfalls 5-2, 5-10, and B-1. In my opinion, and 
based upon my own personal knowledge and inspection of the soils at issue, none of the soil 
types contained within Exhibit B can be accurately classified as a group "D" soil other than 
Trevino silt loam ("TrD") which has a restrictive feature depth of between 8 and 20 inches to 
lithic bedrock. Trevino silt loam, in and of itself is a very well draining soil. However, the 
proximity to bedrock limits its drainage capacity. In sum, the vast majority of soils underlying 
the vicinity of, and draining towards, outfalls 5-2, 5-10, and B-1 are silt loams (which are 
associated with group "B" and "C" soils classifications). They are not clay-type soils associated 
with a group "D" soils classification. 
6. Mr. Orton's inaccurate use of poorer draining group "D" soils in his 
StormNet modeling directly leads to the over inflation of his municipal storm water replacement 
infrastructure cost estimate. This is because group "D" soils generate more runoff than do group 
"B" or "C" soils. Thus, all infrastructure designed based upon this group "D" soils assumption 
must be artificially upsizedloversized to handle this increased runoff demand. This artificial and 
unnecessary upsizinglover sizing of the replacement stormwater infrastructure leads to an 
unnecessary inflation of the costs associated with the construction and operation of these 
oversized systems. In other words, Mr. Orton's cost estimate is based upon the design and 
construction of more/larger infrastructure than is necessary to replace outfalls 5-2, 5-10, and B-1 
based upon the group "B" and "C" soils that are present. Consequently, Mr. Orton's cost 
estimate is unnecessarily excessive as a result. 
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Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
OM£.(.~J. ~ 
William J. Mason 
Residing at ----I~-!-:!!:=--Ar-I-1t+-_I_l_-
My Commission Expires _.....:...L....:......:'-I-___ _ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this __ day of September, 2009, I caused a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM J. MASON IN OPPOSITION 
TO CITY OF CALDWELL'S SECOND MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served by the 
method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Mark Hilty 
HAMILTON MICHAELSON & HILTY LLP 
1301 12th Avenue 
P.O. Box 65 
Nampa,ID 83653-0065 
Fax: 467-3058 
J. Fredrick Mack 
Erik F. Stidham 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
101 South Capitol Boulevard, Suite 1400 
Post Office Box 2527 
Boise,ID 83701-2527 
Fax: 343-8869 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
Scott L. Campbell 
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EXHIBIT A 
to 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM J. MASON IN 
OPPOSITION TO CITY OF CALDWELL'S SECOND 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY mDGMENT 
Pioneer Irrigation District v. City of Caldwell 
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CI,RCULAR 
. *"**_*i**,1t *.* *"'*'* * "t:**:l-.* ..... " '* *'** 
'Run~t~; QIla,ntit,YContiI'.lufty 
'~.~~*.~~*~~~~~~~ •• ~~~~~~~~; 
~~~'ln~fi~±k!!;!i~~) '~':::: 
* .. **' ....... * 'I!"* * .. ~*' ... *~ "',lIi'*'/f,*'''.** 
'.r!~.~ * ~~e~:fe~ ~ rf~:;!~~! :·r .. ~~. 
Ext{!rnal Ipf+ow ••. , •••• _ •• 
'External, Outflow ••• '. '" ••• 
~{~~ia~t~~~de~1I~~~.:,: : : 
Cont'irii:iity Errbi(%) : ... , • 
1..0.0. 
LOQ Loo 
Loo 
Voiume 
acre-:ft 
~:d6g 
Volume 
acre-ft 
o.o.o.Q 
0.0;37 
0..000. 
1,:3'02 
0."066 
. ~ *l'*~* ;t';~?"':~ '*':'*'. :ir<:t .,*~,,, ~--:,...* w,* .... '*"'!~'1\'·**·'1t'*"~ ~:i",,*'*"', 
,Runoff cO'efficient' C011IputatHms 'Report 
.*************~*******.**********~.****. 
subbM:i:t) Sub-:( 
StOmiNET 
1.0.0. 
lotTO. 
1..;00. 
1,.00 
Di!pih, 
inches 
:L:8~O 
VolUme 
Mgallbhs 
0.060. 
o:.ii12 
0.006 
0.-4'14 
1 
1 
1 
i 
0..79 :0.25 15.17 
0.79· '0.,.25 ::hgS 
Q.79: :0..25 9;30. 
0.79 0..25 10..89 
:: ' 
COC214733 
M 
l.C':) 
0') 
..--
\ 
/'.'') 
-----;....---.:...:---.-~ 
SOHiSurface. De:scr:l,pt1.on 
Area 
(acres) 
SoH 
Group 
Runo'fi 
Coeff. 
------------.--. :..:.------:....-.;..-:.:.....:.---..:.--...:...:.:...----.---:....---..;...:.-- -----.;.;..;..------.-..;.----:...,. .... ':"'-;..:.-.-.-~.---:...---:....,...:. 
Res iden'tialLot S;l.zei/::)' i.c.>::e, ;i5'years, or greater 
Composite Area & welghte,d. RUnor! Coef.f. 
- ...... _----_ ...... -----.. 
SUbbasin S.tib-2' 
Soil/Surface Descripti'oh 
9.40; 
9.40 
Ar.ea: 
{acres:) 
D '(/)'0+) 
SOil 
Group 
(UiO 
0.50 
RuMft 
coefL 
_..i..:... __ .,.;.,;_. __ ..:... __ .:..._~. __ ....; ____ ...;. __ -' __ .... _..:... ..... ___ ...;...:. .... ..;., .... __ ..... , ...... ___ ._:.-..:._ ...... _ ... _...;,.:..._-:_..;.....;._<~~,~ .... ;_:-.~;.;..:_.:..~-'.:..:...:-:~ __ ;"">~.:..l.._.-..:.._--
ReSidential. Lot: Size i/) Acre, Z~: ,y",ars 'or greater 
Compp:si te, ;Area: & weighted RUnoff Coeff. 
***.* *.:*.* ** *.~:. **;"'*1c~.1t.**;** .. •.•. 11t .**'*.*** ",.*,*,* '* t"lt* * . ..,..~ * '* 'tf*'1Ir"W:* 
SC~ TR-'55' ,TilRe'()fccncentratipn. CClUputafLons ,RepOrt 
"!' ~ ~ .. *-Jt. 'I\" *""".~*"*.:I. 111: ~.*:*.""it"t ;;-.* ... :t .... * •. "* ~.~ * ~":1Ir* .... *:* ;".**,. ** ....... *.*. 
Sheet Flow Equhiort 
---------~----~-~-~ 
:4.93: 
4_93 
TC ~ (0.007 I< ((n * Lf)"O.,S) 1 (PA O.5) *' (Sf"0.4)) 
where;'~ 
Tc Time of C.oncentration (hrs) 
n Manning'sttoughness 
Lt· F1QwLength (ft) 
P 2; j,I,r, 24' :hr 'RaintaH (inches) 
sf Slope ({tll't) ... 
Sh,Hlow Concentrated Flow' Equatioh 
:....:....;,.....;~:-:-'7"-;.,..;-:--...::..~ .... :-...:..-:~:...:..:.:.:-:--.-:-.-:---~--
StorrhNET 
, 
v '" 16.1345 '" (S1:"O .51 (urtpaVed s'ui.facel 
V::;!O.3Z82 ... fSfAO.~f(pa:ve~ ,suI:'f~Ce) . 
v' is .. o * (Sf"O.5) (grassed waterway' !5,urf;;:lce). .. 
'il!i'.O*(Sf"'O.~) (.n~arl.y ba;r.e '& untilled: surfa,ce). 
Ii ~ $'.'0 .. (1):f"O,.5.) (Cu:ttivCltedsiraight rows ,~lUrfaCe) 
v 7:.0: '* (.5£"0.5) (~hdrt grass p,a~;t:,ure. su:i::fac~) 
v =5.0" (Sf"O 5) n.boi:llar"o ~tirfii¢~ j '. .. " . 
v 2"5" (Sf"b~5). (fci:e'stwlheavy iitterslirface) Tc = (tf 1 V) 1(3600 sec/hr) .'. . .. 
D:(6%+) 0.·50 
O.~O 
COC214734 
~ 
LC":) 
C") 
~ 
Where: 
Tc 1;ime of concentration (hrs) 
Lf - Flow Leng.th (it) 
V Velocity (ft/sec) 
Sf c Slope (ft/ft) 
Channel Flow Equation 
v = {1.49 + (R~(2/3) :. (Sf"0.51) I !i. 
R: = Aq j wp 
T~ - (Lf I V) I (~600 sec/hr) 
Wh",re: 
Tc Time of Copcentrati<m (hrs) 
Lf Fio .... Length (ft) 
R '" Hydraulic;: Radius ttt) 
Aq Flow Area (ft 2 i. 
wp - wetted Perimet~r (ftl 
v = velocity (ft/sec) 
Sf Slepe (ft/ft) 
n Manning's Roughness 
SubbasIn Sub-I· 
Sheet Flbw Computations 
. Manning' sReughliess: 
Flow Lengt.h (tt): 
Slene n): 
2 y:;', 24 h1;Rainfail (irti: 
velocity (ft/sec): 
COmputed FiowTime (minutes): 
shallow Concem:rated Flow computatioris 
Flow Length (ft): 
Slope .<%): 
SU1;faCe Type: 
StorrriNET 
su:.aiea. A 
0.40 
524.35 
2.00. 
1.10 
0.06 
137.88 
S·ubarea A 
249.42 
2.00 
paved 
Suba·rea .B 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1.1.0 
0.00 
0.00 
Subar.ea. B 
0.00 
0.00 
Unpaved 
Suba1;ea C 
D.oa 
0.00 
0.06 
1.10 
0.00 
0.00 
Subim;!a C 
0.00 
0 .. 00 
Uripaved 
COC214735 
an 
an 
O':l 
..--
Velocity (ft/sec): 
Computed now Time (minutes): 
2.87 
1.45 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
O.CO 
~===============================~~=~========--~========~===============~=========-~=========== 
Total TOC (minutes): 139.32 
===================================================~=============================~~=====~===~=== 
Subbas:'n SOO-2 
Sheet Flow Computations 
Manning's Rougbness: 
Flow Length (ft): 
Slope (lS): 
2 yr, 7.4 hr. Rainfall (in): 
Velocity (ftisec): 
Computed Flow Time (minutes): 
Shallow Concent=ated Flow Computations 
Flow Length (ftl: 
Slope ('O); 
Surface Tvpe: 
velocity (ft/sec): 
Computed Flow Time (minutes): 
Sllbarea A 
0.40 
483.35 
3.00 
1.10 
0.07 
109.84 
Subarea A 
541. 98 
2.00 
Paved 
2.B7 
3.15 
Subarea B 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1.10 
0.00 
0.00 
Suba=ea8 
0.00 
0.00 
Unpaved 
0.00 
0.00 
Subarea C. 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1.10 
0'.00 
0.00 
Subar·ea C 
D.O:O 
0.00 
unpaved 
0.00 
0.00 
===========;ll~==_==============~============================================~===~~=====:==== 
':rotal '!'OC (minutes): 112.99 
======~=======~=====~=====~~~===~====~~===========-=======================================-=== 
Subbasin Runoff Summary 
Subbasin 
ID 
Sub-l 
Sub-2 
StormNET 
Accumulated 
l'recip 
in 
2.880 
2.880 
Rainfall 
Intensity 
in/!lr 
0.120 
0.120 
Total 
Runoff 
in 
L44C 
1.440 
Peak 
Runof.f 
cfs 
0.564 
0.296 
wei9hted 
Runoff 
Coeff 
O.SOO 
0.500 
Time of 
Concentration 
days hh:M!'((:ss 
o 02,::'9:19 
a 01:52:59 
COC214736 
<..C 
Ln 
~ 
...-
System 2.880 1-440 0.S6 
*.*.-~**.******.** 
Node Depth summary 
~+*~.*,.~*~*****.+ 
-------------------------'----...;---------------------'-..;,.---------- ... - ... ----------:....-------....:-----
Node Average Maximum Maximum Time of Max ?otal Total Retention 
10 Depth Depth BGL Occurrence Flooded Time Time 
.!I.ttilined Attained Attained. Volume Flooded 
ft ft ft days hh~inm acre-in minutes hh:mm:ss 
- --- ---- - --- -,- - ---- - --..:......:- ..;,.----------------.---:-------- - --.- -- - _ .... - - - --- - ----------------- ---. 
Jun-l 0.25 0.25 2429.25 0 02:19 0 0 0;00 00 
Jun-4 0.00 0.00 2430.00 0 00:00 0 0 0:00 00 
freeway 0.00 0.00 2426. 00 0 00:00 0 0 0:00 00 
syringa 0.00 0.00 2422.00 0 00:00 0 0 0:00:00 
freeway pond 2.65 4.50 2430.50 0 19:io 2.06 290 0: 00·:00 
syringa pond 1.66 3.39 2433.39 1 00:00 0 0 0.: 00: 00 
.+*.******+~~.*~+ 
Node Flow SU~~ilry 
*,.***~**~*~***** 
------ .... --------------...;---..:..-------:-.---------:...-~---------;..;..-----:.------~----------------
Node Element Maximum Peak Time of Haxiinuin Time of Peak 
10 Type Lateral Inflow Peak Iilflow Flooding Floodinc 
Inflow Occurrence OVerflow occurrence 
cfs cfs days hh~mm cfs days hh:mm 
--------------:...------..... ------.:...-----------------------.:...---.:...-:---------..:...--.:...---...:.,-.;...---.;....-.:..-
Jun-l 
Jun":4. 
freeway 
sy:!:inga 
freeway pond 
sy:!:inga pond 
.+++.++**?*+.**.++~ 
Inlet Depth Surrmary 
***~~***T**~*.****~ 
Inlet: 
ID 
StonnNET 
JtjNCTION 
JUNCTION 
OUTFALL 
OUTFALL 
STORll.GE 
STORAGE 
Max Gutter 
Spread 
0.00 0.56 
0.00 0.00 
o.ob 0.07 
0,00 0.00 
0.00 0.56 
0.00 0.30 
Max Gutter 
Water £lev 
0 02 19 
0 00 00 
0 1910 
0 00 CO 
0 02:21 
0 01:53 
Max G)ltter 
Water Dept!: 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0,43 
0.00 
Time of 
M<%r.imllm 
019: 10 
COC214737 
r--
U1 
en 
.....-
during 
Peak Flow 
ft 
during 
Peay.Flow 
ft 
during 
Peak Flo," 
ft 
Depth 
Occurrence 
days hh::nm 
--~----------------------------------~-------------------------------------
Inlet-! 
Inlet-2 
•• ****~**+*****.*~ 
Inlet Flow sun~ary 
**~***~*~*.***~**~ 
Inlet 
ID 
0.41 
0.79 
Peak 
FlO'." 
cfs 
2439.08 
2435.96 
Peak 
lateral 
Peak 
Flo," 
Flow Intercebted 
by Inlet 
cfs cfs 
0.08 
0.16 
Peak 
Flow 
Bypassing 
I:llH 
cfs 
o 01~53 
o 02:19 
Inlet 
Efficiency 
during 
Peak Flow 
% 
1'otai Total 
Flooding Time 
Fiooded 
ac're-in riUhtites 
---~-~---~---------~--------~-----------~---------------~-------~----~---~-~~~--------~~----------
Inlet-l 
Inlet-2 
***~7.**w**~*****y***~* 
Detention pond Summary 
*s*'*~*~*.***~*~~*.~** 
0.30 
0.56 
0,30 
0.56 
0.000 
0.000 
o 
o 
--------------- --.----- -----:'---------------- - --- - ----------- --- -- - -- - -- -- _ .... -.---- ---;- ----....-: ------ -'--.- ---- - - ...... ..., - - - - -- --_ .... - - -"-- - - ... :... --:...:.-
Deten~ion Pond ID Ma:dm'um Maximum Time of ~lax Average Average Maximum M,htirtu.im Time of: Max. Tobal 
Ponded Ponded Ponded Ponded Ponded Pona Exfiltration Exfiltration Exfii,trat.ed 
Volu:ne Volume Volume volume Volume Outflow Rate Rate Volume 
,1000 ft' (i) days hh:nim lobo ft' (%) cfs cfm. hh:mm:,ss 1000 ft' 
--~---- ... ------~-------~-----~----------------------------------~----~--------~-~~-~---------~------------------------------------
freeway pond 
syringa pond 
32.678 
24.002 
*****~**.~***~*.***.~w* 
Outfall LoadingS'ummary 
***.*Y**T~**.****~***** 
Outfall Node ID 
StormNET 
Flow 
Frequen<.:y 
(!:;) 
Average 
Flow 
cfs 
100 
95 
Peak 
Inflow 
CllS 
o 19:10 
00:00 
18.9:36 
11.762 
58 
46 
0.07 
0.00 
3.85 
2.95 
19:10:40 
20:53:30 
4.596 
0.551 
COC214738 
00 
LO 
0") 
or-
free\os'ay 
syringa 
-~---~---~---~--
System 
.*~~~*7.+~~++~+Y~ 
Link Flow Summary 
***~************* 
30.]6 
0.00 
15.38 
0.06 
0.00 
0.06 
0.07 
0.00 
0.07 
----------..:...---------- .... -----.:....---:--.--:---.-..;.:-.----. ..;..---- ":"-------7--7-....;-....;-·--..:...,·--~""'7'-- ..... -------------------------------------..... - ... -
Link ID E'lement Time,of Maximum Length ,Peak: ,Flow Design Ra,tio of Ratio cif' Total 
Type peak Flow Velocity Factor during Flow MaxlmlL'll Maximum Time 
Oq:urrence, Attained A:rtalysis, capacity /Design Flow SurCharged 
days hh:mm ft/sec cfs ds Flo., Depth Hinutes 
.... ...:. - -- - --.- -.-------- - ---- --_ .... -"----_ ..... _-- ..... _- - ------------ -..:.. .;,... __ .- - - - - - - - -'- - - ..... - - - -- - --....;,....:...~'"- ...... ------.....:------- .... --- -- - .... ----------
Con-I CONDUIT 
Con-2 CONDUIT 
Con-3 CONDUIT 
Con-4 CONDtJIT 
Reg-I ORIFICE 
Reg-2 ORIFICE 
t~*.~~~**~·~*t~~~t •• ~.~.~.*+.* ..• 
Highest Flow Instability Indexes 
******+.************~+.~*****~*~** 
Link con-3 (12) 
Link (:on-l {S). 
Lirik: Con-2 (2) 
0 02 19 9.24 
0 02 2~ 3.59 
Q 01 53 5.48 
0 00 00 0.00 
a 19 10 
0 00 00 
Loo 0.56 15.,17 0.04 0.13 () 
1.00 0.56, 3.98 Q .14 0.25 0 
1.00 0.30 9.30 0.03 0.12 a 
1.00 0.00 10.89 0.00 0.00 0 
0.07 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
WARNING 107 Initial elevation de,fined for Junction Jun-l is below invel:t elevatlo:h. Ass ur.ie d, Junction imTert elevation" 
WA.'''JHNG 108 Surcharge elevation defined for Junction Jun-l is below iria:dtttum elevation. AssUmed junction maximum elevation. 
WARNING 107 Initial elevation defined. ;for Junction Jun":4 is below in've,r:t elevation. 'Assumed junction invert eleva.t:ion. 
WARNING lOB Su!:'charge elevation defined for Junction Jun-4 is below ina:kimiim elevation. 'A·ssu.'lled junction maximum elevat1on. 
WARNING 138 Initial water surface elevation defined' for Inlet Inlet-l is b'elow catchbasiri invert elevation. Assumed catchbasin 
inlet invert elevation" " ' , 
WARNING 137 : Inlet rim elevation defined for Inlet Inlet-2 is not above catchbasininvert elevation. Assumed 1 foot (0,3 in) above 
catchbasin inlet ':'nvert elevation., ' 
WARNING 138 : initial water surface elevation defined for Inlet Inlet-2 is below catchbasin imrerl elevation. Assumed catchbasin 
inlet, invert clevation. 
WARNING 110 Initial eleVation defined for betention pOhd freeway pond is bei6w invert elevation. Assumed detention pond invert 
elevation. 
WA."<NING 11 0 Initial elevation defined !or Detention Pond syringa pond is below invert elevation. Assumed detention pond invert 
StormNET 
COC214739 
~ 
L!':l 
01 
....-
elevati·on~ 
WAR.i<ING 002 : MaxirimelelTai:ion (depth) increased to account for connecting conduit height dimensions for Node Jun-4. 
AIlalysis begun on: Mon Sep 14 13: 27: 02 .2009 
Analysis ended on: Mon Sep 14 13:27: 04 2009 
Total elapsed time: 00:00:02 
StormNET 
COC214740 
o 
<.C 
0') 
~ 
80SS International StorITL~STe - Version 4418.7 (Build 19350) 
C:J?EEN':' JEVELO?Et-:Sl;T APRiL 2009 B ;)1',];1:'" 
******"T"""1':~"'f"t ... ~~ ... 
Analysis Options 
Flow Units .4 .............. cis 
Subbasin Hydrograph v'ethod. Nodified Rational 
Tine 0= Concentration ...... SCS TR-S5 
?eturn Period .............. ] 00 y!>ars 
Sto::-:n Deration ............. 1440 min 
Li:1k Rot:ting Olethod ....... Kinematic .. lave 
PO!1d E>:!il::::-a::ion .......... Constant ra::e, projected area 
Starting Date ............. ~AR-30-2009 00:00:00 
Ending Date ............... t~.AR-31-2009 01: 00: 00 
?eport Time Step .......... 00;00;10 
:Slement COlOnt 
Number of subbasins 
Nu::lber of nodes ........... 3 
~u:nber of 1':':1].:5 ............. 2 
... *""' ... *~ .... *.,..,..* ... ,..* .... '" 
Subbasin Sumraary 
Subbasir. 
:D 
Sub-IO 
*** ... ** .... *'*** .. 
X'ode S1,;rr.:nary 
............ ,.,.,.,"",1 ..... 
!'Jode 
ID 
StorrnNET 
Total 
Area 
acres 
C.62 
E':'e:nen: 
7ype: 
:nvert 
Elevation 
ft 
Max':'ou:n 
Elev. 
PO:1ded 
i'.::-ea 
=-:~ 
Exter:lal 
:nflow 
COC214741 
..--
c.c 
0") 
..--
Jun-8 
Jun·-/ 
Pond-12 
,. *"" .. 'lIr'1l*"" 1t'1l~-<jr 
Link SllJ!\l1lary 
':0'** ... *'*.,..** .... 1<* 
Link 
10 
JtJNCTION 
OUTFALL 
STORAGE· 
Froin Node To No::!e 
2418.64 
24:;'4.70 
2426.67 
2422.00 
2417.20 
2419.00 
.Element 
TyPe 
0.00 
a .GO 
b.OO 
Length 
ft 
Slope 
~ 
Manning's 
Roughness 
-------:.--------~-'-----.-..;.-:.....-;...-----..:.. . ..:...-.-~.:..~.--------...:.---:----:-------.--.-~-------------------- ....... ----
Con-12 Jun-.8 
Reg-ll Pond-12 
•• *~*~~**.~.*****.+** 
Cross Section Suinmary 
*****~.,..*7*****~~*~*** 
Link Shape 
ID 
Con-12 CIRCULAR 
**.**.T~~~~*.*~9*~**.~ ••• ~ 
Runoff Quantity Continuity 
******.,..****~***********.w~ 
Total Precipitation ..... . 
Continuity Error (~) 
~**.**~~**w***.,..*w.****.+** 
Flow Routing Continuity 
**~***~*~**,.**1t**~*****.** 
External Inflow ......... . 
External Outflow ·0 •••••••• 
Initial Stored Volume .•.. 
Final Stored Volume ... ' .. 
Continuity Error ("") 
Pohd-12 
Jun-"7 
Depth/ 
Diameter 
ft 
1.00 
Volume 
acre-ft 
---------
0.148 
Looo 
Volume 
aCte-ft 
'---------
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.054 
0.532 
*****~.********~*****~·~***~w*~*~**~.*~ 
Runoff Coefficient computations Report 
**~***~**~W~~*****~*~**~**y*********** 
StormNET 
CONDUIT 117.9 1.5272 0.0150 
ORIFICE 
Width No. of Cross Full FlOw 
3a·rrels Sectional !{ydraulic 
Area Radius: 
;:t ft' ft 
1.00 1 0.79 0,25 
Depth 
·inches 
2.880 
Volume 
Mgallo'ris 
------'---
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.018 
Design 
Flow 
Capacity 
cis 
3 .• 82 
COC214742 
C'J 
<.0 
O'l 
..-
Subbasi'o Sub-lO 
Soil/Surface Description 
Area 
(acres) 
Soil 
Group 
Runoff 
toeff:. 
- ------ ___ . __ ~ __ ...t_""':'_. ___ ~ -"C""---- - ---- - --- - - - --- -'--,- ------- - - - - --- ---- - - -- - __ ~ ___ __________ ..... _ 
Streets', 25 yearS or greater 
Composite Area's Weighted Runoff Coeff. 
~*~**.~~+*~*~ •• *~ •• * •• ~*+.~+T*~+~~~~ ••• +.*.~++ •• ~ •• 
SCS TR-SS Time·of Concentration computations Report 
~*********~**.**~~*~*~~*****W**~*****.*+**.****·*~** 
She~t Fiow :Equation 
Tc (0.007;" «0 • Lf) AO.S» / «PA O.5) * (Sf A O.4» 
'Where: 
Tc 
o. 
Lf 
P 
Sf 
Time 'of Concentration (hrs) 
Manning.; s. Roughness. 
Flqw Length (ft) 
2 yr .• 24 hr Rainfall (inC!les) 
slope (ftlft) 
Shallow Concentrated Flow Equati6n 
y 16.13.45 '(SeO.5)· (unpaved surface) 
v 20.3282* (Sf':'0.5). tpaved siJrface) 
y. 1s.9·~ (Seo.S) (gr,3.ssed ..... aterwaysurface) . 
0.62 
0.62 
y 10.0' (SfAO.S) (nearly bare. & .. untilled surface) 
v 9.0' (Sf"0.5) <cuit:ivatect st:ralght rows surface) 
stormNET 
V 7.0' (Sf"O .5) (saort grass pasture surface) 
y 5 .. 0" (sro.5i (wooclland 'surface) 
Y 2.5 * (Sf"0.5) (forest wiheavy litter surface) 
Tc ILf / V} / (3600 ~~clhr) 
Where: ' 
Tc ~ Time of Concentrati()n (hrs) 
Lf Flow Length. (f):) 
v Velocity (ft/sec) 
D (O-2'l;) 0~g9 
0.89 
COC214743 
cv:: 
c.c 
O'l 
..--
Sf Slope (ft/ft) 
Chanr..el Flow Equation 
v (1.49 + (RA (2/3» • (SfAO.S» / n 
R Aq I Vip 
Tc (Lt I V) I (3600 sec/hr) 
Where: 
Tc Time of Concentration (hrs) 
Lf Flow Length (tt) 
R Hvdraulic Radius (ft) 
Aq FicwArea (ft 2 ) 
wp = Wetted Perimeter (ft) 
v Velocity (ft/sec) 
Sf Slope (ft/ft) 
n = Manning's Roughness 
Subbasin Sub-10 
sheet Flow Computations 
Manning'S Roughness: 
~low Lenoth (tt): 
Slope (t): 
2 yr, 24 hr Rainfall (in): 
Velocity fft/sec): 
Computed Flow Time (minutes): 
Shallow Coricentrated Flow Computations 
Flow Length (ft): 
Slope (II): 
Surface Type: 
velocity (ft/sec): 
Corr.puted Flow Time (ltd.nutes): 
Channe~ Flew Computations 
StormNET 
Subarea A 
0.10 
20.00 
2.00 
1.10 
0.10 
3.33 
Subarea A 
460.61 
0.50 
Paved 
1. 44 
5.33 
Subarea A 
Suba:::ea .B 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
L10 
0.00 
0.00 
Subarea B 
0.00 
0.00 
Unpaved 
0.00 
0.00 
Subarea B 
Subarea C 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1.10 
0.00 
0.00 
Subarea C 
0.00' 
0.00 
Unpaved 
0.06 
0.00 
Subarea C 
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Martning's Rotighbes~~ 
E'low Length ( ft.) : 
Channel Slop'e (%') ,: 
Cross SectiOn Ar~~ Ift2): 
Wetted Perimeter (ft): 
veiocity (ft/secl:, 
coroput'ed Flow Time (minutes): 
0.03 
14:37.69 
1.00 
5.00 
5.00 
".9,7 
4.82 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
O.OC 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
================~=====~=================================================~~==========~=========~ 
Tot~l TOC (minutes);, 13.49 
================'=;=========.======-==========~=============::::'.;::===.=~===~::i.=.";==~:";.==='===~=~~====== 
.~.~+~ .... *~ ••• *.~*~.*~ 
Subbasin Runoff Sutrunary 
**~~*~~*~*****~****~*** 
-----------------:----_ ....... _--------:---_ ... _---------- .... --- ... ---_._----------_ .... _--_. __ .... _._..:._'--_ ...... '---...; 
Subbas,in 
ID 
Sub-lO 
'Accumulated 
Precip 
,in 
2.,880' 
Rainfall 
Ihte,nsity 
, in/hr 
0.120 
''fo,tal 
Runoff 
in 
2.563 
Peak 
Runoff 
cfs 
0.066 
Weighted 
Runoff 
Coeff 
0.890 
Time, of 
Concentration 
days. hh:mm:,ss 
o 00:13:29 
-:...-- ..... ---------.:.:---.;,.--~---..:.. ..... ..;.. .... ---. ;...----..:..--~------------ -----------------------.------------
Syst&'1I 2.880 2.563 0.0] 
********~~*~~*~~** 
Node Dept.h S'urr.mary 
*.*~*~.**~~*.~*~~. 
,Node Average Maxinium Maximum Time of Max Total Total. Retention 
ID Depth Depth HGL Occurrence Floode,d Tirite Time 
Attained Atta:!.ned Attained Volume FloOded 
it f't. ft days' hh:.mitt acre-in minutes 'hh:m.'1Ioss 
' ... .J..---'------------..;..--.:..-, ..... ---.... -·-.;....;..~,;:·..:..--7-",.:.:......-..:.;i-...:-·--~~;--.--,-;...-..;.-:_---:....--..; .... ----- .... --------.,....------
Jun-8 
Jun-7 
Pond-12 
+ •••• ~~ •• +~~.*y.* 
Node Flow Summary 
**~*~*~*~T**~~*** 
0.09 
0.00 
0.92 
0.09 
0.00 
L68 
24::"8.73 
24~4.]Q 
24:8.35 
o. .oo~13 
Ci QO;OO 
1 00:06 
a 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0:00 00 
0:00 00 
0:00 00 
-----------------~-~---~-~-~-.-~-----~-~-.---~---~~----~ ..... ..;.~-~~---- ..... -----~~----~---~~ 
StormNET 
COC214745 
Ln 
c.o 
0") 
..--
Node Element MaximUm Peak Time of Maximum Time of Peak 
ID Type Late.raJ. Inflow Peak Inflow Flooding Flooding 
Inflow .Occur.tence Overflow Occurrence 
cfs cfs days hh:rnln cis days hh:mm 
.;..------..:..--. ...;:---.:...----..:..--...:.--...;.------------------"--------...;; ---.;.,....;.~----------------------.:...-
Jun-B 
Jun-7 
Pond-i2 
JUNcTION 
OUTFALL 
STORAGE 
~~~**.**~**~~**±~**.~~ 
Detention POlld St:ittinary 
.*~**+**.**~*~*****.~* 
0.07 
0.00 
0.00 
0.07 
0.00 
0.07 
o 00 1:3 
o 00 ob 
1 do 00 
0 .. 00 
o.ob 
0.00 
_-: _____ :... ________ . _____________ .... ____ ...; _____ .:... __ ~-: ________ ..;.. __ : __ : ____ -o __ ~ .... "":'--- ... -~..;..~-.--:-_----_-----:---..... --..... ---______ . ___ ":"" ________ ._ ... ___ ~,_--_ 
Detention Pond ID Maximum Maximum Time of Max Average Average Maximuin Miildniutn Time of Max,· Total 
Ponded Ponded .ponde.d ponded Ponded Pond Exfiltrat·ion Exfil tration Exfiltrat.;id 
Volume Volume Volume Volume Volume Outflow Rate Rate Volume 
1000 ft" ('Ill days. hh:mm iooo ft·, (%) cfs cfiri hh ~ Iiutt: s S 1000 ft' 
---- - --- - -.-- - - - --'--------- - --------- - ---- -- - -----~--- - _ .......... ------_ . ....,; ---- - - - --'- -- -....;- --'-: - -------~ ----.:...-'---------~ -- --:...- -'--':-~- - ---------
Pond-12 2.481 
~****~*~***~.~*~*~**~*~ 
Outfall Loading Suml'l1ary 
**~****~-*****-**.***** 
Outfall Node ID 
Jun'-7 
System 
*****7~***~***~** 
Link Flow Summary 
*~~**_~*.**.A*~** 
Link ID 
StormNET 
flow 
frequency 
(II) 
0.00 
0.00 
Element 
Type 
97 1 00:06 
Average 
Flow 
cfs 
Peak 
Inflow 
cfs 
0.00 0.00 
0,00 0.00 
Time of ·Maximum 
Peak Flow velod.tv 
Occurrence Attained 
days hh:mm ft/sec 
Length 
Fact:or 
1.351 53 0.00 2.38 13:21:40 3.336 
Peak flow Design Ratio of Ratio of Totai 
during Flow l~aximum Maximum Time 
Analysis Capacity /Design Flow surcharged 
cfs cfs flow Depth Minutes 
COC214746 
c.o 
c.o 
0') 
..--
--~-----~----------~~~----~---------------------~--------~-------~--------------------------------------------
Con-l 
Reg-l 
CONDO.J;T 
ORIFICE 
**~.*.~~*~*.~*******+****~.****+ 
Highest flow Instability Indexes 
***7*~~*~*~**++**Y**~*~Y*~~***** 
All links are stable. 
1 00:00 
o OO:CO 
2.75 1. 00 0.07 
0.00 
3.82 0.02 0.09 
0.00 
o 
WARNING 107 
WAHNING 108 
WARNING 110 
Initial eleva:non. defi·ned for Ju·riction Jun-8 is below' invert. elevation, . Assumed· junction invert elevation. 
Surcharge elevation defined ·for Junction Jun-8 is below maximum elevation, Assumed junction maximum elevation .. 
Initial elevation define.d for Detention Pond Pond-12 is below invert elevation. Assu:1ied detention pond invert 
elevation. 
Analysis begun on: MOn Sep 14 l3:.36:57 2009 
Analys.:.s ended on: ~jon Sep 14 13·:36:59 2009 
Total elapsed time: 00:00:02 
StormNET 
COC214747 
r--
c.c 
0") 
or-
EXHIBITB 
to 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM J. MASON IN 
OPPOSITION TO CITY OF CALDWELL'S SECOND 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Pioneer Irrigation District v. City of Caldwell 
Case No. CV-08-556-C 
1968 
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Soil Map-Canyon Area, Idaho 
MAP LEGEND MAP INFORMATION 
Area of Interest IAOI, 
r:J Area of Interest (AOI) 
Soils 
Soil Map Units 
Special Point Features 
'v Blowout 
181 BorrowPiI 
* 
Clay Spot 
• 
Closed Depression 
X Gravel Pit 
" 
Gravelly Spot 
~ landfill 
A lava Flow 
~ Marsh or swamp 
-X Mine or Quarry 
® Miscellaneous Water 
® Perennial Water 
v Rock Outcrop 
+ Saline Spot 
Sandy Spot 
Severely Eroded Spot 
.(> Sinkhole 
p Slide or Slip 
fI SodicSpot 
= 
Spoil Area 
a Stony Spot 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
ro Very Stony Spot 
... Wet Spot 
4 Other 
Special Line Features 
"-
Gully 
.' . Short Steep Slope 
... , Other 
Political Features 
• 
Cities 
Water Features 
w:J Oceans 
Streams and Canals 
Transportation 
+t+ Rails 
........ Interstate Highways 
US Routes 
Major Roads 
.A...- local Roads 
Map Scale: 1:7,320 if printed on A size (8.5" x 11") sheet. 
The soil surveys that comprise your ADI were mapped at 1 :20,000. 
Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for accurate map 
measurements. 
Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service 
Web Soil Survey URL: http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov 
Coordinate System: UTM Zone 11 N NAD83 
This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as of 
the version date(s) listed below. 
Soil Survey Area: 
Survey Area Data: 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
Version 8, Jun 25, 2008 
Date(s) aerial images were photographed: 6/21/2004 
The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were 
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background 
imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor shifting 
of map unit boundaries may be evident. 
Web Soil Survey 
National Cooperative Soil Survey 
9/28/2009 
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Soil Map-Canyon Area, Idaho 
Map Unit Legend 
Canyon Area; Idaho (1D665)c::' - . 
Map Unit Symbol Map Unit Name;r,c- ' .. Acres. in AOf;;;· 
LSDA 
JiIiiii 
PhA Power silt loam, 0 to 1 percent slopes 
PhS Power silt loam, 1 to 3 percent slopes 
PpA Power-Purdam silt loams, 0 to 1 percent slopes 
PpS Power-Purdam silt loams, 1 to 3 percent slopes 
PpC Power-Purdam silt loams, 3 to 7 percent slopes 
PrC Purdam silt loam, 3 to 7 percent slopes 
PsA Purdam silt loam, water table, 0 to 1 percent 
slopes 
Tc Terrace escarpments 
TrD Trevino silt loam, 3 to 12 percent slopes 
Totals for Area of Interest 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Web Soil Survey 
National Cooperative Soil Survey 
1 ~71 
113.6 
3.4 
8.7 
96.0 
5.8 
0.5 
14.4 
6.4 
0.7 
249.6 
Percent of AO~; 
45.5% 
1.4% 
3.5% 
38.5% 
2.3% 
0.2% 
5.8% 
2.6% 
0.3% 
100.0% 
9/28/2009 
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Map Unit Description: Power slit loam, 0 to 1 percent slopes-Canyon Area, 
Idaho 
USDA 
""-
Canyon Area, Idaho 
PhA-Power silt loam, 0 to 1 percent slopes 
Map Unit Setting 
Elevation: 2,000 to 4,600 feet 
Mean annual precipitation: 8 to 12 inches 
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 52 degrees F 
Frost-free period: 100 to 170 days 
Map Unit Composition 
Power and similar soils: 90 percent 
Description of Power 
Setting 
Landform: Stream terraces 
Down-slope shape: Linear 
Across-slope shape: Linear 
Parent material: Mixed alluvium and/or loess 
Properties and qualities 
Slope: 0 to 1 percent 
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches 
Drainage class: Well drained 
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water 
(Ksat): Moderately high (0.20 to 0.60 in/hr) 
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches 
Frequency of flooding: None 
Frequency of ponding: None 
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 30 percent 
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline (0.0 to 2.0 mmhos/cm) 
Available water capacity: High (about 10.6 inches) 
Interpretive groups 
Land capability classification (irrigated): 1 
Land capability (nonirrigated): 6c 
Typical profile 
o to 9 inches: Silt loam 
9 to 17 inches: Sift loam 
17 to 60 inches: Silt loam 
Data Source Information 
Soil Survey Area: Canyon Area, Idaho 
Survey Area Data: Version 8, Jun 25, 2008 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Web Soil Survey 
National Cooperative Soil Survey 
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Map Unit Description: Power silt loam, 1 to 3 percent slopes-Canyon Area, 
Idaho 
USDA 
~---
Canyon Area, Idaho 
PhS-Power silt loam, 1 to 3 percent slopes 
Map Unit Setting 
Elevation: 2,000 to 4,600 feet 
Mean annual precipitation: 8 to 12 inches 
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 52 degrees F 
Frost-free period: 100 to 170 days 
Map Unit Composition 
Power and similar soils: 90 percent 
Description of Power 
Setting 
Landform: Stream terraces 
Down-slope shape: Linear 
Across-slope shape: Linear 
Parent material: Mixed alluvium and/or loess 
Properties and qualities 
Slope: 1 to 3 percent 
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches 
Drainage class: Well drained 
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water 
(Ksat): Moderately high (0.20 to 0.60 in/hr) 
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches 
Frequency of flooding: None 
Frequency of ponding: None 
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 30 percent 
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline (0.0 to 2.0 mmhos/cm) 
Available water capacity: High (about 10.6 inches) 
Interpretive groups 
Land capability classification (irrigated): 2e 
Land capability (nonirrigated): 6c 
Typical profile 
o to 9 inches: Silt loam 
9 to 17 inches: Silt loam 
17 to 60 inches: Silt loam 
Data Source Information 
Soil Survey Area: 
Survey Area Data: 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
Version 8, Jun 25, 2008 
Web Soil Survey 
National Cooperative Soil Survey 
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Map Unit Description: Power-Purdam silt loams, 0 to 1 percent slopes-Canyon 
Area, Idaho 
USDA 
~EF 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
PpA-Power-Purdam silt loams, 0 to 1 percent slopes 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Map Unit Setting 
Elevation: 2,000 to 5,000 feet 
Mean annual precipitation: 8 to 12 inches 
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 52 degrees F 
Frost-free period: 100 to 170 days 
Map Unit Composition 
Power and similar soils: 65 percent 
Purdam and similar soils: 25 percent 
Description of Power 
Setting 
Landform: Stream terraces 
Down-slope shape: Linear 
Across-slope shape: Linear 
Parent material: Mixed alluvium and/or loess 
Properties and qualities 
Slope: 0 to 1 percent 
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches 
Drainage class: Well drained 
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water 
(Ksat): Moderately high (0.20 to 0.60 in/hr) 
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches 
Frequency of flooding: None 
Frequency of ponding: None 
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 30 percent 
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline (0.0 to 2.0 mmhos/cm) 
Available water capacity: High (about 10.6 inches) 
Interpretive groups 
Land capability classification (irrigated): 1 
Land capability (nonirrigated): 6c 
Typical profile 
o to 9 inches: Silt loam 
9 to 17 inches: Silt loam 
17 to 60 inches: Silt loam 
Description of Purdam 
Setting 
Landform: Stream terraces 
Down-slope shape: Linear 
Across-slope shape: Linear 
Parent material: Mixed alluvium and/or lacustrine deposits and/or 
loess 
Web Soil Survey 
National Cooperative Soil Survey 
1974 
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Map Unit Description: Power-Purdam silt loams, 0 to 1 percent slopes-Canyon 
Area, Idaho 
USDA 
~--
Properties and qualities 
Slope: 0 to 1 percent 
Depth to restrictive feature: 20 to 40 inches to duripan 
Drainage class: Well drained 
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Very low 
to moderately low (0.00 to 0.06 in/hr) 
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches 
Frequency of flooding: None 
Frequency of ponding: None 
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 30 percent 
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline (0.0 to 2.0 mmhos/cm) 
Available water capacity: Low (about 4.7 inches) 
Interpretive groups 
Land capability classification (irrigated): 3s 
Land capability (nonirrigated): 6s 
Typical profile 
o to 10 inches: Silt loam 
10 to 13 inches: Silty clay loam 
13 to 24 inches: Silt loam 
24 to 38 inches: Cemented material 
38 to 60 inches: Stratified very gravelly sand to loam 
Data Source Information 
Soil Survey Area: 
Survey Area Data: 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
Version 8, Jun 25, 2008 
Web Soil Survey 
National Cooperative Soil Survey 
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Map Unit Description: Power-Purdam silt loams, 1 to 3 percent slopes-Canyon 
Area, Idaho 
USDA 
~'.-
Canyon Area, Idaho 
PpB-Power-Purdam silt loams, 1 to 3 percent slopes 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Map Unit Setting 
Elevation: 2.000 to 5.000 feet 
Mean annual precipitation: 8 to 12 inches 
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 52 degrees F 
Frost-free period: 100 to 170 days 
Map Unit Composition 
Power and similar soils: 65 percent 
Purdam and similar soils: 25 percent 
Description of Power 
Setting 
Landform: Stream terraces 
Down-slope shape: Linear 
Across-slope shape: Linear 
Parent material: Mixed alluvium and/or loess 
Properties and qualities 
Slope: 1 to 3 percent 
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches 
Drainage class: Well drained 
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water 
(Ksat): Moderately high (0,20 to 0.60 in/hr) 
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches 
Frequency of flooding: None 
Frequency of ponding: None 
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 30 percent 
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline (0.0 to 2.0 mmhos/cm) 
Available water capacity: High (about 10.6 inches) 
Interpretive groups 
Land capability classification (irrigated): 2e 
Land capability (nonirrigated): 6c 
Typical profile 
o to 9 inches: Silt loam 
9 to 17 inches: Silt loam 
17 to 60 inches: Silt loam 
Description of Purdam 
Setting 
Landform: Stream terraces 
Down-slope shape: Linear 
Across-slope shape: Linear 
Parent material: Mixed alluvium and/or lacustrine deposits and/or 
loess 
Web Soil Survey 
National Cooperative Soil Survey 
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Map Unit Description: Power-Purdam silt loams, 1 to 3 percent slopes-Canyon 
Area, Idaho 
USDA 
~Eii 
Properties and qualities 
Slope: 1 to 3 percent 
Depth to restrictive feature: 20 to 40 inches to duripan 
Drainage class: Well drained 
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Very low 
to moderately low (0.00 to 0.06 in/hr) 
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches 
Frequency of flooding: None 
Frequency of ponding: None 
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 30 percent 
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline (0.0 to 2.0 mmhos/cm) 
Available water capacity: Low (about 4.7 inches) 
Interpretive groups 
Land capability classification (irrigated): 3e 
Land capability (non irrigated): 6s 
Typical profile 
o to 10 inches: Silt loam 
10 to 13 inches: Silty clay loam 
13 to 24 inches: Silt loam 
24 to 38 inches: Cemented material 
38 to 60 inches: Stratified very gravelly sand to loam 
Data Source Information 
Soil Survey Area: 
Survey Area Data: 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Canyon Area. Idaho 
Version 8. Jun 25. 2008 
Web Soil Survey 
National Cooperative Soil Survey 
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Map Unit Description: Power-Purdam silt loams, 3 to 7 percent slopes-Canyon 
Area, Idaho 
USDA 
=iffiii 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
PpC-Power-Purdam silt loams, 3 to 7 percent slopes 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Map Unit Setting 
Elevation: 2,000 to 5,000 feet 
Mean annual precipitation: 8 to 12 inches 
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 52 degrees F 
Frost-free period: 100 to 170 days 
Map Unit Composition 
Power and similar soils: 55 percent 
Pur dam and similar soils: 35 percent 
Description of Power 
Setting 
Landform: Terraces, drainageways 
Down-slope shape: Linear 
Across-slope shape: Linear 
Parent material: Mixed alluvium and/or loess 
Properties and qualities 
Slope: 3 to 7 percent 
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches 
Drainage class: Well drained 
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water 
(Ksat): Moderately high (0.20 to 0.60 in/hr) 
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches 
Frequency of flooding: None 
Frequency of ponding: None 
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 30 percent 
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline (0.0 to 2.0 mmhos/cm) 
Available water capacity: High (about 10.6 inches) 
Interpretive groups 
Land capability classification (irrigated): 3e 
Land capability (nonirrigated): 6e 
Typical profile 
o to 9 inches: Silt loam 
9 to 17 inches: Silt loam 
17 to 60 inches: Silt loam 
Description of Purdam 
Setting 
Landform: Terraces, drainageways 
Down-slope shape: Linear 
Across-slope shape: Linear 
Parent material: Mixed alluvium and/or lacustrine deposits and/or 
loess 
Web Soil Survey 
National Cooperative Soil Survey 
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Map Unit Description: Power-Purdam silt loams, 3 to 7 percent slopes-Canyon 
Area, Idaho 
USDA 
~iiF 
Properties and qualities 
Slope: 3 to 7 percent 
Depth to restrictive feature: 20 to 40 inches to duripan 
Drainage class: Well drained 
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Very low 
to moderately low (0.00 to 0.06 in/hr) 
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches 
Frequency of flooding: None 
Frequency of ponding: None 
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 30 percent 
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline (0.0 to 2.0 mmhos/cm) 
Available water capacity: Low (about 4.7 inches) 
Interpretive groups 
Land capability classification (irrigated): 3e 
Land capability (nonirrigated): 6e 
Typical profile 
o to 10 inches: Silt loam 
10 to 13 inches: Silty clay loam 
13 to 24 inches: Silt loam 
24 to 38 inches: Cemented material 
38 to 60 inches: Stratified very gravelly sand to loam 
Data Source Information 
Soil Survey Area: 
Survey Area Data: 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
Version 8, Jun 25, 2008 
Web Soil Survey 
National Cooperative Soil Survey 
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Map Unit Description: Purdam silt loam, 3 to 7 percent slopes-Canyon Area, 
Idaho 
USDA 
7E 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
PrC-Purdam silt loam, 3 to 7 percent slopes 
Map Unit Setting 
Elevation: 2,000 to 5,000 feet 
Mean annual precipitation: 8 to 12 inches 
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 52 degrees F 
Frost-free period: 110 to 170 days 
Map Unit Composition 
Purdam and similar soils: 90 percent 
Description of Purdam 
Setting 
Landform: Terraces, drainageways 
Down-slope shape: Linear 
Across-slope shape: Linear 
Parent material: Mixed alluvium andlor lacustrine deposits and/or 
loess 
Properties and qualities 
Slope: 3 to 7 percent 
Depth to restrictive feature: 20 to 40 inches to duripan 
Drainage class: Well drained 
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Very low 
to moderately low (O.OO to 0.06 in/hr) 
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches 
Frequency of flooding: None 
Frequency of ponding: None 
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 30 percent 
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline (O.O to 2.0 mmhos/cm) 
Available water capacity: Low (about 4.7 inches) 
Interpretive groups 
Land capability classification (irrigated): 3e 
Land capability (nonirrigated): 6e 
Typical profile 
o to 10 inches: Silt loam 
10 to 13 inches: Silty clay loam 
13 to 24 inches: Silt loam 
24 to 38 inches: Cemented material 
38 to 60 inches: Stratified very gravelly sand to loam 
Data Source Information 
Soil Survey Area: 
Survey Area Data: 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
Version 8, Jun 25, 2008 
Web Soil Survey 
National Cooperative Soil Survey 
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Map Unit Description: Purdam silt loam, water table, 0 to 1 percent slopes-
Canyon Area, Idaho 
USDA 
~EF 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
PsA-Purdam silt loam, water table, 0 to 1 percent slopes 
Map Unit Setting 
Elevation: 2,500 to 4,400 feet 
Mean annual precipitation: 8 to 11 inches 
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 50 degrees F 
Frost-free period: 110 to 160 days 
Map Unit Composition 
Purdam, high water table, and similar soils: 90 percent 
Description of Purdam, High Water Table 
Setting 
Landform: Depressions, drainageways 
Down-slope shape: Linear 
Across-slope shape: Linear 
Parent material: Mixed silty alluvium and/or loess 
Properties and qualities 
Slope: 0 to 1 percent 
Depth to restrictive feature: 20 to 40 inches to duripan 
Drainage class: Somewhat poorly drained 
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Very low 
to moderately low (0.00 to 0.06 in/hr) 
Depth to water table: About 30 to 60 inches 
Frequency of flooding: None 
Frequency of ponding: None 
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 30 percent 
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline (0.0 to 2.0 mmhos/cm) 
Available water capacity: Low (about 4.7 inches) 
Interpretive groups 
Land capability classification (irrigated): 2w 
Typical profile 
o to 10 inches: Silt loam 
10 to 13 inches: Silty clay loam 
13 to 24 inches: Silt loam 
24 to 38 inches: Cemented material 
38 to 60 inches: Stratified very gravelly sand to loam 
Data Source Information 
Soil Survey Area: 
Survey Area Data: 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
Version 8, Jun 25, 2008 
Web Soil Survey 
National Cooperative Soil Survey 
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Map Unit Description: Terrace escarpments-Canyon Area, Idaho 
USDA 
~-rr 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
Tc-Terrace escarpments 
Map Unit Setting 
Elevation: 2,250 to 4,400 feet 
Mean annual precipitation: 8 to 11 inches 
Mean annual air temperature: 48 to 54 degrees F 
Frost-free period: 1 00 to 150 days 
Map Unit Composition 
Terrace escarpments: 100 percent 
Description of Terrace Escarpments 
Interpretive groups 
Land capability (nonirrigated): 7e 
Typical profile 
o to 5 inches: Fine sandy loam 
5 to 60 inches: Fine sandy loam 
Data Source Information 
Soil Survey Area: 
Survey Area Data: 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
Version 8, Jun 25, 2008 
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Map Unit Description: Trevino silt loam, 3 to 12 percent slopes-Canyon Area, 
Idaho 
USDA 
""orr 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
TrD-Trevino silt loam, 3 to 12 percent slopes 
Map Unit Setting 
Elevation: 2,000 to 5,000 feet 
Mean annual precipitation: 8 to 11 inches 
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 52 degrees F 
Frost-free period: 110 to 160 days 
Map Unit Composition 
Trevino and similar soils: 90 percent 
Description of Trevino 
Setting 
Landform: Lava plains 
Down-slope shape: Linear 
Across-slope shape: Linear 
Parent material: Mixed alluvium and/or loess over bedrock derived 
from basalt 
Properties and qualities 
Slope: 3 to 12 percent 
Depth to restrictive feature: 8 to 20 inches to lithic bedrock 
Drainage class: Well drained 
CapaCity of the most limiting layer to transmit water 
(Ksat): Moderately high to high (0.57 to 2.00 in/hr) 
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches 
Frequency of flooding: None 
Frequency of ponding: None 
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 15 percent 
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline (O.O to 2.0 mmhos/cm) 
Available water capacity: Very low (about 3.0 inches) 
Interpretive groups 
Land capability classification (irrigated): 4e 
Land capability (nonirrigated): 6e 
Typical profile 
o to 5 inches: Silt loam 
5 to 8 inches: Silt loam 
8 to 18 inches: Loam 
18 to 28 inches: Unweathered bedrock 
Data Source Information 
Soil Survey Area: 
Survey Area Data: 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
Version 8, Jun 25, 2008 
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Soil Map-Canyon Area, Idaho 
MAP LEGEND MAP INFORMATION 
Area of Interest (AOI) 
0 Area of Interest (AOI) 
Soils 
Soil Map Units 
Special Point Features 
\!) Blowout 
00 Borrow Pit 
* 
Clay Spot 
• 
Closed Depression 
X Gravel Pit 
I • Gravelly Spot 
@ Landfill 
A Lava Flow 
• Marsh or swamp 
~ Mine or Quarry 
@ Miscellaneous Water 
® Perennial Water 
v Rock Outcrop 
+ Saline Spot 
Sandy Spot 
Severely Eroded Spot 
~ Sinkhole 
p Slide or Slip 
}l1 SodicSpot 
= 
Spoil Area 
C Stony Spot 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
(1,) Very Stony Spot 
t Wet Spot 
.&. Other 
Special Line Features 
-,- Gully 
.' . Short Steep Slope 
.... ~ Other 
Political Features 
• 
Cities 
Water Features 
~ Oceans 
Streams and Canals 
Transportation 
+++ Rails 
...- Interstate Highways 
US Routes 
Major Roads 
"""'" 
Local Roads 
Map Scale: 1 :2,320 if printed on A size (8.5" x 11 ") sheet. 
The soil surveys that comprise your ADI were mapped at 1 :20,000. 
Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for accurate map 
measurements. 
Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service 
Web Soil Survey URL: http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov 
Coordinate System: UTM Zone 11 N NAD83 
This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as of 
the version date(s) listed below. 
Soil Survey Area: 
Survey Area Data: 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
Version 8, Jun 25, 2008 
Date(s) aerial images were photographed: 6/21/2004 
The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were 
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background 
imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor shifting 
of map unit boundaries may be evident. 
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Map Unit Legend 
LSDA 
~fEi 
Map Unit Symbol 
BrB 
., 
PhA 
PpB 
Totals for Area of Interest 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Canyon Area, Idaho (10665) 
Map Unit Name Acres in AOl 
Bram silt loam, 1 to 3 percent slopes 
Power silt loam, 0 to 1 percent 
slopes 
Power-Purdam silt loams, 1 to 3 
percent slopes 
Web Soil SUivey 
National Cooperative Soil Survey 
1986 
Percent of AOI 
1.3 
19.4 
8.3 
29.0 
4.4% 
66.9% 
28.7% 
100.0% 
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Map Unit Description: Bram silt loam, 1 to 3 percent slopes-Canyon Area, Idaho 
USDA 
"""Fi 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
BrB-Bram silt loam, 1 to 3 percent slopes 
Map Unit Setting 
Elevation: 2,000 to 4,800 feet 
Mean annual precipitation: 8 to 11 inches 
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 52 degrees F 
Frost-free period: 100 to 160 days 
Map Unit Composition 
Bram and similar soils: 85 percent 
Description of Bram 
Setting 
Landform: Drainageways, terraces 
Down-slope shape: Linear 
Across-slope shape: Linear 
Parent material: Mixed alluvium and/or lacustrine deposits 
Properties and qualities 
Slope: 1 to 3 percent 
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches 
Drainage class: Somewhat poorly drained 
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water 
(Ksat): Moderately high (0.20 to 0.60 in/hr) 
Depth to water table: About 36 to 72 inches 
Frequency of flooding: None 
Frequency of ponding: None 
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 25 percent 
Maximum salinity: Very slightly saline to slightly saline (4.0 to 8.0 
mmhos/cm) 
Sodium adsorption ratio, maximum: 8.0 
Available water capacity: Moderate (about 6.9 inches) 
Interpretive groups 
Land capability classification (irrigated): 3w 
Land capability (nonirrigated): 6s 
Typical profile 
o to 17 inches: Silt loam 
17 to 52 inches: Silt loam 
52 to 65 inches: Fine sandy loam 
Data Source Information 
Soil Survey Area: 
Survey Area Data: 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
Version 8, Jun 25, 2008 
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Map Unit Description: Power silt loam, 0 to 1 percent slopes-Canyon Area, 
Idaho 
USDA 
""'3 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
PhA-Power silt loam, 0 to 1 percent slopes 
Map Unit Setting 
Elevation: 2,000 to 4,600 feet 
Mean annual precipitation: 8 to 12 inches 
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 52 degrees F 
Frost-free period: 100 to 170 days 
Map Unit Composition 
Power and similar soils: 90 percent 
Description of Power 
Setting 
Landform: Stream terraces 
Down-slope shape: Linear 
Across-slope shape: Linear 
Parent material: Mixed alluvium and/or loess 
Properties and qualities 
Slope: 0 to 1 percent 
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches 
Drainage class: Well drained 
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water 
(Ksat): Moderately high (0.20 to 0.60 in/hr) 
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches 
Frequency of flooding: None 
Frequency of ponding: None 
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 30 percent 
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline (0.0 to 2.0 mmhos/cm) . 
Available water capacity: High (about 10.6 inches) 
Interpretive groups 
Land capability classification (irrigated): 1 
Land capability (nonirrigated): 6c 
Typical profile 
o to 9 inches: Silt loam 
9 to 17 inches: Silt loam 
17 to 60 inches: Silt loam 
Data Source Information 
Soil Survey Area: 
Survey Area Data: 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
Version 8, Jun 25, 2008 
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National Cooperative Soil Survey 
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Map Unit Description: Power-Purdam silt loams, 1 to 3 percent slopes-Canyon 
Area, Idaho 
USDA 
~-
Canyon Area, Idaho 
PpB-Power-Purdam silt loams, 1 to 3 percent slopes 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Map Unit Setting 
Elevation: 2,000 to 5,000 feet 
Mean annual precipitation: 8 to 12 inches 
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 52 degrees F 
Frost-free period: 100 to 170 days 
Map Unit Composition 
Power and similar soils: 65 percent 
Purdam and similar soils: 25 percent 
Description of Power 
Setting 
Landform: Stream terraces 
Down-slope shape: Linear 
Across-slope shape: Linear 
Parent material: Mixed alluvium andlor loess 
Properties and qualities 
Slope: 1 to 3 percent 
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches 
Drainage class: Well drained 
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water 
(Ksat): Moderately high (0.20 to 0.60 in/hr) 
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches 
Frequency of flooding: None 
Frequency of ponding: None 
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 30 percent 
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline (0.0 to 2.0 mmhos/cm) 
Available water capacity: High (about 10.6 inches) 
Interpretive groups 
Land capability classification (irrigated): 2e 
Land capability (nonirrigated): 6c 
Typical profile 
o to 9 inches: Silt loam 
9 to 17 inches: Silt loam 
17 to 60 inches: Silt loam 
Description of Purdam 
Setting 
Landform: Stream terraces 
Down-slope shape: Linear 
Across-slope shape: Linear 
Parent material: Mixed alluvium and/or lacustrine deposits and/or 
loess 
Web Soil Survey 
National Cooperative Soil Survey 
1989 
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Map Unit Description: Power-Purdam siltloams, 1 to 3 percent slopes-Canyon 
Area, Idaho 
USDA 
~-=w 
Properties and qualities 
Slope: 1 to 3 percent 
Depth to restrictive feature: 20 to 40 inches to duripan 
Drainage class: Well drained 
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Very low 
to moderately low (0.00 to 0.06 in/hr) 
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches 
Frequency of flooding: None 
Frequency of ponding: None 
Calcium carbonate, maximum content: 30 percent 
Maximum salinity: Nonsaline (0.0 to 2.0 mmhos/cm) 
Available water capacity: Low (about 4.7 inches) 
Interpretive groups 
Land capability classification (irrigated): 3e 
Land capability (nonirrigated): 65 
Typical profile 
o to 10 inches: Silt loam 
10 to 13 inches: Silty clay loam 
13 to 24 inches: Silt loam 
24 to 38 inches: Cemented material 
38 to 60 inches: Stratified very gravelly sand to loam 
Data Source Information 
Soil Survey Area: 
Survey Area Data: 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Canyon Area, Idaho 
Version 8, Jun 25, 2008 
Web Soil Survey 
National Cooperative Soil Survey 
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MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
18946.0059 
Attorneys for Plaintiff / Counterdefendant 
Pioneer Irrigation District 
SEP 302009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J DRAKE, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF CALDWELL, 
Defendant. 
CITY OF CALDWELL, 
Counterc1aimant, 
Case No. CV 08-556-C 
NARRATIVE AND DELINEATION OF 
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S TOUR 
OF ITS FACILITIES 
::;:::: vs. 
-(!) PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
t::::l::::: Counterdefendant. 
C> 
NARRATIVE AND DELINEATION OF PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S TOUR 
OF ITS FACILITIES - 1 
1991 
Client:1377589.1 
On September 29,2009, this Court heard oral argument on Pioneer Irrigation 
District's ("Pioneer") Motion for Court to View Pioneer Irrigation District's Facilities, filed on 
September 3,2009. Pursuant to the Court's verbal ruling on the record at the hearing, Pioneer 
hereby submits this narrative and delineation of its facilities for purposes of the facilities tour. 
1. The tour will commence at the Canyon County Courthouse. From there, 
the tour will travel to the Phyllis Canal diversion off of the Boise River, which diversion can be 
accessed off of Linder Road, north of U.S. Highway 20/26. From Linder Road, approximately 
. - . 
three-quarters of a mile north of U.S. Highway 20/26 isa dirt, unmarked canal access road; lying 
to the east of Linder Road. This dirt road travels ina easterly diiectionto the PhyllisCan,~l .  
headgate system on the Boise River. 
(Phyllis Canal Diversion Works) 
NARRATIVE AND DELINEATION OF PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S TOUR 
OF ITS FACILITIES - 2 
1992 
Client1377589.1 
2. The tour will continue along the canal access road for the entire length of 
the Phyllis Canal, approximately 50 miles, to its terminus at Pipe Gulch Draw, just west of 
Top Road; Upper Pleasantrudge Road is to the north, and Lower Pleasant Ridge Road is to the 
south. 
(phyllis Canal Terminus at Pipe Gulch Draw) 
3. From there, the tour will head back to the east to the Caldwell Highline 
Canal diversion off of the Boise River. The tour will then travel via State Highway 19 to 
Interstate 84 to U.S. 20126 to 11th Avenue Extension to Joplin Road (north of U.s. 20126), to a 
dirt, unmarked canal access road lying to the north of Joplin Road. This dirt road travels in 
northerly direction to the Caldwell Highline Canal headgate system. 
NARRATIVE AND DELINEATION OF PIONEERffiRfGATION DISTRICT'S TOUR 
OF ITS FACILITIES - 3 
1993 
Client1377589.1 
(Caldwell High.llne 'C@alDiversiO!1Works) '. 
. . .. ' - :.~ : -. . '.- - . ' , . . - . . 
4. From there, the toUr wi1i '~ontinue al~ng the can,al ' a6cess road until the 
Caldwell Highline Canal intersects with the Canyon Hill Lateral,also known as the 500 Lateral . ... 
Thisintersection is generallylocated one-halfI11Ue south of Linden Road, one~halfmile6'astof 
Middleton Road, east of the Caldwell Municipal.A1rp()rt .. 
5. From there, the tour will continue along the Canyon Hill Lateral canal 
access road. traveling in a northwesterly direction for approximately three (3) miles until its 
intersection with Marble Front Road. Two stops will be made along the way, as follows: 
(a) First, the tour will stop at Outfall 5-2, which is located adjacent to 
Muller Lane below the west-bound Interstate 84 on-ramp (the Franklin Interchange). 
NARRATIVE AND DELINEATION OF PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S TOUR 
OF ITS FACILITIES - 4 
1994 
Client: 1377589.1 
· (Outfal15~2; N6Il-IrrigationSe~on), 
(b) Second, the tour will stop at Outfall 5-10, located at the intersection of 
Canyon Hill Lateral and Syringa Way. 
(Outfall 5-10; Non-Irrigation Season) 
6. From Marble Front Road, the tour will backtrack along the Canyon Hill 
Lateral canal access road to its intersection with U.S. 20/26. From there, the tour will head east 
NARRATIVE AND DELINEATION OF PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S TOUR 
OF ITS FACILITIES - 5 
1995 
Client:1377S89.1 
to Aviation Way then north on Aviation Way, to view a portion of the "A" Drain. Two stops 
will be made along the way, as follows: 
(a) First, the tour will stop at Outfall A-17, which is located adjacent to 
Aviation Way, south of Vista Park Drive, and roughly 150' north of Muller Lane. 
(Outfall A-17; Non-Irrigation Season) 
, ', , ,". . . . 
(b) Second, the tour will stop at Outfall A-IS, which is located adjacent to ..... 
Aviation Way, roughly 150' south of the current tenninus of Aviation Way (north of U.S. 
Highway 20/26): 
NARRATIVE AND DELINEATION OF PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S TOUR 
OF ITS FACILITIES - 6 
1996 
Client: 1377 589.1 
· ..•..  : (Olltfal} A-IS; Noii"IrrigatlonSeason) .... 
7. FroIl1 there, the tour will continue to O~tfall R .. l within the "B" Drain, 
located just north of the intersection of 10th Avenue and Ustick Road. 
(Outfall B-1; Non-Irrigation Season) 
8. The tour will then end and will proceed back to the Canyon County 
Courthouse. 
NARRATIVE AND DELINEATION OF PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S TOUR 
OF ITS FACILITIES - 7 
1997 
Client: 1377589.1 
9. A map of Pioneer Irrigation District, with the tour route highlighted in 
yellow, is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" for reference purposes. 
DATED this 30th day of September, 2009. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
By __ -+~~==~=-____________ _ 
An J. Waldera-OftheFirm 
Attorneys for Pioneer Irrigation District 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 30th day of September, 2009, I caused a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing NARRATIVE AND DELINEATION OF PIONEER IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT'S TOUR OF ITS FACILITIES to be served by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to the following: 
Mark Hilty 
HAMILTON MICHAELSON & HILTY LLP 
1301 12th Avenue 
P.O. Box 65 
Nampa, ID 83653-0065 
Fax: 467-3058 
J. Fredrick Mack 
Erik F. Stidham 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
101 South Capitol Boulevard, Suite 1400 
Post Office Box 2527 
Boise,ID 83701-2527 
Fax: 343-8869 
N U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
'NHand Delivered 
( ) Dvernight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
NARRATIVE AND DELINEATION OF PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S TOUR 
OF ITS FACILITIES - 8 . Client:1377589.1 
EXHIBIT A 
TO NARRATIVE AND DELINEATION OF PIONEER 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S TOUR OF ITS FACILITIES 
J 
2000 
